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Conducting any research demands that a structured plan is in place and followed to
maintain purpose and provide structure. This research is no different and there is a variety of
aims and objectives that have been identified that promote this process and identify how the
route will be formed. The overall aim of this research is ’To develop a novel taxonomy that
enables an in-depth analysis of different liveness detection techniques that can be applied to
other novel areas such as the development of coercion detection technologies culminating in
a predictive and analytical method’. The first stage of this path is to identify what are the
constituent areas within this research.
1.1 Context
To live in a world where the operations of daily living are automated by a home, work, or
a public system has been the vision of many for some years [178]. Amongst the primary
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concerns is the comparative complexity of systems and the ever-increasing security considera-
tions [156]. This emphasis on security is a standard expectation within the current computing
environment, however, to better represent the complexity a more dynamic security technique
is being considered. Biometric security techniques offer a reliable and secure alternative
compared to physical and key based security; systems such as passwords and pins. The use
of biometric systems opens up a host of other considerations and possibilities such as the
integration of health and well-being monitoring, as well as providing a more data-focused
society with information about lifestyles and habits as identified within [55]’s work on smart
homes and biometric devices.
Traditionally biometric security has been rarely used, partially because due to the lack
of user trust and willing organisations to implement the technology. However, the amount
of research within the area of biometric security has increased massively over the past ten
years due to the general increase in implementation. These implementations range from
physical to logical access and can be used in either identity and surveillance scenarios. It is
the area of logical access that is growing the most, access PC, smart devices, etc., and this is
projected to have a 10% increase in revenue going from 21% to 31% in the upcoming two
years [30]. Along with the 1% growth of physical access systems, this proves that the market
and importance of biometric solutions is increase and will affect the security concerns of
companies in the upcoming decade. This can be seen by the forecast for the next five years
which predicts that the annual revenue will increase from, in millions, $1.621 to $34.637
[109]. Therefore, the impact of these security techniques will become increasingly important
and will lead to emphasis on efficient and effective threat detection
Circumvention of biometric techniques using spoof samples became the main problem to
contend with when developing biometric security solutions. Liveness detection was deemed
to be the solution, by making it harder to accept spoof samples, and this led to an explosion
of liveness detection research into both solutions and causes. Due to this sudden influx
of research, there was minimal focus placed on creating techniques that followed similar
processes or produced similar outputs. This caused confusion as many techniques followed
similar lines of thought, however, did not follow a similar process, therefore, minimising
the impact they could have had. This was also seen in the use of different measurements
often being relevant only to the research they were contained in and other techniques. If
there had been a process to align these research projects, then they could have been easily
compared to each other, and the most suitable would have been highlighted. This allowed a
huge amount of liveness techniques to be created that was very difficult to compare, which
prevented efficient implementation into biometric systems both current and future. This has
led to confusion when choosing liveness detection techniques for implementation both in
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multi-modal and fusion environment, and has raised the question should some method of
categorisation be sought to ease the comparison between liveness techniques? Therefore,
promoting only the most suitable techniques for the specific installation. This situation
could also potentially reoccur for coercion detection research, as there is currently a minimal
amount in this area. However, if the trend from liveness detection is followed, then the
amount of research will reach critical mass rapidly once again creating a situation that
prevents the ease of comparison and implementation. Therefore alongside the development
for liveness detection, it is the intent not to allow this liveness research bloat to occur again
and instead, create a method of categorization that can be used for both liveness and coercion
detection techniques. To help categorise these techniques, a taxonomy will be developed
that will highlight the salient features of these techniques, therefore, promoting a more
efficient analysis and comparison intra-technique. There is a precedent in this area, as generic
biometric security techniques contain a basic taxonomy. However this research will look at
the practicalities of this taxonomy and highlight if it can be used for liveness detection, and
if so what, if anything, will need to change.
While these concepts are relevant they are fraught with flaws and potential problems. The
integration of biometric techniques alone comprises of numerous factors that superceded the
considerations of traditional security systems such as the problems surrounding spoof data,
and the reliance on user capabilities (resistance to phishing, etc.), therefore the inclusion of
autonomic environments can potentially apply a more responsive and accessible system to
all users. These factors also bring up numerous questions such as how to identify the best
technique for installation, what other security considerations are important within biometrics
such as liveness detection and what future novel approaches need to be identified.
1.2 Aims
Security has always been one of the paramount factors within any computing system and
it is becoming increasing difficult to ignore the added security concerns that a ubiquitous
deployment of biometric security has identified, such as the ’collectability’ of samples
for spoofing. Subsequently, both traditional and specific threats must be considered when
conducting biometric research.
Therefore, it is the aim of this research to identify the specific factors that liveness and
coercion detection requires, coupled with the most suitable methods of implementation
that can be derived from both. This is not the sole aim of this research; the second aspect
is to identify the most suitable method of system implementation specifically considering
the applicability of autonomic environments. This is because of the huge complexity of
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integrated biometric environments and the innate advantages autonomic environments can
provide potentially linking into smart environments.
These aims, when achieved, will culminate in the creation, development and deployment
of a taxonomy that will classify different biometric security techniques and allow a quantita-
tive classification to be provided showing the relative increase or decrease of security threat
within a system, measured by the algorithm developed throughout this research.
Furthermore, it has been identified within current research that the amount of standardis-
ation and cross technique, understanding within liveness detection is very poor and would
benefit from a more thorough standardisation. Additionally, as coercion detection is in
its infancy the development of different coercion detection techniques and classifiers is
groundbreaking in scope.
Therefore, the intent of this refined aim is to identify, categorise and evaluate different
biometric liveness detection techniques alongside the development and classification of novel
coercion detection techniques that will enable future techniques to be implemented. To refine
the overall aim into a specific statement, the following identifies the key aims, and the overall
purpose of the research.
Therefore, the purpose of the research is twofold firstly: to develop a novel taxonomy
that enables an in-depth analysis of different liveness detection techniques, and that can be
applied to other novel areas such as the development of coercion detection technologies
culminating in a predictive and analytical technique. Secondly, while the overall aim is
comprised of some factors the individual factors therein comprise of the objectives that will
be sought throughout the research process. Therefore, the following objectives will provide
practical guidance that will allow the overall aim to be sought and accomplished.
1.3 Objectives
In achieving the aim the following objectives are highlighted:
1. Critically evaluate, in sufficient detail, the different algorithms, models, architectures
and associated technologies within the biometric environment. This will be done
within chapter three and be based on the following two areas:
(a) Biometric Security
(b) Liveness detection
2. Develop a taxonomy for security techniques that can cover a range of different current
and future technologies. Focusing on liveness detection, but maintaining scalability
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allowing future techniques to be adapted for the taxonomy while creating output that
can be compared to other techniques, therefore creating a comparative and analytical
tool. This will be done within chapter four.
3. Investigate how the inclusion of different levels of liveness and coercion detection
affects the security of the system. This will be done within chapters five and six.
4. Identify the underlying structure of coercion detection and how it should work with
biometric security, linking to both liveness detection and biometric authentication.
This will be done within chapters five and six.
5. Develop a baseline coercion detection environment, to determine the relevant validity
of coercion detection in current biometric systems as well as how to measure coercion
detection. This will be done within chapters five and six.
6. Evaluate the taxonomy by testing it with a range of data gathered from respected peer
reviewed research. The validity of such data is important and has been discussed within
chapter 2. This will be done within chapter and six.
(a) Identify suitable research that can be used for data collection
(b) Apply this data to the taxonomy
(c) Evaluate the results
1.4 Original Contribution to Knowledge
The applicability and originality of research is a huge factor and one that has been closely
considered during the development process of this research. Therefore, the specific original
contribution to knowledge has been identified in summarised form for ease of access.
1. Develop an interval liveness detection based taxonomy that outputs relevant numerical
standards that in turn can be used within a variety of situations. This is not something
that exists currently as the only classification system uses an ordinal system that
provides very little overall comparative data. This is highlighted within chapters three
and four.
2. The taxonomy will highlight very specific points of interest within different techniques,
allowing a detailed dissemination and analysis of the overall technique. This is
something that has not been attempted currently and will be highlighted within chapter
five and six.
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3. The taxonomy will be able to predict security levels; this will be done by entering
associated data from similar case studies allowing developers more idea of how their
implementation would function. This is highlighted within chapters four and five.
4. The current focus on biometric security is centred around liveness detection standards
as they have been the most important sub-area within biometric security. As the
technology has improved over the years and liveness has become more accepted, a
further concept has started to become more and more relevant. This concept is coercion
detection and would occur after the liveness detection techniques have acted. Currently,
there is very little information in this area despite its potential security flaws. This is
highlighted within chapters three, four and five.
5. The development of the taxonomy that can be adapted also to function with the same,
or similar, classifiers within coercion detection. This is so that the planning and
development will consider the application in different areas instead of trying to adapt
the final taxonomy to fit different areas. This is a move to create an efficient and robust
taxonomy. This is highlighted within chapter five.
6. Due to the relative youth of coercion detection there are very few techniques, therefore,
by developing and presenting a variety of novel techniques, new ground is being
covered. This is highlighted within chapter five.
1.5 Thesis Structure
Chapter One contains the introduction, sets the context and aims of the research and highlights
the original contribution to knowledge along with publications gained from this research.
Chapter Two will cover the methodological choice, which is grounded theory, as well as
highlighting other potential methodologies that while are viable have not been used.Chapter
Three will identify the background to biometric security while identifying some of the key
areas that are currently lacking such as an appropriate way of measuring liveness detection
techniques as well as the entire coercion detection sub-discipline. Chapter Four discusses
the development of a new taxonomy that will classify liveness detection while moving away
from the current ordinal measurement system used within the research area. Analysis of
these liveness classifiers will then follow leading into the adaptation of the taxonomy of
coercion detection techniques. Further development of these new techniques will follow,
identifying metrics for coercion detection and an analysis of the proposed classifiers. After
the taxonomy development Chapter Five analyses coercion and liveness techniques by
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applying the taxonomy across a selection of liveness and coercion techniques. This will then
be followed by the development of an algorithm to denote the level of security an individual
technique has achieved. Explanation of the algorithm development, components and testing
will then be included. Finally Chapter Six will contain the final concluding remarks and will
cover some of the areas in the future that can be looked into, alongside some focuses for
article and conference submission.
1.6 Published Work
As part of this work numerous papers were submitted and conferences attended, culminating
in the following:
1 P. W. Matthew and M. R. Anderson, “Novel Approaches to Developing Multimodal
Biometric Systems with Autonomic Liveness Detection Characteristics,” in Intelligent
Systems for Science and Information, vol. 542, L. Chen, S. Kapoor, and R. Bhatia, Eds.
Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2014, pp. 147– 159.
2 P. W. Matthew and M. R. Anderson, “Biometric Incorporation in Pervasive and Au-
tonomous Systems Emphasising the use within e-Health Specific Smart Homes,” Int. J.
Intell. Comput. Res., vol. 2, no. 1/2/3/4, pp. 211–218, 2011.
3 P. Matthew, “Autonomous synergy with biometric security and liveness detection,” in
Science and Information Conference (SAI), 2013, 2013, pp. 376–382.
4 P. W. Matthew, “Biometric implementation in autonomous systems with an emphasis on
smart home applicability,” International Conference on Information Society (i-Society
2011). pp. 382–387, 2011.
5 P. Matthew and M. Anderson, “Novel Categorisation Techniques for Liveness De-
tection,” in 2014 Eighth International Conference on Next Generation Mobile Apps,
Services and Technologies, 2014, pp. 153–158.
6 B. Mustafa, P. Matthew, and F. Naveed, “Leveraging smart monitoring and home
security technology for assisted living support,” in Science and Information Conference
(SAI), 2013, 2013, pp. 114–123.
7 B. Mustafa, P. Matthew, and F. Naveed, “A Smart Monitoring System for Assisted
Living Support Using Adaptive Lifestyle Pattern Analysis,” in Intelligent Systems
for Science and Information, L. Chen, S. Kapoor, and R. Bhatia, Eds. Springer




What a place! What a situation! What
kind of man would put a known criminal
in charge of a major branch of
government? Apart from, say, the
average voter.
Pratchett 2004
Over the past ten years, there has been a surge of research into biometric devices and
which characteristics can be used as biometrics. Due to this constant innovation and research
many new technologies and characteristics have been and are being, considered for biometric
identification such as body odour and the composition of exhalation [104]. To highlight these
novel techniques, the definition of biometrics was considered, and the identification used is:
"the automated use of physiological or behavioural characteristics to determine or verify
identity" [67]. As more research intimated that further key areas could be applied to biomet-
rics, [114] increased this definition to include chemical characteristics. However before this
is considered that techniques associated with research must be considered. Therefore, this
chapter will cover the methodological choices that have been used. This will include the
overall methodology, discussion on the pertinent factors regrading data collection, ethical
considerations and risks that may effect his researcher. The overall aim of this chapter is




Due to a boom of liveness research, the area has become over saturated with similar research,
which does not conform to a uniformed and efficient standard. How would the development
of such a uniformed categorisation standard effect liveness detection research?
Identifying that this boom of research, without a method of comparing it efficiently, can
cause confusion, how can this problem be minimised for future threat prevent techniques
such as coercion detection.
2.2 Appropriateness of the Research Design
After the research questions have been identified, the first consideration when undertaking
any research, is what methodology should be used. Within computer science, there is a
variety of methodologies that can be applied depending on a host of factors such as what
is being presented, proved, questioned, etc. Some of the methodologies are relevant while
others are less so, for example, a build methodology would not be viable for this research as
there is no building of software, system, etc. Grounded Theory, while unconventional can be
used to identify areas of new interest, but requires valid case studies to provided specificity.
Experimental methodologies are widely used but can be limited without an initial theory




There are many different research philosophies available to researchers and choosing the
correct one is a difficult endeavour. The first stage was to consider some of the core
considerations within research philosophies, what is knowledge and how to interpret it. The
two areas that will be focused on are ontology and epistemology. Ontology identifies the
nature of things; this is how the research is viewed and what assumptions there can be. While
epistemology is the understanding of what is known to be true and is it possible to gain
knowledge identifying the nature and limitations of inquiry [76]. Within this research, there
will be a realism focus on ontology and a positivism focus on epistemology.
This realism ontology approach holds that there are particulars and universals that allow
the classification of abstract concepts as well as a direct method of interpreting the subject-
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predicate structure of language and speech [27]. As the main route of this research is to
categorise areas that do not currently exist then it makes sense that the realism ontology is
used. For example, if "affect" is identified as a universal then the particular could be "fear".
The epistemology choices would follow a positivist approach as the focus would be to the
user a grounded theory like methodology to identify areas of interest. This would objectivity
identify what occurred following the grounded theory style of open-mindedness, and would
then be empirically tested and logically analysed. The understanding here is that there are
areas to discover and with an open mind and range of experiences theories can be developed,
unlike constructivist techniques that identify that knowledge is constructed by scientists.
These factors have affected the choice of methodology for this research so that the
ontology philosophy is kept as realism, and the epistemology is kept as positivism. Therefore
grounded theory has been chosen as a basis in which to build upon. This will not be the sole
techniques considered, nor will it be true grounded theory. Instead, it will make use of the
core tenets of grounded theory and will be discussed in detail within the next section.
2.3.2 Grounded Theory
There are many different research methodologies available within computing, each with their
advantages and disadvantages depending on the style of research being conducted. This
research has been conducted using a methodology based on grounded theory, and whilst
this is mostly found in social sciences [23].66, there are a variety of advantages to be had
when used within computing. Grounded Theory like methodologies have been used to great
effect in computer science areas such as software development [9] and intelligent computing
[159]. Grounded theory excels when there is little current theory in an area, but there are
some basic concepts present [159]. The main focus of this methodology was to improve
the conceptualisation and the abstraction of a theory using logical progression, dedication
and analysis[63]. This is especially useful in this research as, whilst there are valid theories
and concepts available for liveness detection, the area of coercion detection is woefully
under-represented and whilst there are some basic concepts they are not well researched even
though they have been identified as important by leading researchers such as [17] and [116].
Grounded theory is based on techniques of experiences. This means instead of beginning
with a theory and progressing with its development the current state of a subject is considered
and the experiences of the researcher and other associated researchers are consulted to
highlight where a theory can be developed [180]. This is especially pertinent in this research
as areas such as coercion detection and the taxonomical development features are identified
via research experiences as areas that need to be considered in detail. The original work
by [63] details the different factors within grounded theory, such as the acceptance of
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personal and profession perceptions, as otherwise the integrity of the research would be
compromised: as the rigid set of rules highlighted by other research techniques such as the
triangulation approach to data gathering in action research [187] or the practical application
of problem/enquiry based research [145] would hamper the theory generating grounded
theory technique. As the areas discussed within liveness and coercion detection are prone
to human behavioural deviations this makes grounded theory, one of the more suitable
methodologies to utilise as it allows a variety of factors to be taken into account such as the
choices of users, and their reaction to certain stimuli, as well as the researched reaction of
the participants.
One of the defining features of grounded theory is the expectation that the researcher
will begin the research with an unfettered viewpoint, but also some initial insight into the
area being researched and as more information is gathered, as the theories are worked on,
the more developed the theory becomes [63] [180]. This is then followed by a selection of
theoretical samplings which highlight actions, events, procedures, etc. that can affect the
development of the overall theory. However, one disadvantage of using grounded theory is
that it normally gathers data by the interview technique which is not viable in this research
due to the innate difficulties in gathering primary data related to coercion and liveness [17]
[89] such as medical reluctance and ethical requirements. However, instead of utilising
a separate research methodology a hybrid methodology will be used, based in grounded
theory whilst including case studies. Therefore, this will allow data to be gathered regarding
this subject by basing testing and analysis on case study data. This minimises one of the
main problems with grounded theory from emerging, the reliance on micro-analysis coding.
Instead of having to work through extensive interview transcripts for information [13], the
data gathered will be taken from associated cases within the area of liveness and coercion
detection. The overall methodology consisted of hybrid techniques which incorporated
grounded theory and case studies. The following section discusses these components in
more depth, highlighting the areas the research that they apply to as well as highlighted an
alternative approach, experimental methodology.
Case Studies
Case studies have been conducted cross-discipline for many years, as it allows the researcher
to consider what factors can be appropriate depending on the situation, organisation, etc.
and allows the comparison of multiple real-world examples as well as theoretical concepts
[180]. Whilst it is used extensively in areas such as health, it has precedence in computing as
indicated by the work conducted by [95] and [142].
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The main reason for case study inclusion is to allow the in-depth situation and individual
exploration that is a key factor of this research methodology. However, as [180] identifies, it
is difficult to generalise from case studies and they instead require careful contextualisation or
multiple studies need to be conducted to verify the results. This problem is often highlighted
by researchers who consider case studies to be an interpretivist style which is because of
the emphasis on qualitative data. However as these case studies are being used to highlight
specific datasets, they are being used within a positivist environment, which allows the
development of general rules that can apply to other studies and theories as highlighted by
[185] [64] and [151]. It is this positivist approach that will be utilised; this is due to the wide
range of areas that is applied to and the scientific emphasis it contains.
To gather the most appropriate case studies, current research into both coercion detection
and liveness detection was considered. The first stage was to identify what constituted an
appropriate case study and what did not [180]. To do this, consideration was given to a
number of factors such as the scientific nature of the data and the suitability of the source.
For liveness detection, this technique will be much easier to accomplish as there is extensive
research on liveness standards such as identified by [116] [19] and [144]. However, this
becomes much harder to achieve with coercion standards due to the limited current research
in the area. Therefore, a specific plan was identified to gather suitable sources to use as case
studies.
The first factor considered when choosing appropriate research was to identify the impact
it has had. This was achieved by checking for the citations in other publication therefore
showing that the work has achieved impact; this was done using the Google Scholar citation
metric, as well as publisher produced information such as the IEEExplore citations data.
This enabled the identification of salient work in a particular area such as liveness detection
competitions and articles from the International Conference of Biometrics, a seminal journal
in the area, such as the work conducted by [183]. Alongside this work published in respected
peer-review journals such as the International Journal of Emerging Technology and Advanced
Engineering [111] and the Journal of Network and Computer Applications [153], were
considered. These respected peer-reviewed journals and conferences allowed a very high
degree of relevancy to be courted therefore lending credence to the data gathered for and
from the research.
As with many areas one problem is the sheer quantity of articles in the biometric area
that are published in lesser known journals or conferences therefore not being as relevant
as data sources due to the lack of stringent peer review. Whilst there is a plethora of this
data it was found that often there was a significant error in the content or the journal was
not peer reviewed and therefore it is for these reasons the utilised research was selected.
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Whilst most of the research data was selected using this factor some were selected as they
were the seminal work or researchers in the area [166] is used as she was one of the original
innovators for liveness detection and is still heavily influencing the work such as within the
[183] International Conference of Biometrics.
Whilst this technique is effective for liveness detection, due to the minimal research within
the coercion area there is an innate difficulty in gathering primary data. Therefore, to pass
this limitation, some liveness data was used as a basis, using the same process as mentioned
above, which was then adapted to highlight the different coercion techniques developed
within the research [17]. This factor was conducted using an experimental methodology that
coupled with the grounded theory encompassed the hybrid methodology. Obviously future
research would surround the development of actual coercion data sets that can be used within
the coercion taxonomy.
Whilst there have been some problems gathering case studies, by either having too much
data and having to clear throughout superfluous data: to the lack of data and having to adapt
other data as necessary to be of use and whilst other techniques could be employed such
as the experimental methodologies. They would not allow the development of the theory
and the adaptation of the data so that testing could occur, especially in the face of coercion
testing. This is one of the main advantages of grounded theory and case studies. However
to highlight some of the alternatives that could be implemented the following section will
discuss some of the features of experimental methodologies as experimental is a popular and
established methodology in computing such as the work carried about by [57] and discussed
in [85].
2.3.3 Experimental
In the early days of computer science research, the belief was that experimental research
was not applicable partially due to the belief that computer science was based more in
engineering than traditional sciences [31] and therefore did not prescribe to experimental
research methods, with some researchers identifying them as potentially useless or even
harmful [165]. However, as computer science has evolved so too has the understanding and
acceptance of the experimental methodology [165].
The main advantages of experimental methodologies is that it is possible to control
minutely the research process and to corroborate theories. This is the main reason that
experimental methodology has not been chosen as the main methodology, as there are very
few current theories regarding coercion detection and the lack of taxonomical work in both
liveness and coercion detection demands a methodology that better allows the development of
a theory, which, in this case, is grounded theory [63]. A second factor comes from a famous
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statement by Edsger Dijkstra “an experiment can only show the presence of bugs (flaws) in
a theory, not their absence.”. Therefore whilst the work being proposed is theoretical in
nature, it will still contain a number of bugs in its development. However the development of
the theory takes precedence to the bug fixing. This is most easily achieved using grounded
theory, due to the points made earlier. However, the inclusion of experimental methods will
also be used to help identify suitable case studies as described above.
A final reason for not using an experimental methodology, as the main focus, is that
there are some algebraic equations and, depending on your discipline, it is impossible to
prove an equation throughout experimentation as the equation is always correct if correctly
constructed and is not prone to variation [165].
These factors have been the key deciding points culminating in the hybrid methodology
being chosen; it is key that the grounded theory with case study methodology is adopted,
however, to add more applicability and practicality the experimental methodology is also
used in the areas mentioned.
2.4 Qualitative and Quantitative Data
One of the first considerations, after the development of the methodology, is: what data will
be used, would it be qualitative or quantitative data. This can change the thrust of research
in a substantial way and the choice was reviewed solidly [49]. There will be two forms of
justification: doxastic and situational. There are some areas that will be researched that have
an outcome that is expected and believed, such as the additional of liveness and coercion
techniques will improve the security of a system. This is both rational and within normal
parameters and therefore its justification is doxastic [173]. Other areas of research will have
potential belief, but no belief in them such as; the public are apprehensive and mistrustful of
all coercion techniques due to the limited awareness of them. It still is a rational belief, but
there is no actual belief in the concept, therefore, showing a situational justification [173].
The hope of this research is to turn these beliefs into knowledge that will begin as perceptual
knowledge as it has been gained through seeing and studying certain things. The concept
then is to take this perceptual knowledge and make it into indirect perceptual knowledge for
the users of the system. Users could implement the findings in some ways such as:
1. Using the research to achieve suitable biometric fusion
2. Provide researchers with tools to further their own research
3. Create an algorithm that can detect best in slot techniques for different systems.
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Therefore, a brief identification of data types gathered will be highlighted and what the
data will be used for.
Qualitative data is seen as subjective, but this is not necessarily the case [127]. Con-
cepts are often used within qualitative data, concepts that the reader interprets through an
understanding of the subject area, thus the concept of fear or embarrassment while using a
biometric device would be presented to the subject, this being especially important when
considering coercion techniques that may present, rational or irrational, fears for the use.
This is an area where the interpretation of the answer leads to a specific concept that can
lead to answers such as; unwillingness for the user to draw attention to themselves [49][69].
Qualitative research is very good for gathering descriptive analysis, which concentrates on
the importance of the context, setting and the target audience Qualitative data is not without
problems and issues, one such problem is that with too many qualitative questions the chance
for the answer to be rambling, difficult to read and difficult to extract any useful data from,
will become higher [141]. While the use of qualitative data is often ignored, while using
grounded theory case studies some qualitative data will be very usefully to determine suitable
coercion detection techniques to develop.
Quantitative data consists numerical data. Normally it is easier to correlate and analyse
when compared with qualitative data. Many see quantitative data as impartial and objective
[127] and [59] postulates that quantitative research methods allow great summarising opportu-
nities and enables the researchers to continue to conduct the research within different settings
with a firm backbone of results to compare to. An example could consist of a rated set of
biometric styles that a user views, this could, at first, be conducted with a target audience of
students, and then people with disabilities, then children, etc. [108]. An important advantage
of quantitative data is that any bias held by the research can be negated as there is little to no
interpretation of the results [108]. There are some disadvantages with quantitative research
and is one of the main and the most damaging issues is that the results that one garners from
quantitative research are often narrow in scope and can at times are superficial, not getting
into the main issues of the research which is corroborated by [108]. The bulk of the data
gathered from this research will be quantitative as it will consist of statistical values regarding
the biometric techniques.
While the data being gathered is important one of the key factors to consider is who will
make use of the research, and what impact will it have in the area. Therefore the next section
will highlight who will use the research and for what purposes.
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2.4.1 Target Audience
Throughout the development of the research, there have always been two main end users that
would gain from using this research. The following section will detail these two groups:
Researcher
‘Researcher’ is a broad category incorporating professionals who will utilise the tools created
to further their own research either in part in wholly. This can include:
1. The use of the taxonomy to increase liveness and coercion knowledge. Especially
within the area of developing new coercion techniques, in this aspect, the coercion
research can act as a base level in which it can be improved on and added to.
2. Creating new liveness and coercion standards that can be applied to the taxonomy to
check for theoretical suitability before more in-depth testing needs to be conducted.
3. Creating autonomic security environment using the algorithm to highlight the most
suitable techniques for a system.
4. Showing, which techniques are lacking or in need of fixing by using the algorithm.
These factors are the main features this research could be used for by researchers; the
main focus is on the supply of tools to a researcher such as the taxonomy and algorithm.
Systems Analysts and Developers
While the main area of impact is for researchers, the impact can also be measured from the
developers of systems. Instead of using the research as a way to further their own the tools
could be used to highlight the best options within a system development such as:
1. The taxonomy can be used to allow developers to choose the most appropriate biometric
devices, liveness or coercion techniques for a system identifying that a particular
technique has its advantages and disadvantages and showing where the two overlap
improving the potential fusion capabilities of the implementation.
2. Creating security system that dynamically change biometric device and techniques
depending on user profile, this autonomous environment can improve the overall
security of the system and can be used by developers trying to create a pervasive and
autonomic environment such as iHomes/iOffices, etc.
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These are the main two groups of people who will make use of this research. However
there are also some specific areas that could benefit, that are away from the obvious security
potential, this is not an exhaustive list it simply highlights some of the main areas that could
benefit from this research.
2.4.2 Research Uses
e-Health
While there are many e-health based application that would combine the use and collection
of medical data with the liveness and coercion technique to provide a context-aware profiling
system that is also able to monitor health needs. A second example would be to improve user
accessibility in personal security systems. This would involve users that have an impairment
that can, in some way, be alleviated using the research. The reason this area is focused on is
that impairments are something that everyone will have to face at some point in their lives.
Some people are born with impairments; others develop them due to illness or accidents, yet
others develop them over the natural course of ageing.
An impairment may well be a disability that is formally recognised as such by the relevant
government and legislation, in the UK a disability is defined as "someone that has a physical
or mental impairment and the impairment has a substantial and long-term adverse effect
on their ability to perform normal day-to-day activities" [16]. Alternatively, It can also be
possible that an impairment is not formally recognised as a disability; this is because it does
not have a substantial effect on the normal day-to-day activities as set down in the [16].
Examples could include someone that has joint problems, hard of hearing, sight impairment,
learning difficulties such as dyslexia, or any number of other potential impairments that affect
the human condition.
Therefore, the research could be used to provide the most suitable biometric technique to
a user understanding their personal profile and what techniques would not be suitable, for
example, a hippus dilation test would not be most optimal for a user with a sight impairment.
There is also additional potential here for users to allow medical data to be gathered from the
biometric devices, therefore allowing for tests/monitoring, etc., obviously only with complete
ethical and legal backing.
e-Education
Alongside e-Health, there are also potential uses for this research within e-Education. For
example, the use of dynamic constant-authentication would allow a system to keep monitoring
a child during work. For example, a child’s eyes could be monitored during reading to find out
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if they look away for a large period which could intimate either boredom or misunderstanding,
providing the teacher with a tool to improve the students work by providing help where it is
most needed.
2.4.3 Research Forms
Along with the potential uses and users of this research, other factors need to be considered,
such as the development of suitable understanding within the area being researched. While
there is a basis of knowledge, the depth in which the research goes demands a thorough
understanding of both the main area and all potential sub-areas. The following section will
highlight this process.
When researching "Novel approaches to biometric security with an emphasis on liveness
and coercion detection" there will be a lot of secondary research which is gathered from
books, journals, conferences and other data stores and will provide an extensive background
knowledge level that can then be used to expand in within the research proper. This literature
review will identify the salient works within the different areas and will ask the following
questions of the different topics e.g. biometric, liveness, coercion, scrutiny, taxonomy, etc.:
1. Are the topics clearly identified as important?
2. Are appropriate questions asked that link to this research?
3. Are the sources clear, specific and answerable?
4. Are they interconnected (if there is more than one)?
5. Are the sources substantively relevant (that is, interesting and worthwhile)?
6. Is the relevance to some theoretical concern, or some professional or practical concern,
made clear?
7. Does it draw on relevant concepts from the relevant disciplinary literature?
The other main area of data collection will be a testing phase; this phase will involve the
theoretical implementation of the taxonomy and algorithm and then a selection of tests and




Throughout this section, there will be links to the objectives identified within chapter 1 and
will confirm to the following format (Objective A.1.).
2.5.1 Background Gathering
The first stage of the research is to gather and disseminate current research in the areas of
biometric security; this will comprise of developing a thorough understanding regarding the
main factors surrounding the main areas of this research. The first stage will be to gather
information pertaining to biometric systems. This will involve the understanding of the
general biometric practice, the architectures involved, strengths and weakness of devices
and techniques amongst other factors. As this is the initial stage, a lot of information will
need to be identified and worked through to achieve the level of knowledge enabling the
development of future areas (Objective A.2.). The next stage is to further the initial research
and literature review to identify the other important aspect of the research, which primarily
focuses on autonomic environments. This will allow an informed opinion to be developed
that can identify if the integration of biometric techniques within autonomic environments is
practical (Objective A.3.).
2.5.2 Characteristic Classification
After this knowledge has been gathered the dissemination of the factors will take place, which
involves the identification of areas in which the different research areas could be incorporated.
It will be at this point that the refinement of the overall research will occur, as certain factors
will become more and more prevalent. The current expectation is that liveness detection and
the integration within autonomic environments of biometric devices, in general, will be the
most important areas, which once again links to (Objectives A.1. and A.3). Therefore, the
focus of this stage will be to identify how these factors can be combined and what specific
issues may occur when this combination is evident.
The main postulation is:
1. A taxonomy is a very important tool to develop for liveness detection and potential
coercion detection as the current method of classification is not suitable due the lack of
precision it provides.
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2.5.3 Taxonomical Differences
Using the knowledge gained in the previous sections the taxonomical development will begin.
The gathering and analysing of the current classification system will show the importance of a
thorough and precise taxonomy especially if it is to be applied to liveness detection techniques.
The previous section has will hopefully identify that the current classification system is not
suitable and the taxonomy development is needed providing impact for developers and
researchers (Objective B.3.).
The next phase will be to develop the requirements for this new taxonomy by identifying
which factors are important, and which are not, which will be achieved by disseminating
the different characteristics of liveness detection techniques. Throughout this process, the
classifiers must be kept as general as possible as the intent is to use the taxonomy for other
biometric techniques, maintaining a flexible and scalable taxonomy, (Objective B.1, 2.).
When these classifiers are finalised, they will be mapped to a mathematical equation that
will output a value that can be used to denote comparable security between two systems
(Objective B.3.).
2.5.4 Coercion Detection Development
Initial research indicates that alongside liveness detection a second security feature is going
to become important. Therefore, during the development of the taxonomy, analysis of
potential integration for coercion detection technique will be validated. Coercion detection
has been identified as the next area in biometrics by [17] and currently is a security flaw
that can be bypassed with ease. Because of this, it is important to research further as it
would be able to push the boundaries of knowledge in this area. This coercion detection
research will be conducted by considering the current minor research, alongside the more
fully researched precursors that identified the area as one not only woefully under-represented
but also becoming more and more relevant, (Objective D.).
This new stage will identify the underlying structure of coercion detection, discuss
how the technique could work by comparing it with both liveness and biometric security,
architecture and process. This will then be analysed and a selection of applicable techniques
will be developed which will potentially be original and novel, as well as some rooted more
deeply within the biometric area overall, (Objective E.1.).
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2.5.5 Taxonomical Suitability
The next stage will be to identify how easily coercion detection would be to implement
into the developed taxonomy. This is the main reason the taxonomy is to be created as
flexible as possible, so that if new and innovative areas are identified then they can easily be
incorporated. The emphasis is to leave the taxonomy as general as possible from a head-on
view, it will be possible to change the specific classifier meanings to adapt to the techniques
being identified, (Objective B.1.) After this taxonomy, translation is complete the overall
security value, as identified by the algorithm output, will once again be generated to check
the overall compatibility to check for applicability, (Objective B.3.).
2.5.6 Taxonomy Testing
After the development of the taxonomy and the identification of additional relevant factors,
such as coercion, the next stage will be to test validity, which will be achieved by inputting a
selection of test data as identified by (Objective G.2.). The main purpose of this is to allow a
variety of ways for a developer or researcher to utilise the data they enter. Subsequently, the
testing will identify the overall ranking of different techniques, the different classifier totals,
as well as specific characteristics of each classifier allowing a thorough understanding of the
technique and to provide the user with a variety of useful information. During this testing
stage both the validity of the technique and the identification of any problem areas/points of
interest will be sought. This linked directly to (Objectives B.3.).
2.5.7 Algorithmic Development and Application
After the taxonomy has been developed the analysis of different entries into the taxonomy
will be an important stage to consider. To compare these techniques an algorithm will be
developed that takes the information within the taxonomy, along with scenario-specific data
such as quantity of users and amount of access attempts, and generates a value that will
denote the level of security that setup provides. By changing the taxonomy values for the
detection technique, the algorithm also changes and subsequently the overall output will be
different. This will be used to highlight what techniques work best together within unimodal
and multi-modal systems as well as improving the understanding of fusion intra-technique.
This algorithm will use smaller metrics that are development throughout the taxonomy to
create the final overall result.
The algorithm development process will be hybrid using both brute force and divide
and conquer algorithms. Brute force is being used initially as it is one of the most used
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techniques, as the implementation of this algorithm will use a variety of different techniques
and disciplines this brute force technique will be especially useful. Secondly, as the overall
algorithmic complexity is not high, especially from a mathematical standpoint, the com-
parative simplicity of the brute force technique will be ideally suited to this development
style [150]. The second algorithm being used will be the divide and conquer algorithms, and
this is because the innate development will mainly consist of small algorithms that make
up the overall main algorithm [75]. Again the innate development process is denoting the
algorithm development process. This combination also, theoretically, negates some of the
negative factors associated with the other algorithm type, for example, brute force does not
use shortcuts and can be quite inefficient, whilst divide and conquers primary advantages is
the efficiency it brings to the development process [118]. Whilst other techniques, such as
the decrease and conquer and transform and conquer, could potentially be viable in some
way, the focus on simplifying the problem to get a simpler result is not what is being sought
in this research [11].
2.5.8 Algorithm Analysis
The final stage of this research will revolve around the final outcomes of the algorithm
which can be tested to see if they work, therefore allowing a system to change autonomically
depending on the information provided. This would also be coupled with an overall evaluation
of the different aspects of the research, identifying the areas that need addressing within
the taxonomy, algorithm and autonomic inclusion. This would include the evaluation of the
taxonomy, (Objective G.3.), as well as other aspects such as the algorithm. These factors
would identify if the overall purpose of the research has been identified, and if so how would
it be improved, or what areas might cause for concern in the future, (Objective F.) and overall
Aim. This would lead directly into the future work section.
Throughout this research, there will be numerous times that a factor deserves further
research, but due to the scope of this research, it will not be practical to do so. However,
within this final section, these areas will be identified and a brief identification of how they
could impact the overall research conducted will be provided. This section, potentially, will
show that whilst a substantial piece of research had been conducted there are still avenues




As this is theoretical research, and that there is no deployment with participants, there are
minor ethical considerations to identify. There will be no testing of end users, no any data
stored about users.
Subsequently, this research conforms to the Framework for Research Ethics [134]. How-
ever, due to the limited contact to external parties, most of the factors are not applicable in
this case.
2.7 Research Risks
As with any form of research the associated risks must be considered, identified, and planned
for Table A.2, identifies some of the main risks associated with this research. This risk
assessment will enable any potential risks to be catalogued and good safeguards put into use
so that they would have the least amount of impact as possible. This is especially important
for the high score areas as a good preventative plan will minimise any potential disruption.
Additionally, though the research process at regular intervals the risk table will be consulted
and updated to represent any potential risks that might occur at a later date.
2.8 Conclusion
Throughout this chapter, multiple methodologies have been identified and the ones chosen
have been justified within the scope of this research. The different stages of the research
have been identified, including the background knowledge gain, taxonomy development,
liveness, coercion and algorithm development and justification and a final evaluation and
future work consideration. Throughout the subsequent chapters, the different characteristics
of this research will be identified and along the way the novel and original contribution
to knowledge will be highlighted to show that the overall process followed is producing
research that applies to real-world scenarios.




*Blip* *Blip* *Blip* End of Cheese Error
*Blip* *Blip* *Blip* Can Not Find Drive Z:
*Blip* *Blip* *Blip* Unknown Application Error
*Blip* *Blip* *Blip* Please Reboot Universe
*Blip* *Blip* *Blip* Year Of The Sloth *Blip* *Blip* *Blip*
Pratchett, 2004
The surge of biometric research, in recent years, has led to numerous innovations in the
field e.g. sample collection from body odour, exhalation, ear print, etc. [104]. To gauge the
salient factors, this section will consider the current state of biometric security. Using [67]
definition: biometrics are "the automated use of physiological or behavioural characteristics
to determine or verify identity". However as with many definitions further research has
elaborated on this concept and [114] has added chemical characteristics.
This chapter will look into biometric security, how it works, what factors make it up and
what areas need improvement. To begin the process of biometric security will be covered
which will then lead to the different threats biometrics face. This will lead to liveness
detection its techniques and flaws, finally culminating in the identification of coercion
detection and the importance it has within biometric security.
3.1 Biometric Security
Biometric devices have enjoyed much greater levels of integration and research in recent years,
partially due to the ubiquity of the technology, especially within smart device environments,
as well as a general increase in acceptance of the technology. The major driving factor is
the integration in smart devices, which range from fingerprint scanners in phones to iHomes
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using a suite of biometric sensors [172]. Due to the mobility and ubiquity of these devices,
the demand for dynamic and adaptive security is becoming apparent and it is here that
biometrics can easily be integrated. Of course there are factors to consider such as: user
acceptance, liveness detection [7] [166], coercion detection and security threat vectors.
Even though the use of these biometric devices has become more acceptable, according to
[41], it still has yet to gain universal acceptance primarily due to the natural suspicion of this
medium and concerns with privacy and security [181]. In 2005 only 15% of organisations
within the U.S.A were using biometric devices, according to CSI/FBI Computer Crime
Survey [65] and while this figure increased to 20.5% in 2010 it showed a decline of roughly
5% from 2009 [161]. This data shows that even though the potential benefits from biometric
security are high, the acceptance and inclusion is not increasing as much as it potentially
could which can, in part, be contributed to poor media representation and fears for privacy
[28].
A major factor in the acceptance of biometric devices is the manner in which the chosen
biometric reading, henceforth known as the sample, is collected and the form the collection
takes. As the range of biometric techniques grows so does the following factors:
1. Is the sample gathering invasive
2. Is the process transparent
3. How long does it take to gather the sample
4. Is the sample secure
5. Can the sample be used for other things
6. Can the sample be removed if compromised
To answer these questions biometric devices have different characteristics that highlight
their salient strengths and weaknesses. These categories are diverse and need to be considered
for liveness detection, which deals with the spoof-ability of samples, as well as for coercion
detection, which checks the corporeal nature of the sample. The following section will
identify and discuss some of the most used and researched biometric techniques as identified
by leading area specialists such as [81] [41]. Whilst there are numerous biometric devices to
choose from, each having its own salient positive and negative features, this discussion will
focus on the following four:
1. Fingerprint




These devices have different strengths and weaknesses and currently the main way to
identify these is by using the ordinal measuring system as shown within Table 3.1, which is
based on [79]’s work and Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 will form the core of testable techniques
within the taxonomy.
Biometric Universality Uniqueness Permanence Collectabilty Performance Acceptability Circumvention
Face H L M H L H L
Fingerprint M M H M H M H
Iris H H H M H L H
Retina H L M L H L H
Voice M H L M L H L
Table 3.1 Ordinal classification of biometric devices [81] [130]
The same classification also applies to the host of other techniques that are available,
and whilst the techniques identified earlier are the most prevalent within the industry: new
techniques and adaptations of existing ones are constantly being identified and developed.
Therefore, a selection of the novel techniques will also be identified so that the taxonomy
can create a broader data-set. Table 3.2 shows some of the main non-common techniques
[79] [175].
Biometric Universality Uniqueness Permanence Collectabilty Performance Acceptability Circumvention
Keystroke Dynamics L M L M L M M
Hand Vein M H M M M M H
Signature L L L H L H L
Gait H M L M M L H
Ear H M H L M M M
Table 3.2 Novel Biometric characteristics identified by [82] [176]
Unlike traditional passkey, biometric devices can use a variety of samples when authenti-
cating. Therefore, one of the main factors to consider the method of sample acquisition and
the form the sample will take. The first consideration is the form the sample takes as this will
denote potential threats that can be more or less pertinent. These samples consist of biological
and behavioural data, with biological samples being the norm and the more accurate style
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[81]. These samples can consist of chemical, physiological, or medical based data. To
identify what the salient factors of different samples have, an ordinal classification system
provides seven different categories which grade a biometric technique. Whilst this allows a
basic comparison the reliance on the ordinal measure is a problem, and will be discussed
later in this chapter. These classifications provide information regarding the capabilities
of the biometric technique. However, it is not suitable to apply to liveness and coercion
techniques due to the innate difference with general biometric authentication and the lack of
comparative analysis that a different measurement system would provide. To further apply
these characteristics, especially to liveness and coercion detection, a more suitable measuring
standard will have to be considered.
These classifications identify the most apt biometric to use in a situation, by having a
simple and effective access to their salient features. The classification of biometrics is split
into seven specific areas that endeavour to provide all of the relevant information regarding
the overall level of security a technique has. Therefore, a brief description of the different
biometric categories will be identified with a view to enable a thorough development of the
overall taxonomy. It may be become apparent that some classifications are not suitable for
inclusion with a different measuring system, and for liveness and coercion detection.
Considering the current measurement system, there are seven different factors each
denoting a different factor of a biometric device. Firstly, the probability that a user has a
specific biometric feature, which denotes the level of universality. For example, as Table 3.1
indicates, facial biometrics have a high universality as it can be safely assumed that a user
will have a face and the chance that this is not the case is very limited. Alternatively, when
considering signature biometrics the chance for a sample to be unavailable is much higher,
unavailability can be caused by sample deviation, sample acquisition errors, etc., therefore
making it a less universal technique. This is due to the innate transient nature of signatures
in general and the potential issues that can effect signatures such as the lack of the relevant
hand, potential neurological damage (stroke, dementia, Parkinson’s disease, etc.) [35].
The heterogeneity of a biometric device is vital to enabling efficient use fusion architec-
tures. Fusion is denoting when two or more devices or techniques are being incorporated
together to improve the overall security. This also highlights how individual a sample is.
The Uniqueness of a sample highlights how accurate it is when matched, as every technique
will have a minimum level of comparison that shows if they are unique and if not how many
people are likely to have the sample in a set number of users. For example: if a sample has a
matching level of 1 in 100 it means that 1 in every 100 samples will be the same therefore
representing a low range of security. If the technique instead is 1 in 1000000, then the overall
security is much higher and therefore much more relevant.
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The third measurement is Permanence, as all samples have degrees of transience that must
be contended with especially when the original sample is derived from the human body and
human behaviour. Permanence altering factors can occur due to a variety of factors such as
accident to age degradation. The degree to which a sample is permanent and the relevant vari-
ance must be considered. Many factors, especially behavioural ones, can change dramatically
over time, and can differ from day to day depending on some factors that are often beyond
the control of both the user and the system. Examples include weather variations causing
voice and signature problems due to excessive coldness: medical/impairment considerations
due to either illness or age, such as cataracts within an iris scanning, circulatory problems
within hand geometry, etc. [137] [168].
The fourth factor highlights the Collectability of samples. This identifies the complexity
with gathering data, for example, a fingerprint scanner needs specific hardware to gather
samples, therefore, it is a medium grade. However facial recognition only requires basic
video and is a lot easier to gather, denoting a high collectability.
The fifth factor identifies the Performance of the specific technique. This considers
different areas and the primary focus in this metric using False Accept Rate (FAR), False
Reject Rate (FRR), Failure To Enrol (FTE), Failure To Acquire (FTA), etc. [171] [106].
Within these standards, the FAR is the more important [182] as it shows the acceptance of
the false attempts upon the system and it is more important to keep the amount of false
acceptance down than it is to keep the amount of false rejections down. Whilst there are some
researchers that try and interject custom standards in these research areas [111] these factors
are rarely followed and the standardisation process is highlighted as a positive factor [154].
This is one of the main problems with standardisation, if people create new measurements,
then they add to the lack of analysis problem.
The sixth factor highlights the acceptability of a biometric technique and can dramat-
ically impact the effectiveness of an installation. This characteristic can be influenced by
some factors, from negative representation in the media: to ignorance of the technique and
associated fear or mistrust.
The final characteristic denotes the ability to circumvent the biometric technique and the
ability to create spoof samples. This is one of the most important characteristics and one of
the main techniques to prevent sample spoofing in this way is to use liveness and coercion
detection.
All of these characteristics link to biometric techniques as indicated within Table 3.1
and Table 3.2, and this shows that due to the range of biometric techniques, the correct
choice of techniques depends solely on the system requirements. Therefore, a complete
understanding regarding the techniques associated with the relevant devices is imperative. It
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is because of this wide diversity that different liveness technique has become apparent and
must be considered regarding their suitability within a security environment. One pertinent
factor is the mutability of the sample, or its permanence, as different groupings of biometric
samples can differ to a lesser or greater extent. For example behavioural characteristics are
more concerned with gathering data that identifies normal behaviour for the user, such as
keystroke dynamics, which can differ dramatically depending on mood, concentration, etc.
[18] [62]. This data can also be used to highlight other factors surrounding the user, such as
time taken to complete tasks, the speed of typing, etc. In the same area, medical biological
characteristics can provide medical data that could be used in other areas such as health
monitoring or product testing [140].
As the focus of this research is on biometric security the main tenets of authentication,
authorisation and verification are key processes. [2] identified that biometrics can verify
the user and also can discover the identity of the user [135] [41]. The verification process
compares the provided sample with the user’s stored template, then, depending on the
accuracy of the sample, the user is provided or denied access. This uses a one-to-one
process as the sample is being compared to a specific template. Identification uses a different
technique as it compares the user’s sample with a template database, and therefore will take
much longer to complete due to the amount of factors being tested.
Therefore, the following sections will cover some salient points: firstly the biometric
architecture will be covered, this is because to understand how certain factors such as fusion
and security threats the process of biometric security must be highlighted. This will then
be followed by the threats associated with this process and the attack vectors that are of
chief concern. The third section will cover the process to prevent the most problematic
threat vectors, the development of spoof data. This section will highlight the ways in which
liveness minimises the effect of spoof data but is susceptible to coercion based spoof data.
Subsequently, the final section will discuss the importance of coercion detection and what
issues are currently most prominent in the area.
3.2 Biometric Architecture
There are five main modules within the biometric authentication: sensor, feature extractor,
template database, matcher and decision module [103]. Each process provides specific
information that is used in the subsequent processes as shown in Figure 3.1.
The sensor is the main interface for the device and is the primary form of contact between
the users and the system. The function of the sensor is to scan the user’s relevant biometric
data which may differ depending on the devices used, and sample requested e.g. fingerprint,
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Fig. 3.1 Biometric Architecture
facial scan, etc. [103]. When gathering these samples, user acceptance is a key factor as
the process may be invasive and there may be fears for the data security. The technique
used should address these concerns. However general improvement of user opinion and
knowledge is a key factor. One method of doing this is to make sure that the interface is
as usable as possible and conforms with all accessibility and usability requirements that
any other interface would follow. Another factor to consider when gathering the sample is
its universality. Therefore adequate provision must be provided to facilitate any users that
have specific needs such as those that have any impairments that may inhibit, prevent, or
simply make the authentication process more difficult. This is a very important area as each
technique of biometric authentication i.e. fingerprints, vocal recognition, facial recognition,
etc. could cause specific impairments to be problematic during the sample gathering period
[41]. The sample is then forwarded to the next process which is the feature extractor.
The next process takes the captured data and gathers the salient features of the sample
which are to be compared. The feature extractor creates a map of its unique features, for
example, the features could be the distance between the ridges and valleys on a fingerprint or
the distance between specific minutia. These features are what will be used in later phases to
authenticate correctly or verify identity. Depending on the device being used there may be
an additional stage which checks if a provided sample is of sufficient quality for the feature
extractor to gather sufficiently usable data [41] [80]. This stage can suffer from permanence
altering factors. For example, vocal recognition can dramatically change depending on the
quality of the device, environmental factors, current medical factors, etc. Therefore, the
addition of a quality process can improve the overall process dramatically. After this feature
extraction has happened the next stage is to compare the map with the stored sample, known
as the template.
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The template database holds all fo the templates for the authorised users. If the process
initialised is an enrolment then this is where the final template will be stored for future
comparisons. When authenticating a user the extracting features are compared to the pre-
provided template. The template database is a very important area for both the authentication
process and from a security point of view as it stores all of the official template: Firstly
this is an area that is ripe for a malicious attacker to target, this is primary because all
of the templates are stored within this database allowing a malicious user the ability to
recreate templates exactly, edit templates to fit with other users, or delete templates therefore
preventing users accessing their login credentials. Another issue is the more users denotes
more storage needed for the templates, and subsequently, a more likelihood for administration
attacks to occur due to administrative negligence [103] [41]. When the data from both the
feature extractor and template database has been gathered the next stage is to match the data
sets.
The matcher highlights the difference and similarities between the two samples provided.
This is done by taking the two biometric feature sets; one being the stored template (Xt) and
the other being the gathered sample (Xq) this, in turn, outputs a score (s) that denotes the
similarity between the two templates. This score, in turn, is sent to the final module for a
decision to be made [41].
The final phase of this process is to take the score (s) that has been generated and make
a decision which allows or denies the user access to the system depending on the (s) and
its mathematical similarity to a predefined acceptable limit. This limit can, and does, differ
intra-device as the salient features within different biometric techniques can be quite different.
If the score is mathematically similar enough to the template, then the user will be authorised
into the system, however if there is insufficient similarity the user will be denied access[80]
[41].
While these processes are quite simple individually the amount of threats that can occur
is extensive and this becomes increasingly more problematic when considering other factors
such as multi-modal architectures and the differing fusion locations. Therefore to understand
the threats that are occurring the following section will highlight some of the most impactful
factors.
3.3 Biometric Security and Privacy
Biometric security is often modelled using Ishikawa diagrams (also known as fish-bone or
herringbone models), which identifies the source causes for system vulnerabilities. While
these diagrams provides a very clear and comprehensive outline of system vulnerabilities
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it does suffer from a reduction in clarity as diagram data is increased [71]. Using these
diagrams: two forms of failure are highlighted which cover most of a biometric system
security threats, these are intrinsic failures and adversary attacks. The following section will
cover these threats in more detail.
3.3.1 Intrinsic failure
Intrinsic failure is caused when the system incorrectly completes a process such as authen-
tication, enrolment, etc. The two main forms are false reject and the false accept states
[113]. False rejects occur when a correctly enroled user is denied access to the biometric
system, normally because when the matching process has occurred the score is not within
an acceptable range for the matcher to accept. This can be caused by intra-class problems
such as sample divergence or noise. This can be caused from internal problems such as
corrupted templates but can also be an external influence such as dirt on scanners or residual
scans from previous users etc.; this is especially problematic for finger/palm scans [130].
False accepts are normally a product of poor data capture, the query does not have enough
relevant data to be used within the matching sequences, this lack of uniqueness can cause
issues in authentication throughout the system as a lack of uniqueness can cause data to be
misidentified as other biometric templates [136]. False accept rate highlight the opposite
problem occurring. A spoof sample is incorrectly authenticated into the system, therefore,
allowing a nefarious user access. This FA is the more damaging of the two factors, as
whilst the denial of service caused by FR will cause efficiency problems, there is no actual
security breach. Unlike FA, which allows a user into the system that should not be there,
circumventing all of the security in place.
Depending on the quality of the biometric scanner other issues can occur, such as FTE
(Failure to enrol) and FTA (Failure to acquire) errors [115]. FTE problems occur when
the user is providing the initial sample for use within the template database, whilst FTA
occurs when the system cannot take the sample provided. This can be when enroling or
authenticating; it is an all-encompassing metric. This might be due to limitations with the
technology such as palm scanner cannot accept user with smaller or larger hands therefore
creating either an FTA or FTE state. This problem becomes exponentially larger when there
are more people using the system. A small department with ten users may have few problems
as it is easy for the system to be developed specifically with the users in mind. If the target
audience is a university campus containing five thousand plus users, then the chance for FTE
and FTA to occur increases exponentially. Similar issues can occur if the users have any
kind of disability that may prevent the user from authenticating or that causes errors to occur.
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Examples can include visual impairments such as blindness, Anophthalmia, cataracts, etc.
[137].
3.3.2 Adversary Attacks
Whilst intrinsic attacks deal with threats that emanate from within the system and therefore do
not have an nefarious external instigator; adversary attacks are just the opposite. These attacks
occur when third parties attempt to infiltrate the system. Adversary attacks are dependent on
the discovery and exploration of loopholes or errors in the systems security. These vectors
are often found in the intra-process areas between different architectural modules such as the
feature extractor and template database.
There are a variety of vectors that can be affected. Firstly, as all systems need maintenance
and administration to function correctly some error, mishandling of procedure or simple fault
in the integrity of the data due to incorrect administration can cause the relevant loophole
to occur for the attacker. These threats can be caused by a plethora of different reasons,
for example, incorrect enrolment: e.g. the systems administrator provides greater system
access than is necessary for a new enrollee. There are also issues that are caused by coercion
that may be centred on either a systems administrator or a legitimately enroled user being
forced to allow a non-authorised user access. This is an area that has very little discussion
but massive impact, as liveness detection is considered within threat vectors but the effects of
coercion are not [131].
This culminates with biometric threat vectors, which endeavour to identify all possible
areas that an attack could occur and which will be most devastating. [131] postulated that
there were eight points of attack in biometric system and whilst these points are quite general
they do encapsulate the main threats that a system would be susceptible to as shown in
Figure 3.2. This did not identify device specific threats instead focusing on a generalisation
[131]. Whilst this initial model was valid, it became obvious that it did not go into sufficient
detail on the potential vectors and therefore [175] [45] expanding on these ideas.
Figure 3.2 identifies the eight threat vectors that [130] described. The initial attack
covered the attempted enrolment using a fake biometric sample; this could include fingerprint,
facial recognition, signature theft etc. such as a gummy finger creation, video/image spoofing,
vocal recording as discussed, respectively, by [171] [105] [162]. Solutions such as improved
quality of scanners and integration of liveness detection were deployed to combat this threat,
and have been successful to a point. However there are still worrying amounts of biometric
sensor being shipped without, or with sub-par, liveness standards [120] [166].
The next vector covers the re-use of stored digital biometric samples. A nefarious
attacker would record the signals between the scanner and the matcher and the provide this
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Fig. 3.2 Biometric threat vectors according to [131]
data, instead of an actual sample, to the matcher module bypassing the scanner entirely [7].
Alternatively, the data could be sent to the feature extraction process, therefore bypassing the
initial sample collection [130].
The next vector overrides the feature extractor data replacing it with ones provided by
the attacker. This can be difficult to do as the feature extraction method and matcher are
often very interlinked and therefore separating them enough to attack in this manner can
be problematic. It can be done much more easily if there is some form of remote matching
system as this would allow the separation and time the attacker needs [82].
The matcher is an ideal place to attack, as anyone with control over this section can
provide a correct match to any sample provided Therefore bypassing all other security aspects,
this is partially why data is often encrypted by using salting or transform schemas within the
template database so that it can minimise any matcher security problems [7].
As with any data stores, it creates a very tempting target as identified by [130], highlight-
ing that any attacks on the template database would be very problematic. This is because
there is a likelihood that the template database is remotely stored, due to redundancy, backup,
etc., therefore creating a more easily accessed area for an attacker to target.
Template attacks can be some of the most devastating to a system, due to the sensitive
data held within this area. There are techniques to minimise any potential damage, but there
is a need for a set of standards that can provide the best security for a template system. [115]
hypothesises that there are four distinct areas enabling as close to ideal as possible protection
scheme. These four areas are, diversity, revocability, security and performance [126].
Diversity identifies that there must be a secure template that does not allow cross database
matching as this could interfere with the privacy of the user, and impact the diversity of the
sample and template. Revocability controls how easy it is to revoke the template, often a
problem area with biometrics due to the limited entropy of sample. This revocability decrees
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that should a problem occur to a user’s data, therefore compromising it; then it should be
easy to cancel or revoke the data and resupply the user with another authentication key using
the same piece of enroled data, i.e. using a different selection of finger minutiae as the
matching criteria. This template entropy is a key factor within the biometric security and
valid understanding of the different techniques that allow one sample to be split into multiple
potential templates. Following this, the security of the template is one of the more obvious
aspects that needs consideration. Making it is difficult as possible for a nefarious attacker
to gather actual template data which could be used for a host of nefarious purposes such
as: changing the stolen sample; make spoof samples; deleting valid templates etc. Finally,
the performance of the actual template matching and schema must be taken into account,
whatever protection schema is selected should not adversely affect the general performance
of the biometric device specifically when considering the FAR (False Accept Rate) and FRR
(False Reject Rate) [82].
Fig. 3.3 Template protection categories [115]
To achieve these template protection goals, there are numerous protection schemas which
provide different characteristics and advantages. Some of the more well-known schema are
identified within Figure 3.3. After passing template protection, the authentication process
must provide the template to the matcher, therefore, allowing the module to authenticate the
user. If this vector is compromised the template can potentially be substituted or changed,
however it can be protected somewhat by using salting and transformation protection schemas
due to the added encryption/transformation robustness and comparability they provide.
The final vector [130] discussed has the potential to be the most devastating attack but
is also the most difficult to achieve. If an attacker can influence the final decision of the
matcher, possibly by intercepting the message sent from the matcher to the decision module,
then it would render all other security techniques irrelevant as the system would be working
correctly but the final decision would not represent the official data.
These initial threat vector whilst valid, were over-simplified and subsequently over the
years more advanced and thorough vectors have been identified, partially due to technological
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improvements, and partially due to the maturing of the subject area. [81] has identified five
different subsections of a general biometric systems each with a verity of threat vectors as
shown in Figure 3.4.
Fig. 3.4 Expanded threat vectors based [130] [114]’s work
These additional vectors encapsulated many of the originals shown in [130]’s work and
are shown in Figure 3.4. These have been further researched by [114] who identified four
vector categories, as shown in Figure 3.4 and [21] who further extended this work by creating
a framework that was based around [176]’s five sub-sector model. This made a framework
with twenty attack points and twenty-two vulnerabilities as shown in Figure 3.5.
Fig. 3.5 Bartlow and Cukic’s threat expanded framework [20]
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[114] identified four areas in which attacks might occur and these are; user interface at-
tacks, inter-modal attack, module attack and template database attacks as shown in Figure 3.4.
User interface attacks involve the use of a fake or spoof biometric characteristic which could
consist of a variety of techniques such as gummy fingers, HD imagery and so on. The
second vector addresses the potential security issues within the system that occurs due to the
different modules/entity communication. Potential attacks could occur from two main threat
techniques: remote interception of signals or from a local jammer/interceptor. These attacks
are conducted by a nefarious user who substitutes their own signal for example, changing
a sample or changing the location of a correct template and replacing it with a spoofed
template. This Trojan horse like attacks can be countered by the use of secure software
practices and the inclusion of specialised hardware/software which will improve the chance
that the algorithmic integrity of the process is maintained. The fourth potential attack vector,
template database attack, has the potential to be one of the most devastating as the template
database is where all of the enrolment samples are kept ready for matching. There are some
issues that can arise from this kind of security breach: it allows the attacker to substitute
a spoof biometric template with one that contains the attackers, or their representatives,
sample. Subsequently, this gives the attacker the ability to access legitimately the system
(from the matchers viewpoint) or the ability to create an official template, therefore, creating
a legitimate way into the system that does not really on the initial attack, therefore becoming
harder to both trace and solve. Table 3.3 indicates some basic biometric techniques and the
data residue that is available, therefore facilitating the ease of developing biometric spoofs.
Device Data used for enrolment Potential data residue. Ease of gathering
Fingerprint Scanner Fingerprints Residual prints on the scanner Easy
Prints from other surfaces e.g. glass, plastic
Discarded products
Facial Recognition Facial images Camera Phones Easy - Hard
Camera
CCTV
Vocal Recognition Voice patterns Sound recorder Medium - Hard
Mobile Phone
Table 3.3 Residual biometric sample data collection
There are a number of important details within a biometric security implementation, such
as how powerful a device must be to gather the best sample, what samples are most applicable
to the situation, the susceptibility to noise, etc. As with many newer technologies such as
biometrics and ubiquitous computing, there is a noted lack of coverage and standardisation.
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Therefore, the development of a standardised process would improve the overall ease in which
this security and installation factors could be identified and implemented. These standards
would have to become significantly more prevalent if the areas are to be integrated within
modern computing environments, especially as the emphasis on adaptation and dynamic
technologies is becoming ubiquitous within the entire computing environment [41], however,
this would partially rely on the willingness of manufacturers, such as LG and Sony [61], as
well as researchers.
The main technique in combating these security concerns is to develop and implement
liveness detection techniques, which are often seen as the main technique of sample validity
and as [105] postulated liveness detection is possibly the most important security aspect,
which was later backed up by [170] who proved that a device using liveness detection
achieved higher success rates including false authentication drops from 90% to 10%. Liveness
detection offers a number of advantages such as a way to minimise the impact of unauthorised
data gathering, a common issue within biometrics. As Table 3.3 indicates some biometric
techniques are prone to sample divestiture, the process of a security sample being gather-able
from multiple places, for example a discarded coffee cup that is thrown away by a user. A
nefarious party with this sample, and the knowledge of how to develop gummy/artificial
fingers, as indicated by [171] [105], has the capability to develop a valid spoof sample.
Liveness detection endeavours to reduce the effectiveness of these effects by requesting
additional information about the living state of a sample. A further consideration is an
effect that superfluous information can have on the accuracy and efficiency of the biometric
[110]. This can be very important at a social level as certain biometric capture styles may
cause undue levels of anxiety, stress or fear in a user due to any number of reasons such as
ignorance of the process, fear of the technology and user coercion. A further consideration is
that the samples are mutable and certain things like humidity, brightness etc. can affect the
sample quality [41]. These problems are generally combined under one heading, noise, with
some sub categories such environmental or medical etc. Finally, algorithms need to be used
that will only gather the relevant data from a sample and discard the superfluous detritus
(noise) such as described by [110] regarding iris recognition and the method in which to
ignore noise such as eyelashes and eyebrows, facial occlusion, which is also backed up by
[41].
Biometric devices can utilise many different techniques to achieve these features such
as minimal distance, probabilistic methods and neural networks [41] [94]. [41] goes on to
say that the neural networks are one of the most efficient as they learn certain characteristics
about an authorised user so that it is quicker to match the templates and accept or deny
that authentication request. This would be very useful and, if reliable, could improve the
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security and efficiency of certain devices. Regardless there are some issues with neural
networking as shown by [41] and [94]. Firstly the configuration of the neural networks is
very complex and the computational requirements for large scale networks are very intense.
This would make small-scale installations less viable and would require other concessions
such as additional storage and specific training which would also be prohibitive depending
on the size of organisation and userbase [41] [94].
Possibly the biggest risk for biometric systems is false physical and digital biometrics
[135] of which there are numerous potential applications such as: using samples from a
cadaver; coercing an unwilling living subject; lifting fingerprints from cups; and so on. Most
of these methods take little technical knowledge or skill and can fool most simple biometric
devices as has been proved on the television programme Mythbusters [1].
To combat this major problem, liveness detection was created. Liveness detection consists
of checking for a signal that denotes the sample is from a living user and can be applied to
all biometric techniques: heat; moisture; blinking; etc. [170]. This technique has improved
security but is still an issue, as some of the signals can easily be fabricated such as heat and
moisture, others, such as blinking whilst using a digital version of a retina scan can be more
difficult to spoof but can be circumvented. Therefore, after the discussion of threat vectors
an in-depth identification of liveness detection will be conducted.
Finally [65] discusses threat vulnerabilities, which elaborates on the plethora of generic
system vulnerabilities, including OS, Storage, and Soft/Hard/Firm/Middleware issues. This
is where more issues arise as biometric devices need additional security from physical attacks
in addition to the normal software security parameters [135]. Normally the physical security
of a system is comparatively simplistic, e.g. to lock the server in a password protected
room. However a biometric device needs to be on public display for the users to access,
subsequently becoming immediately vulnerable to physical based attacks and spoofing.
When developing these security installations, considerations must be given to the phys-
ical locations and to the variety of biometric techniques. There are many challenges and
solutions that have already become well known within traditional security systems, as iden-
tified by [135] [156]. After the consideration of the physical implications the next defence
consideration is liveness detection, which has been proved by the [170] and validated by
[135] to improve the security of systems by up to 80% as it makes the authenticating user
provides additional biometric information which can include perspiration, pulse, thermal and
lip synchronisation. All these techniques are available to improve the security and provide
answers to issues such as [106] “gummy ”fingers problem. Finally, there is multi-factor
authentication, which involves the use of multiple forms of authentication such as tokens,
pins, and smart cards, these methods deter spoofing attacks, as there are multiple forms of
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authentication that need to be checked and there is not a single point of attack provide, as is
often the case within biometrics [135].
Throughout this research it has become obvious that liveness detection is the key factor
within biometric security, as it combats the main problem within biometric security, spoof
samples. Therefore, the next section will discuss the salient factors within liveness detection.
3.4 Liveness Detection
The purpose of liveness detection is to verify and confirm that a sample being presented
is from a correctly authenticated and living user [170]. The ideal is that liveness detection
removes the problem of a user’s sample being used by a third party whilst they are not there.
This can be achieved by using spoof biometric samples gathered from their legitimate data
sources such as lifting fingerprints, recorded voice recognition, or facial images for facial
recognition [166] [3] [52].
This is necessary as it has been demonstrated that, whilst biometric security is very
efficient and effective, there is a specific need to include liveness detection as spoof data is
neither hard to gather nor hard to fabricate [82]. By including liveness detection, the risk of
security breach due to spoofing attacks is dramatically reduced [166].
There are many methods and examples of liveness detection currently in operation. These
include pulse, blood pressure or ECG [26]. Table 3.4 identifies some of the more well-known
and acknowledged liveness detection techniques within biometrics along with the biometric











Temperature Easy to check. Not secure Fingerprint
Easy to implement Easy to spoof Hand print
Lots of research on the topic [166]) Ear-print
Optical Properties Very secure Main forms of gummy spoofs have similar opti-
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Expensive to implement Hand print
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Pulse Oximetry Medical application Can be fooled by user providing their own sam-









Easy to implement (device dependent)
To get an accurate reading the admissible range














Can be very effective at deterring spoof
samples.
Can show temperature, vein layout etc.
Very expensive
They have to be installed and therefore ad-hoc





Prevents most basic forms of spoof (i.e.
pictures of the user)
Can still be spoofed using video as a medium?
Certain techniques are very prone to noise e.g.





Comparison between the muscle move-
ments when speaking occurs




Text Prompting Integrated in the general form of vocal bio-
metric styles.
Very cheap to implement
Vulnerable to text to speech software Vocal
Facial
Hippus deviation Little is known about it.
Good at removing spoof attacks
Can be adversely effected during the ageing pro-
cess [166]
Iris
Table 3.4 Liveness detection techniques identified by [166]
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Whilst most forms of biometric device require liveness detection techniques to be added
on, there are some biometrics that have inbuilt liveness detection due to the characteristic
that is being looked for. An example is electrocardiograms. This is because to gather ECG
data; then the user must have a living heart [26]. This liveness detection also allows the
collection of certain medical data, which could then be used for a variety of other factors. For
example monitoring the heart rate of a user to detect any abnormalities. However one factor
must always be remembered, that whilst liveness detection brings a host of advantages to a
system, it also brings a number of additional considerations as the system as is always the
case when including an additional layer of complexity to a system. Issues that could affect
liveness detection sub-systems include performance, circumvention, user acceptability etc.
[136] [166] [7].
Liveness detection is normally processed during either the acquisition or processing stage
of biometric authentication as these are the most relevant areas when dealing with a user’s
biometric input. This process is normally achieved by implementing the liveness detection in
one of the following three methods [3][3].
Firstly, the inclusion of additional hardware which in turn can use the relevant data
captured by the biometric device or, depending on the biometric in question, allowing the
use of an already present liveness feature set that some biometric devices possess [166]. The
primary disadvantage is that there is an acquisition of new hardware which introduces the
problems associated with any new piece of hardware such as cost, size, heterogeneity and
suitability issues, etc. One primary advantage would be the ability to add complex hardware,
therefore, making the overall system more robust and allowing an easier integration of
additional features [3]. Using this aspect within the proposed architecture provides a number
of advantages. These range from more resources to use within the liveness module, the ability
to incorporate additional hardware features that can capture other data, such as medical
data, and the ability to incorporate a multi-modal liveness detection systems. However, as
mentioned the primary disadvantages of this is that there is a spike in additional cost for the
system, as well as maintenance costs and requirements. This method is especially pertinent
when there are specific biometric requirements that may need additional hardware features
such as, infra-red/ultraviolet camera inclusion, ECG testing, etc.
Secondly, using information that has already been captured by the original biometric
device. This method is very cost effective as it does not require additional hardware [3].
The most important issue here is the complexity of the system needed to gather this liveness
sample. This can be prohibitive to include therefore making additional hardware seem a
more suitable option [166]]. Obviously, this method is also reliant on the applicability of
the devices and the ability to gather the relevant information for the biometrics. Again
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ECG would be valid as the authentication necessitates the liveness of a user, whilst a basic
camera for facial recognition, may not have either the hardware complexity or algorithmic
compatibility to provide the data needed for liveness detection.
Thirdly, by using inherent liveness features in the biometric sample, but which has not
automatically been gathered when the sample has been provided. However, as this would
require additional data collection, there are a number of problems when considering the
heterogeneity, efficiency and user acceptance [166] [3]. There are a number of computational
considerations such as what resources the system will need to collect this additional data,
storage mediums and privacy concerns, all of which must be adequately addressed. This
method is often viewed as a reactive concept as it shows the lack of forethought when
gathering the original sample. Therefore, using a method that gathers data from the original
biometric sample is a more elegant procedure, less invasive, and less resource dependent.
As well as different methods of gathering the liveness data, there are also three types of
samples that can be gathered [181]. Firstly, there are intrinsic properties of a living body
which can vary depending on the type of sample gathered. For example, there could be
physical characteristics such as density and elasticity, electrical permutations such as the
resistance and capacitance and spectral characteristics such as colour and opacity [166] [129].
Other examples include the deformation of the skin when pressed upon a scanner [37]), the
relevant oxygenation levels of blood as seen through an ultraviolet scanner amongst others
[121].
Secondly, there are the involuntary signals of a living body which can provide a lot of
liveness detections data. Examples include perspiration, blood flow and ECG signals. Due to
their inherent high level of security and built-in liveness detection these are often very highly
thought off as security options [10]. As these samples are primarily medical in nature, it
would be a small integrations to also allow involuntary liveness detection signals to be used
for medical purposes as well, such as wellness detection potentially with integrations into
smart home systems [166] [129]. However this medical link can also cause problems for
user acceptance as the users may not wish to provide their medical data to the system.
The last area is the way the body reacts to external stimuli, unlike the previous techniques
which gather data from internal effects on the body, this technique samples gathered from
external stimuli invoking a response from the body. This is normally one of the most
regularly used forms of liveness detection and is based on a challenge-response paradigm.
This necessitates a cooperation between system and users. Examples include changing facial
features, typing, changing of fingers for fingerprints etc.[166] [129].
All of these liveness detection techniques are designed to achieve a single goal; to prove
the living status of an authenticating user. They represent a number of options relating
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to implementation and suitability. However relevance may differ depending on specific
scenarios [86]. A system with a high number of users may benefit more from a hardware
based solution because of the robustness and quantity of users, whereas a small user base
may not require the hardware solution [166].
As has been identified throughout this section liveness detection is a vital component of
any biometric security system, but there are often a number of perceived issues with these
instigations. Hardware is often difficult to manage and maintain, the collection process may
not be robust enough to gather the relevant data at the point of enrolment, or there may need
to be an additional level of authentication that must occur to gather this data, Therefore
creating an invasive and visible system process, nether if which are ideal [166] [129]. These
areas can produce a highly effective synergy between the biometric systems and liveness
detection considerations that may be relevant [166] [86]. After a sample has been provided
the first stage is to check if it is from a living user when this has been successful are there any
other concerns to address? [166] identified that coercion is the next logical step to consider.
However there has been little detail covered currently. In the following section, coercion
detection will be discussed to highlight any factors that need considering.
This section has highlighted the need for a coherent and efficient method of comparison
between liveness techniques. This is apparent due to the sheer variety of research and the
variance of terminology and metrics within each individual research project. With the quantity
of threat vectors and areas of spoofing, prevention is the key to improving the technology.
Until there is an efficient method of categorisation and comparison research, there will be
research that covers the same areas and uses individual measuring techniques. As [116]
identifies the method of measurement within biometric system are the key techniques of
comparison. Therefore, the main need is to create a system that will enable the same metrics
to be used, allowing a greater comparison to be drawn.
3.5 Coercion Detection
Liveness detection was begotten from necessity after implementations of biometric environ-
ments were found to have a high degree of susceptibility to spoof data. This vulnerability
demanded a robust defence and therefore liveness detection was developed [166] [81] with
the intent to minimise spoof data effectiveness. Subsequent research has developed a variety
of liveness techniques however in the manner of computing systems everywhere the threats
to biometric security have adapted to take into account these new challenges.
Traditional key and pin based security systems have always had a number of threats one
of the most noticeable and dangerous is phishing, the act of trying to gain secure information
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by tricking users into believing the attacker has a legitimate right to ask for the information
[156]. Whilst this problem has been around for many years people are still somewhat unaware
of its importance and it has taken robust marketing on the behalf of companies to reduce
the potential impact. These techniques normally revolve around a disclaimer claiming that
’A member of this bank will never ask for your passcode’. The intent here is to improve
the knowledge of the user, however, even when passwords and codes are captured in this
manner there are a number of factors that can be utilised to minimise any problems, such as
password entropy [102]. When a passcode is captured it can be cancelled very easily, as the
cancel-ability of any passcode is very high, alongside the ease of redistribution can be issued
almost immediately. This, coupled with the potential for high degrees of password entropy,
regardless of the actually implemented level of entropy [169] [139] employed by most users,
are one of the prime reasons that passcode/words have had such a lasting presence within a
security [156].
Biometric security does not conform to this structure and the lack of cancel-ability is a
major disadvantage, as there are often a limited number of samples a user can provide due to
a limited amount of fingers for example Therefore, there are a number of factors to improve
the standard of biometric security, such as liveness detection and now coercion detection.
Whilst liveness detection attempts to verify the corporeal nature of a sample, minimising the
effects of spoof data, such as HD imagery, gummy fingers, and HD video, there has been
minimal research and development conducted into coercion. In this case indicating that a
user is, whilst living and therefore passing liveness detection techniques, authenticating under
their own volition. Whilst this is a security threat itself, there are also features that, when
used within biometrics, highlight the potential necessity for coercion detection. If a nefarious
user attempts to gain access to a password based system they have to steal the password, for
example employing phishing techniques. When this situation occurs the user is impacted,
however, there is a degree of abstraction from the effect of the theft. However if the sample
being used is attached to the user, then a host of other factors become paramount [143].
“To persuade (an unwilling person) to do something by using force or threats”is how
[50] describes coercion. When considered in context, this means to force an unwilling user
to utilise their biometric sample to gain access to a biometric system. Now that liveness
detection has become a standard inclusion, this is the next stage of biometric security and
must be considered as there are a number of important implications.
Firstly the act of coercion is abhorrent and all measures should be taken to prevent
coercion being a viable tool, both from a moral and technical standpoint. Due to the nature of
biometrics any nefarious entities wishing to access the system using someone else’s sample
can resort to coercion, therefore presenting an undesirable factor of the technology to the fore.
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However, as some of the main forms of coercion detection utilise stress related physiological
data there is potential to detect authorised users that are being coerced.
Due to the nature of coercion the focus must be on preventing any harm coming to the
users, therefore making the comparative subtlety of a coercion detection technique highly
important. Regardless the is little current research in this area therefore representing a
challenge to develop novel techniques that area applicable. This is something that is being
focused on within this research and a selection of both current and novel techniques that
can be applied to coercion detection will be developed, alongside a critical evaluation of the
primary issues that will affect this area [125].
Coercion detection has yet to be explored thoroughly as it has not been vital in previous
incarnations of biometric systems due to two reasons:
1. Firstly, whilst coercion detection is important, the optimal and smooth running of the
biometric systems coupled with liveness detection characteristics have been more so
[114]. Therefore the focus has been on the development of these areas and improv-
ing them to a standard that is high enough for the research community to move on.
Liveness detection has multiple implementations within public environments such the
biometric cashes catering system installed at Oasis Academy [5] and Planet Cash, a
biometric ATM based in Poland as discussed in Hitachi’s white paper [74]. There
are very few implementations or discussions on coercion detection and therefore due
to the increasing ubiquity of liveness detection, more emphasis can be placed in the
development of coercion detection standards and characteristics [143].
2. Secondly, most biometric systems have been implemented in secure environments such
as airports, border checkpoints, etc. These areas already have additional security impli-
cations that are combined with biometrics to provide a more robust multi-disciplinary
security environment [17]. Nevertheless, as increased integration of biometric devices
and systems continues to invade personal computing, such as smart device integrations,
smart homes and to build etc. and provides services throughout these environments,
more consideration must be given to coercion. Along with the effects, it may have
within the range of environments, it may need to be included in, for example, is it more
likely to be a victim of coercion within a home or business environment [68].
These factors have shown that there is a need for coercion research and as one of the
goals of this research is to develop a taxonomy that is flexible enough for future research
integration it is a perfect environment to discuss coercion detection in detail. The primary
focus is to identify what factors make the area as one major disadvantage is the lack of
research and reasoning that has been conducted. There are very few works of research within
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coercion detection and because of this it is very difficult to identify the salient features. [17]
discusses some basic techniques of coercion detection in their project titled ’State of the
art of mobile biometric, liveness and non-coercion detection’, unfortunately, the depth of
discussion is limited to four basic environments in which coercion detection can occur [68].
As this area is predominantly under-researched the development and categorisation of
different coercion detection techniques is of paramount importance, not only to further the
understanding within this area, but to provide actually applicable techniques that can be
utilised within a system environment.
3.5.1 Development Background
Coercion detection is a very promising area that can have a profound impact on the degree
of security within a variety of systems. As these techniques have progressed from liveness
detection, a lot of the same considerations must be identified and contented with. The focus of
this section is to identify the main concepts, and areas to consider within coercion detection.
This will involve the development of techniques that in turn will be categorised using the
taxonomy development covered later in this research. Therefore the first stage will include
an identification of underlying concepts, and their relevance, and whilst this will not be an
exhaustive list, due to the huge potential of options available, and the limitations of available
resources, it will endeavour to provide a selection of the most suitable options.
One of the key underlying concepts is one not often considered within security due to its
rare necessity. As the focus has shifted towards biometric environments, it has only been
a matter of time until user well-being will become less of an abstract concept and more a
practical consideration. This is a natural progression as when a sample has been verified as
living, by liveness detection, then the next stage is to make sure that the sample provided
is done by the user’s own free will. As with many coercion detection concepts, this area
has not been considered in any detail, due to the emphasis on liveness detection as a more
important security sub-system. Therefore, this area is very new as there are only very minor
references in certain works such as [17] [86] [87]. These discuss very briefly the concept of
coercion detection as an area of importance and [17] identifies some very basic techniques
of coercion detection, alongside some very general headings in which to work within, as
identified below.
Consequentially whilst current research has only identified some general techniques there
potentially many more that can be used to detect coercion ranging from the simple, e.g. using
an external monitor ’panic key’, to the complex “affects detection and analysis”which can
cover a variety of chemical, biological, and behavioural standards. As with all factors related
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to biometrics there are many considerations that can improve or detract from the success of a
specific technique such as accuracy, multi-modal fusion and technological heterogeneity.
Therefore the next section will cover what characteristics coercion detection has and how
to develop a number of techniques for coercion detection.
3.5.2 Coercion Detection Characteristics
Whilst there are a number of ways to gather coercion samples, mostly consisting of physio-
logical characteristics associated with a variety of emotions, there are techniques that can be
developed that rely on the emotions themselves.
The main characteristics to use for coercion detection is fear, but other similar emotions
such as stress and disgust also have places in these techniques. Considering fear as a primary
example, as other emotions can be measured in much the same manner, there are a variety
of different techniques in which to gather the data, most of which are triggered by a variety
of biological signals within the body. These can be gathered at a very high level as [179]
postulates saying that when using functional magnetic resonance imaging healthy humans,
required a negative connectivity with the cortical and sub-cortical pathways towards the
amygdala (set of neurons within the temporal lobe) therefore potentially enabling fear to
be detected. However, whilst it may be possible to detect fear in this manner, the technique
required would prove prohibitive within most installations, except in extreme circumstances,
due to the cost, implementation difficulties and acceptance of the technique.
Alternative techniques normally draw upon stress as an indicator of fear. However, this
has a host of potential problems. To begin with stress is widely considered as the most
ubiquitous health concerns within the modern workplace environment therefore bring to
question its suitability for coercion detection [24]. This leads to questions such as how can
“normal”stress be identified from stress caused from coercion. This emotion based evidence
is commonly known as affect, or affective feedback and has been studied for many years,
primarily within the HCI and machine learning areas as identified by [146]. Recognizing
affective feedback is important for intelligent human-computer interaction and [123] indicates
that techniques for machine learning to detect emotions from the human users need to develop
a more predictive and usable system. Therefore, whilst this technique may well have valid
applicability within coercion detection, it must be considered with regards to where the
installation is happening, as the location and environment will denote the influencing factors.
Consideration must be given to the installation location and therefore may encounter a huge
variation in levels of stress, and therefore a potential problem for fear detection. For example,
generally speaking, a home environment would be less stressful than a work environment,
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therefore a technique may differ in relevance, different workplaces may have different levels
of both standard and peak levels of stress [66].
These factors underline some of the basic concepts within coercion and the current
thinking is to split technique by their individual requirements, in much the same way liveness
detection characteristics are considered. These categories are involuntary, voluntary and
environmental. Therefore it is these areas that will be considered first.
Involuntary approaches
Involuntary approaches to coercion detection include a huge range of factors that cover
techniques that the user has no control over and are direct responses to stimuli. Coercion
detection requires a repeatable emotional output for example, fear. This output can then be
correlated and an authentication can occur accordingly depending on the relevant level of
the technique. One universal problem with these techniques is the range of potential factors
that can cause the physiological effect to occur, this noise data is of huge importance, and
adequate noise cancellation techniques must be developed to produce accurate techniques.
One such technique would be to incorporate an autonomic factor within a system, such as
context awareness that would allow for a dynamic target data range to be set depending on
environmental factors. Without techniques such as this, noise can have a huge effect, for
example, if an elevated blood pressure which is used as an indicator of fear due to the fight
or flight reflex which causes an increase in blood pressure as identified in the seminal work
by [15] and iterated upon for the subsequent Cannon Bard Theory [132]. Then how can this
be differentiated from simple blood pressure elevation caused by medical noise or physical
excursion. Therefore, when developing with these techniques and consideration the onus
must be put on technique and its capabilities to avoid any potential problems within this
theory.
Physiological signals, whilst potentially very effective, are gathered from different areas
and differ somewhat in style, for example, some are based around noise deviation, whilst
others are medically based. Traditional noise deviation causes security samples to be refused
as the sample has been changed beyond suitable levels. Examples include changes in voice
pitch, often an issue when dealing with samples that are gathered within areas that have
large amount of excess noise such as background sound, environmental effects etc. These
noise deviation techniques can be very applicable, however, they suffer from a high degree
of intra-user variance [17].
Whilst noise and medical deviations are often very similar, there are some differences,
and whilst each can affect the other the separation provides a more robust description of
the factors involved. Medical data techniques are reliant on medical fluctuations to denote
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coercion such as an increase in heart rate, perspiration etc. most of which are often also used
to indicate relevant emotions such as fear, happiness etc. The medical based indices have the
potential to be very transient, depending solely on the comparative nature of the users, being
susceptible to illness, as some may change the range of acceptance for coercion detection
beyond normal levels.
Whilst it is often considered that medical based data is purely physiological constraints,
[158] show that there is a specific link between stressful experiences and psychological
factors. Therefore a selection of involuntary speech pattern can be considered, how speech
changes when under stress, coercion etc. However, this can be difficult to incorporate due
to the sheer amount of noise variance from all factors of biometric security, and if voice
techniques were implemented then they would have to have a robust degree of fusion.
Voluntary Approach
Whilst most coercion techniques revolve around physiological data, in some form there
are others that can be developed that may be as relevant and applicable depending on the
scenario. These techniques are voluntary approaches because they rely on the user to provide
data of some kind, and whilst it can be argued that medical techniques are also voluntary in
nature, the distinction is that there is additional conscious thought to provide a sample. This
is normally done with non-medical data, for example, speaking a password or selecting a
pattern.
There are a variety of forms this could take. For example the user may carry a key
which may be used as a ’panic alarm’. A second approach would be to utilise a selection
of pass-codes/keys that would denote coercion. Although to be thoroughly effective the
technique would have to be completely integrated within the full biometric system, otherwise
the use of the traditional key system would be seen as a simple and easier approach to security.
Without the thorough integration it would also become obvious to the attacker that some
preventative measure is being taken, as the inclusion of a key in the final stage would become
suspicious for a nefarious user, and therefore reduce the effectiveness of the technique.
Environmental Approaches
Whilst the other techniques focus on the user as a data provide, environmental techniques
instead utilises the environment the user is within and the appropriate responses therein. This
technique can be problematic to implement as it does not focus on the different variants of
the user, instead it correlates data regarding the user as a focus point. For example the use
of cameras and proximity maps can depict if there are people close together. Whilst on its
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own, this is both irrelevant, and can easily be explained away with a handful of reasons when
combined with appropriate security protocols the development can become more impressive.
For example, all users must make sure they are on their own when authenticating into a
system, no more than one user with a biometric scanner at any one time etc. Therefore, if
a proximity sensor is able to detect multiple people closer together then it can indicate an
attack of some kind.
Obviously there is a host of potential problems with this form of approach, least of all
the ease of misunderstanding. Using the above example, if two users were carrying a heavy
parcel, they would be identified as too close and therefore the system would respond, in this
case erroneously. There are also other noise based concerns, such as how other data sets
impact the system, can humans be identified specifically or will other species cause a false
rejection, will other heat signatures set of proximity response and if so how can this be dealt
with. These false reject samples would create a generally untenable system and it is for this
reason that most environmental techniques have been dismissed in this research.
3.5.3 Coercion Characteristics
Whilst the discussion and development of actual techniques is very important, there is a
plethora of other concerns such as the identification of the underlying theories relevant to
the development and implementation of coercion techniques. The intent is to adapt the same
factors considered for liveness detection so that it is applicable to coercion. This section
will focus on the identification of important coercion concepts, and not the development of
individual techniques, which will be covered in a later chapter.
Performance
The performance of a computing system is often the most important factor and it can be
one of the hardest to identify due to the potential range of factors that can contribute to it.
Within coercion detection performance is no less important and denotes the success rate of
the detection process, along with the comparative ease the process was conducted in.
Due to the potential variety of coercion detection the performance of the individual
methods can differ dramatically depending on the type and effect of said technique. For
example a tangible ’panic keys’ can be have a high performance measurement as they are
easy to use, cheap to manufacture and already quite ubiquitous in society but can be easily
circumvented. Alternatively, techniques such as affect testing are much harder areas to
identify and require a more thorough technology integration to provide efficient installations.
This is primarily due to the lack of specific research that focuses on using these techniques as
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coercion detection concepts instead of just affect/emotion detection. Therefore the reliance
on novel technique development such as techniques based on FACS [54]. Most of this
research, into stress and lying detection, has been conducted in other areas such as [158]’s
work based around poker, and whilst the focus is different to coercion detection, the premise
postulated therein can still be applied due to the underlying non-specificity. For example,
this particular work identifies that detecting stress and lying only achieved an 82% and 71%
success rate, which would provide a very poor degree of security, however this figure would
have to be taken into account considering the age of the research, the subject area it is being
considered in and the specific techniques of data collection as other research has had marked
superior results such as the 90% success rate within [146]’s work. Another flaw, for direct
security use is, that this technique utilised long periods of testing, where testers would have
data collected about them for an extended period (approximately 15 minutes) which would
not be applicable within coercion detection, as like biometric security and liveness detection
the speed in which the sample is dealt with is of utmost importance and a direct efficiency
factor.
Whilst these techniques could be utilised in a variety of situations the exact implemen-
tation would be colossally ineffective due to the time taken to gather samples. Therefore
any techniques would have to be suitably adapted to the needs of coercion detection and the
specific environment being designed for. The main point of these distinctions is to show that
the effectiveness of a technique is not limited just to the current lack of techniques, instead it
is only limited by an overall lack of research and understanding of the scenarios it is being
utilised in.
Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity, whilst often focusing on devices, is a factor that can have long reaching impli-
cations throughout the development of system. Within coercion detection the heterogeneity
of techniques can also be considered as the specificity level. This details the ease in which the
techniques can be incorporated across multiple scenarios, techniques and devices. Therefore,
it must be identified, as thoroughly as possible, what techniques are most relevant and which
are best suited to individual implementation.
As coercion detection is an extension of biometric security the comparative link between
security, liveness and coercion must also be considered and this tri-modal will identify what
is most relevant within the situation. A lack of heterogeneity here will cause numerous
problems to occur such as lack of efficiency. These factors lead to the following assumption,
that the most effective techniques will be those that can be used throughout the different
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levels of biometric security. Therefore, creating a thoroughly integrated multi-modal, and
multi-security system.
General Fusion
When dealing with fusion the main focus is to combine different techniques, from whatever
stage of the security process they are at, in the most efficient and effective way possible. This
is normally done within each individual section, for example a multi-modal biometric system
would contain iris and facial recognition to improve the overall degree of security, within
liveness detection blood pressure and skin conductivity tests may be undertaken. Whilst this
is the normal route, there is also the additional concept of multi-layer fusion.
Coercion detection has a number of fusion considerations and is perfectly viable within
a biometric system. Coercion fusion, like other system, would have to consider how they
integrate together, as well as how multi-layer integration could occur for example with
liveness detection. An example of this would be Figure 3.6. Whilst it is possible to have
three completely separate layers, the thoroughly integrated system could provide a greater
degree of security, and protection against security threats. There are factors to consider such
as threat vectors, liveness detection styles, etc. as failing to do so would produce inadequate
fusion and potentially a reduction in security potential.
Fig. 3.6 Potential fusion areas
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The incorporation of coercion fusion into multi-modal systems would be a bigger chal-
lenge as there would be an additional level of fusion to consider as demonstrated by Figure 3.6.
As well as the initial fusion between coercion techniques, layered fusion would have to be
considered within multi-modal systems. Fusion that would contend with security, liveness,
and coercion methods would have to consider the relevant techniques in more detail, as whilst
one technique may be acceptable for a security and liveness environment, the incorporation
of coercion may turn the technique into an ineffective style. For example [70] identifies that
when utilising multi-modal vocal and emotive systems the effectiveness drops with emotive
speech, therefore showing that fusion does not necessarily mean automatic improvement.
Alongside this would be specific extra problems, as the emotive aspects would be utilised as
an integral part of coercion detection due to the emotional undertones of the subject, therefore
degrading the technique even further. This exemplifies the necessity to make sure that the
techniques used are the most applicable, and whilst this is very difficult to do currently due
to the lack of techniques and the poor categorisation system,
Cultural implication
Unlike many areas of computer science, where the effect of culture within the subject is
minimal, coercion detection has some definite cultural implications. These occur due to the
innate individuality of coercion detecting techniques, and it is not just cultural but individual
implications that can dramatically effect the way coercion detecting techniques work. For
example, certain cultures may find specific techniques distasteful and therefore there would
be an unwillingness to accept their integration into systems [123].
Medical Implications
Medical data comprises the main bulk of biometric detection therefore demanding constant
reinforcement of validity, permanence etc. These factors can be dramatically affected by
medical intra-variance due to the ever-changing illness or medication effects. These effects
can dramatically change a sample, to such a degree that they would classify as being coerced
even when they are not, completely due to the medical noise factors. For example a user
that is being coerced may have an elevated blood pressure due to the physiological, and
psychological stimuli identified in the fight and flight reflex postulated by [15] and discussed
in countless work such as [58]. Alternatively the user could have jogged to work similarly
elevating their blood pressure. Whilst this concept is overall simplified the premise holds true
throughout the technique. The premise of this concept is that a comparatively simple external
influence, which is not the expected response, provides the data that would be associated
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with coercion, consequentially bypassing the system security. This highlights the potential
consideration as there are more complex intra-variations, deviations that may affect the
sample. Following on there are a host of medical conditions that can change a user’s blood
pressure dramatically, therefore providing false readings to be gathered, alongside these are a
variety of samples altering considerations, all of which may become a security risk. Some of
these techniques are very ubiquitous such as stress related blood pressure increase [58] to the
rarer, but more serious condition, such as strokes [99].
Therefore, it is imperative that the different techniques are assessed on the relevant
susceptibility to medical factors, a factor that becomes even more important when considering
the fusion characteristics, as the combinations of similar techniques for both liveness and
coercion, whilst potentially efficient, would provide a large target for nefarious user’s spoof
attacks based on medical data. Additionally, if the same characteristic for liveness and
coercion detection are being used as a standard, then they are even more so susceptible to
medical noise that affects the singular data type, for example blood pressure deviations.
Whilst the focus for coercion detection is security, and the medical intra variations are an
obstacle to overcome, there are other factors that can be integrated. As with liveness detection
and security, there is the potential to gather the medical data when sample collection occurs,
as the sample is in truth a piece of medical data that can be used for medical analysis and a
host of other factors. This data can potentially be used for a number of other technologies,
and whilst the ethical and legal implications are many and varied, the focus within this section
is in the collection. The intent is to minimise the impact the legal and ethical consideration
have, instead this work will focus only on the technological issues, leaving the ethical etc. to
another work.
When samples are being collected, the user is providing medical information, often very
specific medical data such as blood pressure, salinity levels, ECG and EEG factors (obviously
depending on hardware capabilities). This leads to a variety of potential options, for example,
if the data, gathered from the biometric system is stored, then a time based map could be
generated for the user’s personal records, or the inclusion of health professionals, depending
on user choice. This data could then be used to provide real-time health monitoring, as well
as historical health monitoring. Alongside this, incorporation into a smart system would
enable user profiling techniques to be deployed. These context aware environments would
be able to adapt to the user’s needs and profiles utilising an SOA environment. Whilst this
represents a pervasive environment, focusing on user services, there are other techniques
that could be included. For example the inclusion of these medical profiles would allow the
creation of dynamic security systems, that would evolve with the user and as the users’ health
changes the relevant acceptance metrics could change alongside. This would also enable
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recurring deviation to be identified and adapted to, for example, if a user engages in vigorous
exercise at a specific time each day/week etc. and normally this exercise interferes within
the authentication, then the system would have the capabilities to identify these factors and
accordingly adapt to facilitate them. Whilst this is a generalisation it has a lot of potential,
however there are considerations that would prevent it from working optimally. As this factor
would have to occur with a degree of regularity the process would be the same as normal
authentication, and therefore would provide no different security threat level, unless it can be
shown that higher data ranges are harder to authenticate [123].
User Acceptance
A traditional problem with new technology, and especially biometric systems is the user
acceptance of the technology [82] [81]. Whilst users can sometimes be reluctant to adopt new
technology, for a variety of reasons, including age, background, opinion etc. [56]. As [114]
identifies biometric samples deriving from data that is often very personal to a user, data
that is rarely called upon for any other reason, except for a medical situation, or unwanted
situations, immediately providing cause for potential consternation. For example the taking
of fingerprints may well have criminal connotations for users due to the technology’s ubiquity
within law enforcement scenarios. Liveness samples may include blood pressure monitors
which obviously have a number of definitive health connotations, including the user’s
unwillingness to accept medical information, to embarrassment etc. The same features can
also have the same problems for coercion detection. Therefore, when implementations occur,
sufficient consideration must be given to the acceptance of the technology, because if a user
does not wish to use the device/technique, then it is worthless.
This problem is highlighted when considering two factors, the first identifies that the
techniques are medical in nature, and many people are reluctant to discuss/provide medical
data, especially if the data is not being used for medical purposes. This reluctance would cause
a host of issues for most biometric, liveness and coercion techniques as the primary form of
sample would be more difficult to identify and utilise. Secondly biometric systems have had
a very bad press within the media and there are numerous occasions where biometric systems
have been spoofed due to the loss of or theft of a sample, both within real environments,
and a host of popular cultural formats. Whilst these opinions are often erroneous, due to
the elaboration of the media, the poor public opinion has sustained and therefore further
alienates users.
This problem is one of the more difficult to address as it deals with changing the opinions
of users, something that traditionally is very difficult. To achieve this there are many different
techniques including a thorough education process, identifying that biometric environments
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are as safe, and not as portrayed within popular media alongside a progressive and systematic
inclusion of the technology within popular mediums. For example the inclusion of biometric
security options within smart devices will allow the users to become familiar with the
technology.
Noise
Many of the factors that are relevant for the noise within biometric and liveness detection
will also be relevant for coercion. However, there are some subtle differences as coercion is
not authenticating or verifying a user. Simply identifying if the user is being coerced or not.
Therefore, whilst the effect of noise is important, it will not have the same degree of impact
as it does within the initial biometric security processes. Whilst it may not have the same
degree of importance as biometric security it is still needed so that the exact effect noise has
on coercion detection is understood. The traditional understanding is that noise provides
extra data that detracts from the overall sample, therefore making it harder to authenticate.
As most coercion detection techniques identified within Table 3.5 are based around
medical data and it has been shown that medical noise can exist from a variety of sources
such as exertion, medical condition etc. The effect of this will be of utmost importance
to research. This noise will make the sample deviate somewhat from the expected range,
therefore potentially preventing coercion acceptance. One theory could include the integration
of robust coercion detection algorithms that attempt to remove any noise that occurs, this
is something to consider for future research. The identification of what form the noise data
takes is something that must be considered. Is the noise medical in nature as discussed earlier,
if so what are the potential proofs against it and how can it be dealt with? Are the factors,
environmental, changing the sample enough to impact the authentication process, if so how
susceptible is the technique to these factors etc.? These factors must be taken into account
when constructing coercion detection techniques as without these factors being addressed the
more chance that a security threat will occur and if this threat can exist then the overall effect
of the system will be reduced accordingly. Therefore the next stage in this development will
be to identify suitable coercion detection techniques, whilst there are some basic techniques
discussed in the limited research currently conducted in this area, the emphasis will be placed
on the novel techniques that have been developed for this work. These techniques are based
around current ideas which have relevance to coercion detection, however, it is rare that they
are identified as coercion techniques, instead they are developed from ideas and research
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3.6 Biometric Conclusion
The plethora of biometric information gathered and disseminate has helped identify a host of
biometric considerations that are of the utmost importance such as the method of categorising
liveness and coercion techniques along with some of innate problems associated within
liveness and coercion detection. The main area of consternation is the lack of uniform
techniques to compare liveness detection techniques.In addition to traditional authentication
techniques most biometrics can provide additional data that could potentially be used for
other system features such as: medical information providing real-time health monitoring,
identifying suitable biometric techniques for users that may have specific needs that render
other techniques invalid, etc. This highlights the potential advantages this dynamic biometric
environment would provide a security installation alongside other areas such as smart
homes/ihome/pervasive, which can be used for a medical purpose in the care and monitoring
of certain illnesses and disabilities.
Currently, there are many researchers that use their own metrics to measure similar
factors such as FAR and FRR which makes it very difficult to compare accurately liveness
techniques. This lack of comparison makes developing fusion based systems problematic
along with identifying suitable areas for research also indicating how categorising these
research areas is key to improve the understanding of the area. By correctly categorising
different liveness techniques, informed decisions could be made to highlight what areas are
most useful to research, as well as minimising a number of superfluous data collections
metrics and measurements within the overall research area.
Currently coercion detection has been identified as a potential area to consider how there
has been limited research conducted into this area. This has highlighted some basic ideas
such as the three types of coercion technique (voluntary, involuntary and environmental) and
the concept of using psychological factors as methods of detection. It does not identify how
this will occur and what factors will effect the development and implementation of coercion
techniques. This is an area that needs to be researched, if coercion detection will become an
important factor in biometric security.
Chapter 4
Taxonomy Development and Application
They say a little knowledge is a dangerous thing, but it’s not one half
so bad as a lot of ignorance
Pratchett, 2004
One thing that has become apparent is the necessity to be able to classify different liveness
techniques as there are problems occurring due to a lack of standardisation within the research.
This can be solved by creating a taxonomy that allows data to be standardised and more easily
compared. Without this technique it will become increasingly hard to develop liveness fusion
techniques and research different liveness areas. Therefore a method to discern the most
suitable device or technique is of paramount importance to better understand the area. This
would also provide a method of technique or device comparison so that a developer/researcher
would be able to choose the most appropriate for their needs. This is especially important
within biometric security as biometric techniques have a huge variety of characteristics that
can differ dramatically depending on the techniques, device and installation, highlighting the
importance of cohesive categorisation. Therefore the development of the taxonomy, intends
to classify all of these techniques in a manner that can be used by researchers, developers or
even autonomous systems to choose the most suitable device and techniques for the scenario.
Whilst the initial classifiers used were concerned only with biometric devices, it became
clear that liveness detection was as necessary to classify which subsequently led to coercion
detection and its need for classification.
The first question to consider is why use a taxonomy? The main advantages of a taxonomy
is that it allows the viewer to see the data when compared to similar data sets within the
area, Instead of only seeing one particular data range. It is also a systematic method of data
gathering and classification. Whilst classification is normally done to group pieces of data
together, to allow a more easily followed analysis, the taxonomy will also try to categorise
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these groups, name them enabling a critical review of their suitability. Whilst in the future
it is possible that this taxonomy might develop enough that it becomes an ontology, which
would become much more in-depth, and would develop a much more rigid relationship
identification between different areas, currently due to the comparatively small quantity of
data, and the specialist area it fits the taxonomy will be used.
To this end the taxonomy must allow both techniques to be identified, compared, and
analysed whilst also providing the framework to allow for future innovations to be included,
this scalability is needed as the biometric security area is rapidly changing and any taxonomy
that is static would not be usable.Therefore this chapter highlights this taxonomy creation
alongside the appropriate steps therein, the developing of liveness categorisation alongside
the development of the coercion detection standard.
4.1 Liveness Detection Development
One of the most reliable techniques to identify suitable devices,solutions to problems, etc., is
to categorise the available techniques and choose the most relevant for a scenario. Within
security this process is even more important as the suitability of a security technique can
mean a successful defended system instead of a breached system. As biometric security
techniques contain a huge variety of characteristics, which can differ dramatically depending
on the technique or device, the importance of choosing the correct security features is vital
to the health of aa secure system. These characteristics, as discussed in chapter 3 cover the
main features of a biometric device and must be considered when developing a multi-modal
biometric systems. This is because the use of multiple devices leads to biometric fusion
which must take into account the different characteristics within each device and failure to
do so will create a system with inadequate fusion capabilities which will lead to an inferior
security coverage. This is demonstrated by [87] who compared PAD (presentation attack
detection) techniques with comparison subsystems (security matching), and found that this
fusion technique did not improve the accuracy and efficiency, which is the main focus of
fusion systems. In fact the FRR increased from 0.58% to 3.55% therefore showing more false
reject rates within the system therefore reducing the overall efficiency. This incorrect choice
of techniques would be preventably by using the following taxonomy therefore allowing a
more suitable combination of techniques to be identified and implemented.
Table 4.1 identifies the current classifiers of biometric devices, this basic taxonomy shows
the six classifiers which highlight the strengths and weakness of biometric devices. Whilst
this technique provides some valid information it uses an ordinal measuring technique [90]
which does not provide all the data that is required such as difference between ’High’ and
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Biometric Universality Uniqueness Permanence Collectability Performance Acceptability Circumvention
Face H L M H L H L
Fingerprint M M H M H M H
Hand Geometry M H M H M M M
Keystroke Dynamics L M L M L M M
Hand Vein M H M M M M H
Iris H H H M H L H
Retina h L M L H L H
Signature l L L H L H L
Voice M H L M L H L
Table 4.1 Initial Biometric Classifications [82] [7]
’Medium’. It is for this reason that the proposed taxonomy will use a interval measuring
system which is discussed further in section 4.3.
These characteristics are important when deciding on biometric devices as they provide
interested parties the most relevant features and techniques to be chosen, therefore improving
the potential suitability. For example if a system demands a biometric with a high degree
of universality and collectability then facial recognition will be a good choice due to its
high universality characteristic biometric. However it is still very susceptible to noise data
such as light, facial occlusion etc. Even when considering high universality devices there
are always problems to face such as people who suffer from Treacher Collins Syndrome,
a genetic disorder that effects the development of bones and tissues in the face [77]. This
would prevent the use of facial devices and could impair other facial based techniques such
as iris/retina scans.
Whilst these characteristics are commonly used within biometric devices: liveness
detection has no such categorisation, in fact there is very little linkage between different
forms of liveness detection mainly due to the variety of techniques available to different
devices. Therefore to improve the understanding and access to liveness techniques this
taxonomy will be proposed that will improve access and fusion understanding of researchers
and developers.
Taxonomies are widespread within computing, however there are underused within
liveness detection as identified within [107]. This details the different levels of biometric
devices and sub-genres of biometric styles detailed within [184] which emphasis behavioural
biometric categorisation. This highlights that there is no current general taxonomy, due to the
comparatively newness of the area, a taxonomy would provide a variety of benefits such as:
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1. Liveness detection techniques are linked intrinsically to their biometric parents there-
fore should the categorisation process follow the classifiers used by biometric devices;
should a completely new set of categories be developed; should a taxonomy developed
that uses the most appropriate features of the biometric devices.
2. Biometric devices utilise the sample data only, therefore how should the liveness data
be gathered? There are three methods that could be used:
Intrinsic - Automatically taken as part of the initial sample
Innate - Can be gathered with the initial sample but not automatically taken
Voluntary - User provides additional sample
3. How does biometric fusion affect this characteristic is liveness fusion affected by the
same factors as biometric fusion .
Therefore the following section will develop and analysis the suitable classifiers for the
taxonomy, highlighting their suitability for liveness detection and how they will contribute to
the overall algorithm. This will then be followed by the overall taxonomy construction and
evaluation.
4.2 Liveness Detection Categorisation
Biometric devices currently use a basic taxonomy that considers six different factors and
whilst this works it is not optimal. There are two main problems when categorising things.
1. What will the categorisation actually provide, will it benefit the area or will it merely
change the ’aesthetic’ of the data organisation.
To address this the characteristics have been analysed to demonstrate the potential
impact on liveness techniques. These characteristics will provide a broad range of
information to a developer or researcher, therefore enabling them to choose the most
suitable biometric liveness techniques for their system. This point is moot if Uni-
biometrics are being used, however in this taxonomy uni-biometric systems will not be
considered as [22] and [82] identified that uni-biometrics are very rarely used due to
their inherent weakness, and therefore this categorisation process will focus solely on
multi-modal biometrics.
2. The second problem is that there is a lack of liveness detection standardisation as
most research has been focused on specific techniques such as [80]’s identification of
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fingerprint techniques, so little consideration has been given to liveness detection in
multi-modal biometric systems [121]. Therefore new considerations have appeared
when choosing biometric fusion devices. The developer must take into account how
liveness detection will affect the multi-modal system [114]. Therefore the taxonomy
will provide a comparative ranking system that will allow researchers and developers
to better choose the most suitable techniques for their systems.
This taxonomy will be developed following a top down technique which will identify the
important factors within the liveness detection endeavouring to keep the overall taxonomy
broad and shallow therefore keeping it as simple and elegant as possible to prevent unneeded
complexity [34] [124]. This follows the inductive methodology being used (Grounded
Theory) as it uses observations on the current available data allowing to help mould the
taxonomy constitute parts. Therefore whilst the development of a completely new taxonomy
is a possibility it is not the most efficient technique as there are a number of taxonomic
elements already available within the biometric device taxonomy identified by[81]. Whilst
these characteristics can help develop a base line there are specific problems that need to
be covered allowing the integration of liveness and coercion detection, which it currently
cannot do. This will be done by utilising the current characteristics as well as endeavouring
to maintain their robust and applicable nature, whilst also providing flexibility. It is for this
reason the top down approach is being used [124].
There are a number of characteristics within liveness detection that have been inherited
from biometric devices and whilst some features are relevant others are less so. Some of the
current biometric characteristics identified may well work with some minor re-adjustments
however others are not quite as pertinent to liveness nor coercion detection which is discussed
later in this chapter. Therefore this is the route that has been chosen because there is a rich
research resources available regarding the taxonomies of biometric techniques and devices,
such as within the works of [147] [155] [148].
Table 4.2 identifies a cross section of liveness detection categorisation requirements
deemed necessary by a host of respected researchers within the field [166] [121] [133]
[81]. Whilst these sources identify a number of potential categories for liveness detection,
they do not focus on this area instead identifying the need for the requirements whilst
encountering security threats relevant to the biometric device. Therefore there are numerous
areas of crossover between the different researchers, there is very little collective comparison,
subsequently this is what was identified as the first stage, the data assimilation and analysis.
Table 4.2 represents this raw category identification, especially as they are deemed relevant,
because many of which have roots within the original categorisation of biometric devices as

















Ease of Capture Yes Yes
Available within sample (Intrinsic etc.) Yes Yes
Available within techniques (pulse in iris scan etc.) Yes Yes
Additional Hardware/Software needed Yes Yes Yes*2 Yes
Universality (no pulse in iris scan etc.) Yes
Biometric Heterogeneity (how easily can it be used
across biometric techniques)
Yes Yes
Independent-ability (How much additional input does
the user need to include i.e. challenge response etc.
Yes Yes
Accuracy of the liveness technique (is there a liveness
variance of the FRR/FAR etc.)
Yes Yes
Permanence (How mutable is the sample – issues
surrounding disability/illness and biometrics.)
Yes Yes
Combinations (How easy is it to combine the same
technique across multiple biometric techniques e.g.
fingerprint + hand print + vein scan etc.)
Yes
Specialism (Is it only suitable for one technique, if
so is it more precise etc.)
Yes Yes Yes









Permanence (Does the liveness sample differ with
age/illness/disability etc.)
Yes Yes
Ease of implementation and use (Will it cause users
any adverse effects
Yes Yes Yes
Does the gathering technique effect the collectability
of the technique
Yes Yes
Ease of Collectability Yes Yes
Cost Yes Yes Yes
Robustness to attack (Saline solutions, algorithmic
integrity etc.)
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Transparency (User does not notice the system, if
having to provide challenge response etc. then it is
not transparent)
Yes Yes Yes
Fusion capabilities/flexibility Yes Yes
Technology flexibility (e.g. available SDK) Yes Yes
Flexibility (Technical using different algorithms etc.
for different features)
Yes Yes
Noise Effectiveness (Is it susceptible to noise, if so
does it have any counter measures)
Yes
Ease of spoof data collection Yes


















Table 4.2 Liveness Detection Characteristics
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4.3 Liveness Detection Analysis
The current biometric taxonomy consists of seven categories covering the salient strengths and
weaknesses of biometric devices, this process is highly useful to developers and researches
when device inclusion is being considered. However, whilst this technique has been used
for a number of years, some problems have become apparent. The main problem is that the
technique used to measure biometric device characteristics is based on an ordinal system
[90]. This only contains the factors: High, Medium and Low, and whilst this system has been
acceptable, primarily due to the limited base factors being measured, it is not an effective
measuring style. This is because ordinal systems are unable to differentiate between the
different levels, therefore whilst it is possible to identify that ’High’ is a greater value than
’Medium’, it is not possible to identify in what way or by how much. This can be a major
problem as systems depend on very tight efficiency and low margins of errors to function
and this ambiguous metric can cause a host of problems that would detract from the overall
efficiency. This is highlighted within the work conducted by [22] utilising iris and fingerprint
fusion systems. The evidence showed that fusion only improved when the impact of both
techniques was changed dramatically, and secondly that multi-modal environments were
more robust than uni-modal environment. These factors show the limitation of the ordinal
system as these result are well known within the research community as highlighted by [114]
[25][40] [139].This research would have benefited immensely if the taxonomy had been
developed using an interval measuring system, which highlights the statistical difference
between different levels. This would have allowed researchers to choose similar techniques
due to their interval rating instead of having to rely on the original ordinal system. This
would therefore provide a more thorough understanding regarding the fusion requirements of
different techniques, something the current ordinal system is poor at providing.
The method that this research takes is to change the measurement type into something
more usable for the users [167]. Currently there is no differentiation between levels subse-
quently any correlation between the levels is impossible to postulate, for example is ’High’
twice as good as ’Medium’ or is it three times as good?. Whilst this technique of data
description is excellent in its place, such as when it is not possible to know the relevant
statistical difference between one variable and the next, within the biometric characterisation
it is possible to identify the difference between measurements such as the difference between
device’s FAR/FRR/FTE and other mathematical data such as the median deviation of impair-
ments that can effect a specific device. For example according to [29] there are about 1.7
million amputees living in the U.S.A, 65,000 of which included one or more fingers. When
considering this in line with the population of the U.S.A in 2013, 316,148,990, this means
that when measured to two decimal points 0.02% of the population would be unable to use a
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fingerprint scanner, and whilst this is a generalisation it illustrates the problem with an ordinal
measuring system. When also considering iris recognition problems which include factors
such as Anophthalmia and Microphthalmia [73], which affects one in every ten thousand
live births, which would equate to 0.01% of the population being affected, the indication is
that iris would have a having a higher degree of universality. This allows an interval value to
be developed as it can be said that, in this example, iris recognition is twice as universal as
fingerprint techniques. This interval system is being developed to allow more precise data to
be developed that will allow developers and researchers better understanding of the factors
within their own work.
To preserve the highest degree of familiarity, and to avoid unnecessary confusion follow-
ing the broad and shallow technique, the basis for this categorisation process begins with
an analysis of the traditional biometric security categories and their relevance to liveness
and coercion. One issue to contend with: some of the inherent problems within the device
taxonomy will become similarly problematic for liveness and coercion and whilst this is
important, the emphasis must be placed on the evaluation and development of the adapted
taxonomy and will not dwell excessively on the problems within biometric device taxonomy.
It must be understood, that whilst the technique needs to be as efficient as possible, removing
unneeded factors, if the inclusion of additional factors is deemed pertinent then it must be
undertaken.
One factor must always be considered: is feasible to keep the same terminology as
the similarity of terms may cause confusion within security systems. This could cause
confusion for system designers or researchers however it would allow a greater degree of
fusion and heterogeneity. Alternatively the categorisation process would have to be made
more dissimilar to avoid confusion but it would potentially increase the complexity of the
taxonomy. Whilst this is a valid consideration, this research will focus on making the
categorisation process for liveness and coercion detection as similar as possible promoting
a heterogeneous environment that will improve the potential fusion between devices and
techniques.
The initial stage of development was to remove redundant or repeated characteristics
within the sample data, whilst this was not an extensive process it did produce a richer data
set. The following stage was to combine the remaining characteristics therefore limiting
repetition and redundancy. As has already been discussed, the starting place for the taxonomy
development is within the biometric characteristics.
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4.3.1 Universality
Universality is as important to liveness detection as it is to biometric security [43] [114].
Whilst it follows most of the same factors, it also includes some additional concepts to be
aware of. One of the most important, is due to the overall limited research conducted on the
effects of medical conditions on liveness detection, such as medical noise data.
Universality identifies how widespread a sample is, therefore fingerprints and facial
recognition are very universal is most people have both a face and fingerprints. Obviously
there are a number of illnesses and conditions that can affect these samples as identified
earlier. However the identification of medical implications will be technical in nature and no
medical interpretation will be used, as [138] highlights, anyone that is not a professional in
the medical field should refrain from any form of diagnosis or discussion.
Universality has a number of constraints to deal with, the main of which is how universal
is a specific sample such as: irises do not have the ridges and valleys that are used within a
fingerprint minutiae based detection algorithms [140] and therefore they cannot both be used
using the same technique. However palm print techniques would be able to make some use
of the fingerprint minutiae process. Therefore the degree of universality must be identified,
some techniques are more universal than others as they can be effected by different liveness
technique and can cross biometric styles.
This is where biometric and liveness universality differ as one is more susceptible to
deviations. When considering biometric universality there are many effects that can cause
problems, for example the effect of adermatoglyphia, or the lack of fingerprints is a very
problematic, however the condition is very rare with approximately four extended families
suffering from it worldwide. Therefore this is very unlikely to be an impactful factor within
the security environment [33]. Whilst this is not a highly common issue, the concept is
very pertinent, as most universality issues surrounding biometric devices can cause extreme
problems for a security system, however the frequency and chance of them happening is very
limited, therefore balancing out the danger.
In contrast, within liveness detection a simple pulse test can denote a living user, however
as the average pulse is between 40-60 [117], and there are many factors that can cause
deviations. These can be benign factors e.g. body position, temperature, exertion. To medical
factors such as: heart arrhythmia; stroke; anxiety etc. Therefore it is reasonable to assume
that there is a greater potential for inaccuracies, due to both the range and the prevalence
of factors that can change the sample. Furthermore as liveness detection techniques are
normally more medical in nature than biometric authentication or verification techniques
they are more prone to illness/impairment etc. [166] [149].
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A common feature within all liveness detection characteristics is the overall lack of
generalisation, which is a stark contrast to the wide range of biometric fusion capabilities
[114]. Multi-modal biometric systems can integrate different techniques together quite easily
as they follow the same basic process, see Table 3.1, and there has been a lot of discussion
regarding the fusion locations earlier within the research. Unfortunately due to the lack
of a universal liveness detection techniques that encompasses different biometric security
standards, this same degree of universality is difficult to attain. Therefore a combined
universality categorisation for different techniques would allow a greater degree of liveness
fusion and a more robust system. A good example of this is a fingerprint system that tests for
salinity, which would not be suitable for an iris recognition system due to the lack of testing
medium, which could cause issues to occur when creating a multi-model-based system. If
the taxonomy was used, then the universality indicator would provide a usable comparison
and would be able to identify similar levels of capability. For example the taxonomy would
identify that fingerprint technique 1 has a ’level two’ value for universality and iris technique
1 has a ’level 3’ value for universality therefore enabling a statistical comparison of the
techniques. This would make it easier to create more robust systems that can interface more
thoroughly and provide a thorough approach to the development of multi-modal systems,
as it would enable liveness detection techniques to be chosen that are of a similar security
strength and universality.
This leads to the second characteristic of liveness universality: can the technique cover
different biometric devices and is it found in different techniques naturally or are additional
stages required to gather the samples. This leads to concepts such as liveness heterogeneity
i.e. how universal is the technique, is it found in a large amount of samples/techniques, is
it usable across multiple techniques, such as saline testing being viable within fingerprint,
palm print, vein scanning etc., but not viable in iris recognition [121] [133].
Consequentially there are a number of factors that universality characteristics must
consider, such as how easy is data access, how universal the technique is, as well as how
universal the technique is when considering a multi-modal system, and/or fusion environment.
Throughout the development of this metric each section will be represented by a unique
identifier. These identifiers are abstract in nature and have no relevance elsewhere, instead
they are just a representation for the algorithmic purposes.The overall classifier is split into
four different components that will provide the overall universality level.
Additional hardware
Is any additional hardware needed for this liveness technique. There may be no additional
hardware needs, whilst other techniques may require many additions to the system. Therefore
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the amount of additional hardware will need to be measured when considering the universality
of a technique, the more hardware needed the less universal the technique is. Therefore the
following measure will be taken (AH - Additional hardware):
1. Level 1 - 0 AH
2. Level 2 – 1 AH
3. Level 3 - 2 AH
4. Level 4 – 3 AH
5. Level 5 - ≥ 4 AH
This will then be assigned the letter ‘h’for the final algorithm.
Additional software
Whilst very similar to additional hardware, software demands its own category as it has
some unique aspects that can affect it. What factors need to be included, are updates needed,
additional installations etc. The more factors that are needed to gather the sample the less
universal it will be. The ideal is that a sample can be gathered without any additions to
the system. Due to the similarity between this and the additional hardware metric, the
classification is very similar. Therefore the following measure will be taken (AS - Additional
Software) (UP - Update):
1. Level 1 – 0 AS
2. Level 2 – 1 UP
3. Level 3 – 1 AS
4. Level 4 – 1 AS & 1 UP
5. Level 5 – ≥ 1 AS and ≥ 1 UP
This would then be provided the letter ‘s’.
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Technique Heterogeneity
How many other biometric techniques does this one work with,. This is important as one of
the current flaws within liveness detection is that there are a lots of techniques that are for
very specific technique and very few that are generic. Therefore how easily can the proposed
liveness technique be used across multiple types of device, if it all. This identification will
provide relevant data for the development of multi-modal fusion systems.
1. Level 1 – Works with ≥ 6
2. Level 2 – Works with ≥ 5 and ≤ 6
3. Level 3 – Works with ≥ 2 and ≤ 4
4. Level 4 – Works with ≤ 2
5. Level 5 – Works with 0.
This will be given the letter ‘T ’.
Inheritance
The final metric is to identify if the sample being checked can provide liveness detection
data during the initial security scan. Therefore can the liveness sample be gathered from
the security sample, or can the liveness data be gathered from the sample, at a later time.
The later will always cause more university problems as it will require the user to provide a
second set of data, therefore causing problems relating to acceptance and device transparency.
The more intrusive a sample is, then the less universal it is . Unlike the previous elements
this metric component will only have two states:
1. Initial sample
2. Additional sample
They will be identified with the letter ‘I ’.
Metric
This metric culminates in Figure 4.1 which identifies the overall level of universality a
liveness detection technique has, this equation will then be linked with the other equations to
create an algorithm that can highlight the overall level of security, or suitability a technique
has within a system.




Fig. 4.1 Universality equation
This first three values are added together, this represents that each of the values has the
overall importance, whilst the final value (inheritance) can have a greater impact as it will
denote how easily the sample is gathered. If the sample is part f the initial sample then there is
no additional problems using the system, whilst if an additional sample is required it is much
harder to gather as the universality of the technique must be reconsidered to identify were
this sample is coming from. To test this equation the data in Table 4.3 will be considered:
ID Technique h s t I
1 Hippus dilation test 1 2 3 1
2 Skin conductivity test 3 2 5 1
3 Eigenface analysis 1 5 3 1
4 3d face analysis 4 1 2 1
Table 4.3 Permanence testing characteristics
If Table 4.4 utilises an iris scanning device and hippus dilation liveness test shown in
Table 4.3. There is no need for additional hardware (h = level 1), one software update is
needed (s= level 2), the technique can be used across three different biometric samples (t =
level 3), and the liveness sample is inherent and present during the initial security sample
gathering process (I = 1), as seen in Table 4.4. The other calculations can be seen in Table 4.4.
Process Algorithm
1. U = 1+2+31 = 6
2. U = 2+2+51 = 10
3. U = 1+2+12 = 2
4. U = 4+1+22 = 3.5
Table 4.4 Universality calculation
Previously this technique would have given a ordinal high/medium/low classification, but
now with the interval values it can provide other relevant information such as technique one
equals a ’1’ whilst technique two equals a ’3’. This can now be compared to other techniques
with empirical evidence denoting the inferiority and superiority of different techniques. When
other techniques have had reliable data sorted throughout this system then it will not only
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provide a more robust indicator of a techniques ability, but it will also allow a build-up of
information regarding the comparative differences between levels, something that a ordinal
technique cannot do., especially when included within a novel presentation environment such
as a 3d time map.
4.3.2 Uniqueness
Uniqueness is oft identified as the defining factor of biometric security as a sample must be
unique, to allow a correct match to be ascertained. Therefore the entire crux of biometric
security lies within this area, is the sample unique and does it allow for correct authentication
to occur [8] [7] [114].
Alternatively, as liveness detection is simply the detection of a living sample, and not
the identification, authentication or verification of a user, the uniqueness of a sample is of
no significance. As long as the sample has the relevant liveness characteristics that allow
a correct identification of liveness to occur, then this is sufficient. If this data is to be used
within specific environments, e.g. a medical based iHome which monitors pulse, then it
would be assumed that the authentication or verification process would be completed within
the security layer of the system whereas the liveness detection is merely a technique to
prevent spoof data being submitted. This is the case because two unique users may have
the exact same liveness detection sample, for example a pulse of 40-60 bpm, and therefore
the difference between the individuals which would be of no consequence, as the sample is
not attempting to authenticate. Therefore it is actually expected that some users will have
identical liveness detection characteristics [115].
Subsequently these factors identify that uniqueness is not necessary for liveness detection,
and it will not be used within this taxonomy. This is not done lightly, as the main thrust of this
research is to create a more general system that can be used by other techniques in the future,
such as coercion detection. This flexibility is paramount and the inclusion of non-essential
categories will allow for potential security complications as more consideration must be
identified when developing the overall security of a system. The removing of uniqueness as
a category removes these potential complications, and provides a more streamlined model to
apply to other areas.
4.3.3 Permanence
Whilst biometric security considers a stolen sample to be of the utmost importance, the same
is not so for liveness detection as the emphasis is put on detection rather than verification
of authentication. Due to the difficulty of stealing many liveness characteristics, e.g. you
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cannot steal a brainwave, or pulse reading whilst denying access to the original user, it is
not a factor that is a problem to consider. Instead the main factor to consider, for liveness,
is what conditions can change a liveness sample to a sufficient level where it is no longer
accepted during the matching process.
As liveness is heavily reliant on medical based data, the transient nature of the human
body is a very important to consider. The potential for a biometric sample to be flawed is
very high due to a range of factors such as illness, accidents, or even intentionally changing
the sample. If a sample is easily altered then it is has a low permanence, this includes
inclusive factors such as noise susceptibility or poor device/technique performance. One
such example is vocal recognition, a voice sample can differ dramatically due to intra-user
divergence, which can be caused by any number of reasons e.g. illness, dehydration, exertion
etc. Alongside these biological concerns, there are other external factors to consider such as:
the amount of noise within the sample collection area. In this scenario the permanence of
vocal recognition is very low. Correspondingly the permanence of iris recognition would be
very high, as there are comparatively few factors to cause change to sample. However even
this techniques has some sample degradation problems such as cataracts and glaucoma as
identified by [137].
Unfortunately whenever an emphasis is placed upon medical environments a plethora
of consideration arise. These considerations are only limited by the number of impair-
ments/illness/conditions that are relevant to the associated sample and technique.Many of
the standard liveness detection tests rely on biological data that is mutable, and is very
susceptible to medical divergence, such as a salinity test for fingerprint/palm techniques. For
example, when considering salinity testing, the mutability of the sample depends completely
on the level of sodium within the bloodstream, and correspondingly perspiration, as tested via
the skin conductance response test as explained by [128]. Therefore the sample may differ
dramatically over the course of authentication attempts due to any number of conditions such
as diabetes and hyponatraemia [73]. Over a period of time a user’s skin salinity levels may
change dramatically due to illness, lifestyle, routine etc. making the permanence a vital factor
to consider but one that is difficult to identify. Obviously some techniques are inherently
less susceptible to these permanence deviations, but are often coupled with expensive extra
hardware such as EEG machines.
Permanence does have a major disadvantage, which is that it is very difficult to develop
an interval measurement metric, as the quantitative data range can contain a huge potential
range of permanence altering factors such as medical, environmental, behavioural etc. This
would have to be considered in much more detail, and the potential best route would be
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to identify the ’genre’ of permanence alterations, and classify it within each area. Whilst
permanence is very similar for both liveness and security there are some difference.
The overall classifier is split into three different components that will provide the overall
permanence level
Benign Susceptibility
The first factor is part of a pair benign and medical effects. Benign susceptibility covers
factors that are not medical, therefore environmental, human error, etc. When considering
benign techniques their temporary nature is a key factor, e.g. location temperature may
change a skin conductivity test. However this may not, and often will not, occur at each
sample gathering attempt. These aspects are often transient in nature and may occur regularly
over period of time, or may be occasional occurrences e.g. someone may jog to work every
day, providing a continuous occurrence, or someone may run to work because they are late
for a meeting. Therefore the amount of factors that can effect the sample in this manner
denotes its benign susceptibility. Therefore the following measure will be taken:
1. Level 1 - Susceptible to ≤ 1
2. Level 2 - Susceptible to ≥ 2 and ≤ 3
3. Level 3 - Susceptible to ≥ 4 and ≤ 5
4. Level 4 - Susceptible to ≥ 6 and ≤ 7
5. Level 5 - Susceptible to ≥ 8
They will be identified with the letter ‘BS ’.
Medical Susceptibility
The second half of the pair follows a very similar style but the emphasis is on the medical
effects that can negatively affect permanence. It could be argued that the medical effects
are more important because they have the potential to be longer lasting, have greater impact
etc. and whilst this is often true, the focus of this research is the quantity of factors that can
impact a sample and not how much each medical factor will effect the sample. Therefore the
following measure will be taken:
1. Level 1 - Susceptible to ≤ 1
2. Level 2 - Susceptible to ≥ 2 and ≤ 3
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3. Level 3 - Susceptible to ≥ 4 and ≤ 5
4. Level 4 - Susceptible to ≥ 6 and ≤ 7
5. Level 5 - Susceptible to ≥ 8
They will be identified with the letter ‘MS ’.
Profile Integration
The integration of profile gathering techniques can potentially alleviate some of the problems
permanence experiences. Normally a sample range will be highlighted then depending on
the sample comparison to this range a positive or negative response will be created. This
range will normally be identified by taking an average of the relevant measures, such as
according to the NHS [117], the average heart rate/pulse range is 40-60bpm for an average
adult. However if there are users that have constant pulse samples that are above or below
these figures then there will be constant failure to accept scenarios occurring. One way to
deal with this would be to incorporate profiling using a autonomous profile architecture,
which would allow the technique to dynamically adapt using context awareness techniques,
depending on the user’s profile. This would provide a number of benefits including a more
heterogeneous system, there would be less problems dealing with users whose samples are
outside the system averages, and it would provide a dynamic adaptive environment for both
new and current users.
The profile generated about the user would involve a lot of potentially sensitive data
and therefore would introduce a number additional considerations. First and foremost is
the ethical considerations that revolves around the gathering of medical and personal data,
secondly by enlarging the potential range of data to accommodate these average deviations
will potentially open additional security threats when using spoof data, as well as a host
of security based concerns regarding the safe storage of this data. All of these factors are
completely relevant and important to consider. However within this research this is not were
the focus will be placed.
Therefore the following measure will be taken:
1. Level 1 – No integration
2. Level 2 – Can store data
3. Level 3 – Some integration at technology or profile level
4. Level 4 – Full profiling system or autonomous control
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5. Level 5 – Full integration providing dynamic profiles and adaptive security.
They will be identified with the letter ‘P ’.
Metric
This metric culminates in Figure 4.2 which identifies the overall level of permanence a




Fig. 4.2 Permanence equation
This equation takes the first two factors, adds them together, then divides it by the level
of profile integration. This is because the initial characteristics have similar impacts, whilst
he inclusion of a full profiling system will reduce the impact of permanence. This is why P
is dividing the other factors. Therefore the higher the profile integration the lower the overall
output of equation. If Table 4.5 is considered:
ID Technique Bs Ms P
1 Hippus dilation test 2 4 1
2 Skin conductivity test 3 2 5
3 Eigenface analysis 1 5 3
4 3d face analysis 4 1 2
Table 4.5 Permanence testing characteristics
Then the outputs in Table 4.6 will be calculated.
Process Algorithm
1. Pm = 2+41 = 6]
Pm 5 = Pm → 5
2. Pm = 3+25 = 1
3. Pm = 1+53 = 2
4. Pm = 4+12 = 2.5
Table 4.6 Permanence algorithm examples
This identifies that the skin conductivity test is the technique that has the most permanence
which means that there are fewer potential deviations that can affect skin conductivity
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response tests. It is also possible to highlight that skin conductivity response tests are twice
as permanent as eigenface analysis. The interval based analysis can provide a researcher with
much more specific information.
4.3.4 Collectability
The primary contact a user has with a biometric device occurs when the sample is col-
lected, and whilst the emphasis is often put on the technological considerations, such as
the integration of hardware/software etc. into a system, this is not the total consideration
within biometric based systems. Unlike traditional environments that depend on user mental
involvement, i.e. the remembering of as pass-code, biometric environments demand that the
user provides some active characteristics to denote proof, normally in the form of medical
information. Therefore the user must provide the sample, which can be done with the user’s
knowledge, for example fingerprint scanning, or potentially without the user’s knowledge, for
example facial recognition. Biometric techniques however require specific hardware and/or
software installations to correctly authenticate and verify users. Correspondingly liveness
detection techniques, in some cases, require even more technology highlighting the issue of
collectability.
One key factor that has made key based security system so successful is that security
keys do not discriminate against users nor does it prevent anyone using it. Therefore having a
very low susceptibility to noise data, a very high degree of ubiquity and accessibility, which
can be seen by the length of time security keys have been in use and the general acceptance
of it by the public. One other factor for security keys success is the ease of integration,
as it needs no additional hardware and comparatively little additional software. However
one factor to consider is that all forms of security demands the user to cooperate with the
system, which makes the integration of transparency techniques even harder to accomplish.
There are exceptions to this and a host of ethical and legal issues arise when data gathering
occurs without permission. Despite this biometric security suffers from a number of other
collectability issues such as a user’s willingness to provide samples or a user’s inability to
provide samples.
The ease of sample collection depends completely on the user’s interaction with the
system, therefore allowing certain techniques to act more transparently than others. These
techniques endeavour to minimise human device interaction, therefore providing a more
transparent system. For example a fingerprint scanner can be comparatively transparent when
compared to others techniques such as vein scans or retina/iris scanning, however it still is an
invasive technique that relies upon the cooperation of the user. Therefore robust integration
of the more transparent technique must be considered when developing the overall system.
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Whilst there are techniques that are have the potential to be completely transparent they
encounter a plethora of legal and ethical pitfalls surrounding their practice and implemen-
tation, as seen with the facial recognition techniques employed during the 2002 American
Superbowl [36]. Therefore the ethical and legal factor must always be considered when
including transparent biometric techniques into a system, however this is not something that
will be focused on during this research. There are multiple considerations when attempting to
make transparent techniques as [186] postulates. The main of these is to provide a lightweight
client to the user, therefore reducing the amount of input needed, and making the process
seem second nature, allowing the user to utilise the technique without having to actively
consider it. Unfortunately it is quite difficult to create systems that are this transparency
or invisible, as identified by [174] and this is made even more difficult within biometric
environments, as most techniques are very intrusive in nature. When combined with the
ethical and legal issues that occur when biometric system are made too transparent as identi-
fied by [84] alongside the issues surrounding liveness detection such as the deployment of
additional hardware, software, the requesting of additional samples etc. therefore becoming
less transparent and relying more on the user’s cooperation.
When identifying collectability the main factor to consider is what kind of sample is
being collected and how.
1. Is the sample an intrinsic part of an the initial security sample, such as a pulse from a
fingerprint scanner, and if so is the hardware capable of gathering the data during the
intimal security sample collection event or is a second scanning required.
2. Is the sample gathered innately from the security sample, such as within ECG tech-
niques as the security sample innately denotes liveness [32].
3. Is the system utilising a completely different liveness detection characteristic, such as a
skin conductivity technique used within an iris recognition biometric security system.
To measure collectability, an ordinal system of measurement would not be viable as
it will providing no specific information on the degree of difference between techniques.
Alternatively an interval measuring system will enable techniques to compared more easily
and with a higher validity. For example it could be assumed that the addition of hardware
would create the most secure sample collection environment, because the hardware can be
custom fit to the system and therefore could be adapted to meet the exact requirements.
However, this is not necessarily the most suitable techniques to follow. If a device is able to
gather liveness data from the initial security sample then the efficiency of the system will
improve as there will be no need for additional computation and stages. the problem here is
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that this technique relies on the innate security sample collection and would only be possible
with certain techniques due to the device being used. For example a fingerprint scanner
that has inbuilt skin conductivity testers would be an efficient use of devices, however if the
system demands an ECG, or hippus dilation test, then there is little choice but to include
additional hardware. A secondary problem would also arise when dealing with multi-modal
systems as the different techniques potentially could demand separate liveness techniques
and, unless they are all based around the same sample, would require additional hardware to
gather the samples. The main factors within collectability detail data acquisition and how
easily this can occur, therefore the following factors have been included:
Innateness
The most efficient way to collect date is when the initial security sample is presented,
therefore making collection at this stage innate to the original biometric sample.This would
save on computation resources by providing data without the need for additional scans. For
example the sample is automatically gathered during the enrolment process, e.g. if an ECG
biometric technique is being used such as identified by [101], then the test itself denotes
liveness, as a heart rate must be available for the authentication to occur. The problem with
this technique is that it is highly dependent on the original sample and the liveness options
associated, as some techniques are stand alone and do not integrate with others easily. This
metric checks to see if the liveness sample can be automatically gathered from the initial
security sample. If it cannot it then checks if the initial sample has the data it needs and
if so a second scan can be taken of the original sample. Whilst this is acceptable it is not
ideal as it negates some of the system transparency features of the environment, it opens up
user acceptance constraints, and the addition of a stage can cause a security threat vector
to become more prevalent. Therefore this metric checks to see if the liveness detection
techniques is automatically gathered when testing for authentication and will use the follow
classifications:
1. Level 1 – Automatic sample gathering
2. Level 2 – Not automatic but capable
3. Level 3 – No automatic sample gathering capabilities
This classification will be measured using the letter ‘Si ’.
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Time
When collecting samples time is one of the most important factors to take into account as
the longer it takes to gather a sample the less efficient it is. this has been shown in the failed
Blackstone fingerprint system [166]. This system forced the user to be still and took 6-8
seconds to authenticate, and was subsequently scrapped due to this poor performance. This
shows that the longer it takes to gather a sample the less likely a user is to accept the technique
and therefore the overall performance of the system will be impacted. Subsequently a time
based measurement must be considered using the Blackstone experiment to identify the
maximum time allowed to collect a sample. The following classifications will be used:
1. Level 1 – ≤ 1 second.
2. Level 2 – ≥ 1 & ≤ 1.5 seconds.
3. Level 3 – ≥ 1.5 & ≤ 2 seconds.
4. Level 4 – ≥ 2 & ≤ 2.5 seconds.
5. Level 5 – ≥ 2.5 second
This classification will be identified with the letter ‘T ’in the following equations.
Universality
Collectability is reliant on how easy a sample is to gather therefore it must consider what
other techniques are applicable to a single liveness technique for example, does a fingerprint
sample allow the use of a hippus dilation test. In this scenario the answer is no, however
if a skin conductivity response test is then considered there are multiple techniques that
can use this one test such as fingerprint, vein and palm scans. If the liveness technique is
not universal there is an increased difficulty when gathering the liveness sample due to the
multitude of liveness techniques in use. Therefore the more universal the liveness techniques
the more easily they can be implemented into the overall system, as they can effect multiple
devices. For example, fingerprint liveness samples can be gathered using perspiration, ridge
frequencies etc., which can also be used across other techniques such as palm print and vein
scans. Therefore the following classifications identifies liveness techniques that can also be
used across other biometric sample collection methods:
1. Level 1 - ≥ 5 techniques
2. Level 2 - ≥ 3 and ≤ 5 techniques
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3. Level 3 - ≥ 1 and ≤ 3 techniques
4. Level 4 - 1 technique
5. Level 5 - No techniques available
This classification will be identified with the letter ‘Ut ’in the following equations.
Additional Technology
Like other factors, the addition of hardware and software to a system also adds a variety
of threat vector. Ideally the sample collection should occur automatically when the sample
if provided to the security process, however this often no the case and the system requires
additional hardware and/or software to correctly gather data. For example, a sample my have
the potential to be automatically gathered but requires additional hardware or software to
make the technique work correctly. Therefore the final measure will identify what additional
factors are needed to successfully gather the data(AH - Additional Hardware: AS - Additional
software: UP - Updates):
1. Level 1 - ≥ 4 AH & ≥ 1 AS & ≥ 1 UP
2. Level 2 – 3 AH & 1 AS & 1 UP
3. Level 3 - 2 AH & 1 AS
4. Level 4 – 1 AH & 1 UP
5. Level 5 - 0 AH & 0 AS
This classification will be measured using the letter ‘At ’in the following equations.
When these metrics are combined they will create the following equation which will
calculate the overall level of collectability that will be comparable for different techniques
due to the interval measuring system.
Metrics
This metric culminates in Table 4.7 which identifies the overall level of collectability a
liveness detection technique has.
The initial values are added together as the have the same impact on the collectability
of a sample, it is then multiplied by AT as the impact initial techniques can have on the
collectability of a sample is dramatic. The more additional technology required reduces the




Table 4.7 Collectability equation
ease of collection as more time is required along with more user cooperation. These factors
require additional technologies to have a greater impact. To test this equation the data in
Table 4.8 will be considered:
Technique Si T Ut At Outputs
ECG 1 3 5 1 2.5
Skin conductivity Test 3 4 1 3 9.75
Temperature 1 2 2 3 4.5
Hippus Dilation 5 1 4 3 11.25
Table 4.8 Collectability Metrics with example data
Then the outputs in Table 4.9 will be calculated.
Example Calculation
1 C = 1+3+51 = 9
2 C = 3+4+13 = 3
3 C = 1+2+23 = 2
4 C = 5+1+43 = 3
Table 4.9 Collectability Examples
As Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 shows this identifies the ECG technique as level 9 whilst
hippus dilation test level is 2. This means that ECG is over three times less collectable
than the hippus technique. This can then be used alongside other data that shows the ECG
techniques are difficult to use due to the massive amount of hardware required to gather
samples.
4.3.5 Performance
The performance of a system is often seen as the most important factor therefore the develop-
ment of efficiency is vital to provide the best experience to the users, and provide the most
useful data to other aspects of the system. Biometric performance is measured using metric
such as the FAR/FRR/FTE etc. as discussed within Chapter Three. Unfortunately there are no
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such metrics for liveness detection which is mainly due to the lack of generic standards. This
leads to a fragmented measuring system that does not function cross-technique, therefore the
inclusion of the interval measure will provide useful data that can be used comparatively to
choose the best technique for an area. As [113] states there is a need to identify a universal
performance indicator as the inclusion of any performance metric will offer a more thorough
understanding of both the metric, and the techniques used. A side effect of this interval
measure would be that it would allow a more suitable identification of multi-modal and
fusion-able techniques to be chosen. For example, a skin conductivity technique may have
a higher degree of performance when combined with fingerprint and palm print, instead of
with iris recognition.
Luckily measuring performance can be, potentially, quite simple as there is a Boolean
based result system, a person is either alive or not, therefore degrees of similarity and
familiarity are irrelevant, instead as long as a user’s sample is within a specific data range
authentication can occur. Each technique has its own method of discerning this liveness
which can work across multiple techniques or be specific to one and whilst there is a
simple goal for liveness there are still accuracy goals to strive for. For example if a hippus
dilation test can detect a live user nine out of ten times, then it is more secure than a skin
conductivity test which can only achieve eight out of ten times [149]. Problems begin to
occur when identifying the range in which acceptance is accepted as there are a host of noise
factors that can cause normally static signals to fluctuate wildly, this will have an effect on
liveness detection when considering spoofing and circumvention techniques. The following
classifications will be used:
Technique Heterogeneity
How many other biometric techniques does this one work with. This is important as one of
the current flaws within liveness detection is that there are a lots of techniques that are for
very specific technique and very few that are generic. Therefore how easily can the proposed
liveness technique be used across multiple types of device, if it all. This identification will
provide relevant data for the development of multi-modal fusion systems.
1. Level 1 - Works with ≥ 6 techniques
2. Level 2 - Works with ≥ 5 and ≤ 6 techniques
3. Level 3 - Works with ≥ 2 and ≤ 4 techniques
4. Level 4 - Works with ≤ 2 techniques
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5. Level 5 - Works with 0 techniques
This will be given the letter ‘Th ’.
Accuracy
Accuracy is always a extremely important factor within any security environment. Within
liveness detection, the accuracy of the technique can be affected by factors such as spoof
data and noise. Therefore it is of vital importance that a viable accuracy measure is identified
using the interval system. However as there are no general liveness measurements and for
the sake of continuity, the same measures will be used from device accuracy which equate to
the FAR, and FRR. False accept rate will denote the times that the system accepts a living
sample that is not legitimately correct and the false reject rate identifies when a liveness
sample is rejected when it should not be rejected because of a matching error. As there is
no authentication or identification within liveness detection, nor is there any comparison,
the need for additional measures is minimal, or example there is no need for FTE as no
user enrolling will occur. To gather the raw data to measure the FAR and FRR, the EER
(Equal Error Rate) is calculated. This is done by creating a ROC curve with the data and then
finding the place that the FAR and FRR intersects is the ERR. This is the way accuracy will
be measured and is shown in Figure 4.3.
Fig. 4.3 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) ERR
Therefore the following metric will contain the follow classifications:
1. Level 1 – ERR ≤ 1%
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2. Level 2 - ERR ≥ 2% ≤ 3%
3. Level 3 - ERR ≥ 3% ≤ 4%
4. Level 4 - ERR ≥ 4% ≤ 5%
5. Level 5 - ERR ≥ 6%
Figure 4.3 shows the ERR being identified, this is done by plotting the FAR and FRR
onto the graph which results in a progressive line. Then a standard line is plotted and were
this standard line intersects the trade-off line, denotes the ERR. Therefore in Figure 4.3 the
ERR would be 2% equating to a level 2 classification [163].
This classification will be identified by the letter ‘A ’in the following equations.
Sample Spoofing
Ideally the accuracy fo the technique would be the only factor pertinent to sample collection.
However this is not the case and there are other factors that can effect the performance of
the systems, spoofing is one such factor. There are many threat vectors within biometric
security however they do not crossover with liveness detection very well. However this is
important to consider when dealing with liveness samples as the threat vectors associated
with the techniques are extremely extensive as shown by [130]. Whilst most spoof samples
are designed to beat the actual biometric security, and not the additional liveness detection,
the spoofing of liveness samples is an area that is becoming focused on as liveness detection
itself is becoming a standard addition to biometric devices [149]. Whilst liveness detection
does not contain any authorisation or identification the spoofing of samples is still something
to consider. The main problem being it does not matter who’s sample is being tested, only
what the sample is providing. Therefore the following metric measure how easily the sample
is to spoof (ST - spoofing technique) e.g. audio pulse data:
1. Level 1 - 0 ST
2. Level 2 - 1 ST
3. Level 3 - ≤ 2 ST
4. Level 4 - ≥ 2 & ≤ 4 ST
5. Level 5 - ≥ 4 ST
This classification will be identified with the letter ‘Ss ’in the following equations.
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Additional Technology
Once again the need for additional technology can cause a performance degradation due to
increased amount of system resources used. Therefore the following metric will conform to
the earlier measures to minimise confusion (AH - Additional Hardware: AS - Additional
software: UP - Updates):
1. Level 1 - ≥ 4 AH & ≥ 1 AS & ≥ 1 UP
2. Level 2 – 3 AH & 1 AS & 1 UP
3. Level 3 - 2 AH & 1 AS
4. Level 4 – 1 AH & 1 UP
5. Level 5 - 0 AH & 0 AS
This classification will be measured using the letter ‘At ’.
Time
As identified within previous classification the time it takes to check for a sample and process
it, is a very important feature, as identified by failed projects that took too long to gather the
data. Therefore the same time standards will be used:
1. Level 1 – ≥ 2.5 second
2. Level 2 – ≥ 2 & ≤ 2.5 seconds.
3. Level 3 – ≥ 1.5 & ≤ 2 seconds.
4. Level 4 – ≥ 1 & ≤ 1.5 seconds.
5. Level 5 – ≤ 1 second.
This measure will be identified by the letter ‘T ’.




Fig. 4.4 Performance equation
ID Technique Th A Ss At T Outputs
1 Hippus dilation test 5 1 2 2 2 5
2 Skin conductivity test 1 1 2 4 4 2
3 3d face analysis 2 2 5 5 5 2.8
4 ECG 2 1 2 5 3 3.3
Table 4.10 Performance testing characteristics
Metric
This metric culminates in Figure 4.4 which identifies the overall level of performance a
liveness detection technique has.
Time is the most impactful value in this metric, that is why it is used to divide the rest of
the calculation, the quicker the time the higher the value and therefore the lower the overall
value. To test this equation the data in Table 4.10 will be considered:
Then the outputs in Table 4.11 will be calculated.
Table 4.11 shows that skin conductivity response test has the most performance and
performs twice as well compared to hippus dilation test mainly due to the technique hetero-
geneity. It also shows the ECG and 3d face analysis tests are very similar which is surprising,
as ECG is a a very new approach whilst 3d face analysis have been used for a number of
years and are well researched within the area.
4.3.6 Acceptability
The acceptance of new technology is potentially an uphill struggle as it is often the case
that technology, which is perfectly viable, will not be taken up due to an adverse public
opinion [83]. Therefore the acceptability of any liveness detection technique must be relevant
enough to allow a seamless integration, minimising any user acceptance problems. There
are legitimate concerns that users may refuse to use, or be unhappy about using, certain
techniques that they feel are invasive, unsafe, or insecure and whilst this can be alleviated
somewhat with a good knowledge of the devices and a transparent identification of data
flows there will always be some aversion to the technology. This is especially relevant when
considering biometric security as they are a comparatively new security technique compared
to pin numbers and passwords. Unfortunately the normal route the general public gets to hear
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Test Calculation
1. Pf = 5+1+2+22 = 5
2. Pf = 1+1+2+44 = 2
3. Pf = 2+2+5+55 = 3
4. Pf = 2+1+2+53 = 3.3
Table 4.11 Performance metric testing
about biometric devices is when they have been demonised in the media. This is done with a
variety of erroneous results popularised within media which often are designed to provide
entertainment without any thought regarding the realistic attributes of the technology.
Liveness detection has both advantages and disadvantages when considering acceptability
issues and one of the primary disadvantages is that the name, liveness detection, denotes a
medical emphasis which can potentially worry people who are unaware of its true purpose.
To alleviate this issue, liveness detection must endeavour to be as transparent as possible,
utilising as non invasive techniques as possible. By not providing the user with an outlet to
notice the sample collection process can improve the overall acceptance and integration of
the technology into daily routine. However there is an alternative view that this may produce
ethical and legal ramifications this technique would encounter. Whilst to some users the
transparency would make the technique more usable, others it would further alienate for fear
of what the data is being gathered for and why. An excellent example of this is the XBOX
Kinect, which was included into the games console the XBOX One, as it was identified that
the Kinect would constantly capture data to improve the overall service, however due to
colossal user backlash this factor was rescinded. Therefore if this technique transparency was
to be used it would have to be made clear to the users that there will be some form of liveness
detection gathering in progress, and that the data was only to be used for stated services.
This is only relevant when considering inherit and innate characteristics, as anything that
demands the user to provide additional data, or any technique that demands the user engage
with additional hardware after the authentication process, will automatically provide the user
with the knowledge of sample gathering.
It is almost impossible to identify people’s opinions without some form of primary data
collection, identifying what level of knowledge and acceptance a user base would have when
dealing with a specific technique. This would allow a level of generalisation to be identified
and therefore measured. Therefore to gather acceptance data a different technique must be
considered when compared to the other metrics. Whilst the acceptance of a technique is a
very subjective approach concerned mainly with qualitative data, it is a simple task to convert
this into a numerical measure by utilising a simple ranking system such as the Likert system.
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If an interval measuring system is to be adopted then the focus for acceptability would be to
correspond the previous ordinal rankings into a numerical format.




5. Very unsatisfied 0%-19%
This simple numerical ranking system has been used to identify the different levels, one
being the best whilst five being the worst. This will allow a two point low scale, a two point
high scale and a single point medium scale. This would then be directly linked to a Likert
scale based upon user answers, with the traditional levels denoting the different levels on the
scale. This data can then be gathered and a medium found to denote a level of acceptance
for a specific area. Whilst this has its flaws, without the integration of a wide scale testing
environment it will provide a good indication of specific acceptances within the area.
Metric
This metric culminates in Table 4.12 which identifies the overall level of acceptability a





Table 4.12 Acceptance Equation
This identifies the overall level of acceptance a coercion detection techniques has. It is
created by finding the percentage each rating has, which is then compared to the following
list:
1. Level 1 80%-100%
2. Level 2 60%-79%
3. Level 3 40%-59%
4. Level 4 20%-39%
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5. Level 5 0%-19%
To test this equation the data in Table 4.13 will be considered:
Technique V. satisfied Satisfied Ambivalent Dissatisfied V. dissatisfied Level
Fingerprint 25 1 1 1 2 1
Iris Recognition 1 25 2 1 1 2
Facial Recognition 1 1 25 2 2 3
Gait Recognition 1 1 2 25 1 4
ECG 2 1 1 1 25 1
Table 4.13 Acceptance example data (Max user – 30)
Each row will then be calculated to find the highest value.
TKT IFA SCP PS ECG
A = VsMu ∗100 = 83% A =
Vs
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = VsMu ∗100 = 3% A =
Vs
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = VsMu ∗100 = 6%
A = SMu ∗100 = 3% A =
S
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = SMu ∗100 = 83% A =
S
Mu
∗100 = 6% A = SMu ∗100 = 3%
A = AMu ∗100 = 3% A =
A
Mu
∗100 = 83% A = AMu ∗100 = 6% A =
A
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = AMu ∗100 = 3%
A = UsMu ∗100 = 3% A =
Us
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = UsMu ∗100 = 6% A =
Us
Mu
∗100 = 83% A = UsMu ∗100 = 3%
A = VusMu ∗100 = 6% A =
Vus
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = VusMu ∗100 = 3% A =
Vus
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = VusMu ∗100 = 83%
Table 4.14 Acceptance metric
This data identifies a sample group of 30 users who provide their views on the techniques
mentioned. However to convert this to interval data is a little more complex. The data range
for each level is denoted by 20% increments. Therefore the lowest level 5 would equate to
0-20% whereas the highest level 1 would be 80-100%. This enables statistical representation
and analysis to occur, e.g. fingerprint techniques achieved a 83% rating which means it is
level 1 , whereas ECG only achieves a 20% therefore giving it a Rank/Level 5 rating. This is
done by finding out which areas the technique has the greatest value and then finding the
corresponding level.
4.3.7 Circumvention
The ease of circumvention is one of the most highlighted points within biometric sample
collection, the production of spoof biometric samples has been, and is, a constant problem
to contend with. The ease of both collection and fabrication of spoof has become well
known and it is of the utmost importance when considering the relevant biometric device
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to include within a system. For example it is comparatively easy to access a fingerprint due
to their ubiquitous nature, fingerprints can be lifted from many surfaces, including empty
drink cartons, cups/glasses, windows, door-frames etc. When coupled with the plethora of
information, easily accessible, regarding the creation of spoof fingerprints as identified by
[171] [105] it shows a high degree of circumvention is possible which is also comparatively
easy to replicate. This is not the case for all biometric techniques as some, such as ECG, are
much harder to spoof however the spoof-ability of a technique is one of the primary concerns
when choosing the correct technique to be implemented within a system.
Liveness detection circumvention is just as important, as no matter how robust and
advanced a security system is, if a nefarious user is able to circumvent the defences the
security is for nought. It does gain, and suffer, from the same attributes identified by the
performance metric due to the lack of general liveness detection techniques. Each device has
its own techniques and whilst some do share similarities they often use standalone liveness
techniques therefore having a very low universality.
Sample gathering is important because if the user has to provide an additional sample
to a separate piece of hardware then there is potential for a nefarious user to have prepared
separate spoof sample to fool the system, therefore making the identification of threat vectors
more difficult to discover. There are many representations of technique circumvention that
covers biometric security such [171] [105] etc. and all of these techniques have common
features. The susceptibility, to a lesser or greater extent, to spoof data, theft of sample,
coercion and non-authenticated sample being proposed. It is these techniques that must be
considered.
The main factor when considering circumvention is what manner the circumvention
can encompass. When dealing with passwords and passkeys, there are many different
threats, theft, carelessness, phishing, etc. [156]. Similarly liveness detection deals with
different factors ranging from biological, chemical, behavioural etc. samples that provide the
acceptance or denial therefore it is this sample that is the focus of circumvention, and the
techniques that can measure it.
The development of spoof samples is a huge problem within biometric security as well as
liveness detection, and liveness detection is one of the main methods to improve and defend
biometric security from these spoof attacks. Techniques such as using HD video to spoof
hippus dilation tests, and using a serum to spoof skin response tests, each technique shows
the importance of good spoof data. Therefore attributes such as the permanence of a specific
sample must be taken into account, as the less permanent a sample the greater range of
circumvention can occur. A secondary characteristics denotes the applicable ranges of data a
sample can be authenticated with, the bigger the range the more chance a nefarious user has
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when trying to circumvent the system. For example using heart rate as a liveness monitor,
heart rate averages between 40-60 beats per minute (NHS Choices 2013) however this
can be changed dramatically depending on a huge variety of conditions and circumstances.
Correspondingly when considering a more accurate technique such as the hamming distance
between eye pixel depths within a 2d/3d environment as identified by [88]. This technique
develops an average threshold then an average result is gathered, by measuring the amount of
pixels between two frames, with any factor over the threshold then it is a living face, therefore.
Due to the lack of high degree of permanence it proves to be a more secure technique then
many others [19]. Therefore this aspect of the metric must identify what the comparative
degree of precision is, by identifying how many permanence based factors can affect the
sample, and how specific the sample can be. All of these factors will be considered when
developing the overall metric:
Spoof gathering
The First factor to consider is how easy is it for a nefarious user to access a sample. Is
the sample difficult to attain such as Purkinje image or is it easy such as fingerprints. The
harder it is to gather this sample the harder it is to create a sample. Therefore the following
classification will identify this value (SGT = Sample Gathering Techniques):
1. Level 1 – 0 SGT
2. Level 2 - ≤ 1 SGT
3. Level 3 - ≥ 2 ≤ 3 SGT
4. Level 4 - ≥ 4 ≤ 5 SGT
5. Level 5 - ≤ 6 SGT
This will be given the letter ‘Sg’in the following equations.
Accuracy
The accuracy of the technique is key, as it allows the system to correctly identify a user,
therefore it is a key area for an attack to occur. The higher the accuracy the harder the system
is to breach.
1. Level 1 – ERR ≤ 1%
2. Level 2 - ERR ≥ 2% ≤ 3%
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3. Level 3 - ERR ≥ 3% ≤ 4%
4. Level 4 - ERR ≥ 4% ≤ 5%
5. Level 5 - ERR ≥ 6%
This will be given the letter ‘A’in the following equations.
Linked Sample
One unique issue that effects liveness detection, which is often seen as a positive factor within
other classifications, is the potential for user sample similarity. Multiple users can have, and
often are expected to have, the exact same liveness characteristic for example [3] identified a
90+% classification rate using a selection of industry fingerprint devices. However there is
no indication to whom the sample belongs, and is therefore often deemed irrelevant. This
focus is similarly identified in other works such as [44] and [88] focusing on only identifying
the liveness sample and not the authentication. Whilst this is not always an issue, it must
be identified and discussed. The traditional approach is that liveness detection occurs after
a sample has been taken then the liveness detection process occurs. Therefore there is an
innate degree of authentication that allows the system to trust the results. However if the
liveness technique was removed from the biometric sample completely, e.g. facial liveness
technique after finger and palm print authentication, then then there are potential security
breach areas that occur. If the sample is from the same initial security sample then there are
strict limitations placed on it which reduce the areas of threat. However if there are separate
samples being gathered and they are not linked with the security sample, then there can be
security compromises that occur. As there are only two constraints that are relevant here,
authenticated and not authenticated, then there will only be two degrees of metric.
1. Level 1 – not linked to security sample
2. Level 2 - linked to security sample
This will be given the letter ‘Ls ’in the following equations.
Metric
Therefore Table 4.15 identifies the overall equation for circumvention:
The effect a linked sample has on circumvention is very impactful, as it means it is harder
for a nefarious user to gather spoof as the amount of time to gather one is minimised. This is
why the metric is divided in this manner, the higher the value the greater the impact of the




Table 4.15 Circumvention equation
division meaning a less susceptibility to circumvention. Table 4.16 and Table 4.17 identifies
the raw data values for the circumvention metric, including a number of factors gathered
from the other metrics identified
ID Technique Sg A Ls Outputs
1 Hippus dilation test 5 1 2 3
2 Skin conductivity test 1 1 1 2
3 Eigenface analysis 2 2 2 2
4 3d face analysis 4 3 2 3.5
Table 4.16 Circumvention testing characteristics
Then the outputs in Table 4.17 will be calculated.
Metric no. Equation
1. C = 5+12 = 3
2. C = 1+11 = 2
3. C = 2+22 = 2
4. C = 4+32 = 3.5
Table 4.17 Circumvention metric testing
This shows that the techniques tested are very similar with skin conductivity response
tests and eigenface analysis being equal whilst being almost twice as hard to circumvent as
3d face analysis.
4.4 Coercion Detection Development
The second area that the taxonomy must apply to is coercion detection. This is because
coercion detection is the subsequent stage, after liveness detection, within biometric security
and unlike liveness it has the capability to conform to standards from its integration, instead
of applying standards after the development of techniques. However to completely identify
all potential coercion techniques is impractical due to the lack of current research. Therefore
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a set of original techniques will be considered within the scope of the taxonomy and they
will conform to the categories within Table 4.19.
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Table 4.19 IFA Samples
4.4.1 Voluntary Techniques
Tangible Key
Tangibility has been a very important factor when considering the medium of technology.
This is because tangible products have constituted the main form of media consumption
for human technology interaction. Due to this innate familiarity there is a predisposition to
accept techniques incorporating tangible characteristics. Whilst tangible factors are often
considered not to be as efficient as digital variations, there are precedents set that disprove
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this. For example whilst most will agree that electronic storage, to store books, audio, video
etc. is a more efficient technique due to improved sustainability, access and ease of storage
etc. there are many users who still prefer tangible media for a number of reasons including,
the tradition it represents, the value for money feeling, and the social convention inherent to
the media. These attributes provide a positive inflection for the use of tangible keys. When
considering security based tangibility one of the main techniques would be the ’panic button’
which is ubiquitous throughout medical systems and environments. Therefore the inclusion of
a panic key for coercion detection could provide a efficient technique for system developers.
This does not mean only dedicated tangible keys could be used, as other techniques that
utilised features such as mobile applications, keys, cards etc. can all be utilised to create a
coercion identifier.
The main function of this technique would be to allow a user a way to voluntarily identify
if they are being coerced when authenticating into a system. This technique relies on the
user activating their ’key’ which in turn will be picked up by the system and appropriate
responses would be applied. This technique has some very positive features, the foremost
being the certainty of coercion, as the user is the ultimate authority on their own degree
of coercion and whilst it is possible that the user may mistake coercion from aggression,
it is still easier to identify what is occurring and how to react. This removes the issues
surrounding the detection of coercion, and potentially provides a major efficiency boost. One
consideration would be to identify how this responsibility would effect the user. Due to the
innate scalability and flexibility of this technique, it would be easily distributed throughout a
system as the development of keys could range from simple click-able buttons, to advanced
mobile applications, all of which could provide a user with the capabilities to deal with their
specific scenarios. Therefore the implementation cost in both fiscal and system resources
could be limited, creating a more efficient system. As with all user specific technologies
careful consideration would have to be given regarding the relevant system policies and
training requirements as correct use of the keys would be vital to system efficiency, as misuse
would cause a host of problems within the system ranging from simple false accept and
rejects values to intentional distributed denial of service attacks.
This style of technique has a lot of potential, however there are some problems that could
be very difficult to overcome. If a user is being coerced then it is likely that the attacker will
search throughout the pockets, confiscate phone etc. therefore depriving the user of the key,
unless they have the presence of mind, and time, to locate and activate their device. Whilst
there are methods to get around this, they are often convoluted or impractical in applications.
For example a system that requires a periodic authentication to maintain the keys validity,
the ’I’m alive’ or heartbeat technique. Obviously this creates even more questions such
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as what happens if the user is sleeping are there any environment noise constraints etc.
Therefore whilst this technique has some potential, the negative aspects overshadow the
positive substantially, therefore during the metric analysis phase, it is expected that this
technique will score very poorly overall, with the only advantages being the ease of key
development and the expected public acceptance.
Intended False Authentication
Intended False Authentication (IFA), whilst following the core concept of tangible key
techniques, tries to negate some of the problems associate with the mutability of the tangible
key itself. IFA affords the user the capability of voluntarily providing a false authentication
sample to indicate coercion without the need for a tangible key [12]. If a fingerprint device is
used as an example: during the authentication process the user would normally authenticate
with the index finger, as identified by the system policy, however if the user is being coerced
then they would instead use the fifth digit. This would be identified within the matcher
module, and the coercion positive information would be sent to the decision maker, which
would have the coercion and act accordingly. Whilst this fingerprint example is heavily
simplified it highlight the main idea that could be applied to all other biometric devices.
Some other examples are shown within Table 4.19.
Fig. 4.5
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Figure 4.5 shows an iris recognition system example, as it is quite simple to implement
eye tracking for example using a Purine images. This differs somewhat from the previous
fingerprint example, as eye location is not normally a biometric identification technique,
instead it is counted as part of a sample that is used within noise cancellation algorithms.
This process of Focusing Relevance would begin by dedicating a specific area for the user to
look at. This would normally be located in a similar area to the iris recognition, therefore
whilst iris recognition was occurring, the focusing on a specific zone would provide the
system the evidence of coercion. This would be a separate process to the normal biometric
authentication process and would have to be thoroughly integrated into the overall techniques,




Skin conductivity is a technique that has a high degree of universality and has been utilised
in a number of liveness techniques for different devices. This technique uses the skin
conductivity peaks during times of high emotion, and for use within coercion detection this
would specifically be fear and similar negative emotions such as disgust which can provide
similar results [68] [160]. One factor to remember: the view of affect testing is commonly
misunderstood as emotion testing instead it is the physiological responses to emotions which
are being measured, and it is these reactions that provide the potential coercion detection
techniques [158] [160].
Skin conductivity response tests have some excellent attributes for example the response
time of the test is normally very fast and there is a high degree of universality due to the
plethora of liveness and coercion techniques that can utilise a SCR test. For example data
gathered using fingerprint scanners, palm print, vein scanning etc. can be implemented
alongside skin conductivity response tests. Additionally as this technique is as universal
within liveness detection as coercion it can prompt fusion between the two areas which will
culminate in a high standard of intra-technique universality [68]. Despite these positive
factors one major disadvantage is SCR’s susceptibility to noise, for example the effect the
various cosmetics and skin care treatments may have on skin conductivity tests [157]. A
secondary problem is that whilst this technique is very effective, it is also notoriously difficult
to test, mainly due to the tricky situation of encouraging high emotions in users, dealing with
the legal and ethical issues, etc. There have been examples of research were up to 10% of the
participants refused to continue with the research, whilst it was in process due to the high
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emotions being tested [68]. However despite this the technique has a lot of potential and can
be included in a variety of different instances therefore showing that this universality is a
major deciding factor. As [93] indicates, whilst SCR tests are one such technique to identify
effect data, it is by no means the only one, however sufficient testing of any technique must
be conducted before the final implementation of it is decided on.
Facial Micro-Movement
Within emotion detection one area is often discussed as potentially viable, as it allows for
a diverse integration into technology, and has a robust research focus at its core. Facial
micro-movement attempts to identify what muscle movements within the face can indicate
an emotion using a predefined list of movements. If the stimuli for these muscle movements
is a negative emotion then it can potential denote coercion. These movements are involuntary
therefore ignoring a lot of the problems related to voluntary factors such as user error etc.
However they do have to contend with a number of issues such as the reliance on affect
detection, which as has already been mentioned, can be very imprecise.
There are a selection of techniques to facilitate Facial Micro-Movement (FMM), such
as FACS (Facial Action Coding System) [54] and MAX (Maximally Discriminative Affect
Coding System) [78]. The most viable of which is FACS as it is the most accurate [146].
This is due to the reduced amount of potential muscle identifiers that the MAX system uses,
alongside the reduced accuracy [42]. Another issue is that the interpretation of emotion
can differ between systems and different techniques sometimes cannot agree on [42] [146].
Therefore when considering FMM FACS will be used and whilst most of the research done
into this area is purely within the emotion detection environment, there are computing
precedents which, whilst not within the biometric area, still look at the relevance of FACS
within computing [70] [100].
FACS uses a system of facial movements that are measured in Action Units (AUs) which
are translated into emotions and are shown in Figure 4.6. These AUs are normally correlated
by code, even though they can be correlated by observers as shown in [42]. However
this technique has often been plagued with problems: as often two different programmers
would not judge a sample emotion to be the same which would result in consistency issues.
Therefore it must be identified at an early stage of develop what different AU combinations
specifically mean then this metric would be used as a standard throughout all coercion
techniques.
To gather this data FACS is made up of thirty AUs, and fourteen miscellaneous actions
[54], however a fact that is often misunderstood is that there are two definitive techniques
involved with the capture of this AU data and it is possible to obtain additive and non-additive
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Fig. 4.6 AU Facial images [98]
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samples, as identified by [164]. Additive techniques represent multiple AUs that are taken
in conjunction, to form more elaborate overall results, whereas non additive techniques are
always taken singularly. Correspondingly whilst additive techniques are more robust and
effective due to the higher range of potential features, they have to content with a much wider
selection of data collection problems and a more complex coding development [164].
Whilst the main advantages of FACS is the detection accuracy it provides, like many facial
techniques it is prone to noise variations such as rigid head movement and face occlusion
which is a common factor throughout facial biometrics [7]. Therefore an emphasis must
be to minimise the effect of noise, as it can seriously hinder the relevant collection of data
within this technique. One such technique is to use wide camera angles when capturing data,
however this does increase the complexity as there are many variables for the technique to
handle. This can lead to more problems throughout the overall technique such as potential
fusion areas and applicability [146].
The accuracy of this technique must be also be considered. [146] indicates that FACS
has achieved a reliable 90% success rate when dealing with two different variations of data.
The first variation required the user to provide a predefined facial structure such as angry
or happy. These results indicated that samples gathered from this collection style were
often asymmetrical as the user’s was trying to consciously achieve the required emotion and
therefore the was some facial distortion due to the effort of controlling their facial muscles
and consciously maintaining these expressions. Whilst there is potential for this area to be
used within coercion detection, especially due to its voluntary nature, it is not practical due
to the difficultly in replicating specific AU patterns.
The second technique utilises involuntary data which is much more symmetrical due to
unconscious muscle movement alongside a quicker response. This technique can provide
some very useful coercion detection data as the user can be examined by the system whilst
they are authenticating and a selection of AUs can used to denoted coercion e.g. is the user
authenticating sad, angry, frightened etc.
4.5 Coercion detection categorisation development
Throughout this research the intent has been to use the developed taxonomy to analyse
liveness and coercion detection. Throughout the liveness taxonomy section each classification
has been discussed and its merits identified, subsequently the next stage of the research is
check for suitability with coercion detection. This will be done using a selection of novel
coercion techniques that have been developed for this research. The following section takes
the liveness detection taxonomy and adapts it for use within coercion detection, this novel
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taxonomy will identify the salient points of a coercion technique by categorising the different
factors inherent which will culminate in the development of an algorithmic output enabling a
measure of suitability within specific environments.
However as some of the sections in this chapter are similar to the liveness standards no
reiterate will occur, instead it will focus on the coercion aspects within the taxonomy as well
as identifying that algorithmic representation therein.
4.5.1 Universality
Coercion detection requires a high degree of universality so that it can be relevant across
numerous biometric devices. Therefore whilst it is not as vital as liveness detection it still
has a robust part to play, influencing ease of integration, and heterogeneity of technique.
Coercion detection techniques can provide a high or low degree of universality, and unlike
liveness detection can contain techniques that have no direct correlation to the sample being
provided. Tangible keys, pass-codes/words etc. are extremely universal as they can be used
regardless of the individual sample gathering technique and have comparatively few medical
factors that can prevent their use. As the speed of collection is one of the paramount factors
the more universal a sample the better as there will be little time available for a user to
provide the coercion data, and if the technique is not rapid and simple then coercion may
not be identified alongside other authentication and detection problems occurring within the
system.
Coercion detection potentially can be very universal due to the broad range of techniques
that can be applied to biometric devices. For example a Focusing Relevance technique
is applicable to any biometric that utilises a camera such as facial recognition, iris/retina
recognition etc. Furthermore due to the comparative inexpensiveness of some additional
hardware components such as web cameras etc., the ease in which different techniques can
be implemented into other biometric or liveness systems is very high. For example including
a Vocal Error Insertion technique would only require a microphone and the relevant software:
comparatively easier to implement than an additional liveness detection standard. Therefore
universality will be broken down into the following four areas:
Additional Hardware
Unlike liveness the main focus of coercion detection is to identify if the samples provided
are from a coerced user subsequently there is an expectation that the sample provided will be
from either the biometric security or liveness sample. If this is not the case there may be need
for additional technology components. Whilst normally minor software adaptations should be
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able to achieve the desired comparison sometimes this is not viable and additional hardware
is needed. For example the alternative Fingerprint Authentication Techniques would require
software adaptation to recognise that a pre-specified finger being presented will indicate
coercion: whereas to detect liveness additional hardware would have be included for example
a blood pressure monitor. Whilst this is not an immutable rule it is a generalisation therefore
instead of including the liveness detection additional hardware metric the device adaptation
metric will be used. This will include additions to software, as well as basic hardware
and software adaptations amongst the lower levels of the metric. These will have the least
impact on the system, due to the ease of inclusion and development. The later levels of
the metric would focus on full software development, and expansive additional hardware
integration, new medical data collectors etc. The following classifications will be used
(Addition Hardware - AH, Additional Software - AS, Updates 0- UP):
1. Level 1 - 0 AH
2. Level 2 – 1 AH
3. Level 3 - 2 AH
4. Level 4 – 3 AH
5. Level 5 - ≥ 4 AH
This will then be assigned the letter ‘h’for the final algorithm.
Additional software
1. Level 1 – 0 AS
2. Level 2 – 1 UP
3. Level 3 – 1 AS
4. Level 4 – 1 AS & 1 UP
5. Level 5 – ≥ 1 AS and ≥ 1 UP
This would then be provided the letter ‘s’.
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Heterogeneity
The degree to which the techniques can be implemented across different biometric and
liveness styles can be identified with this classification. Whilst it would seem logical to
ignore techniques that did not provide a higher degree of universality, this is not the case as
there can be more specific techniques developed that work exceedingly well within a specific
boundary. Nor does a high degree of universality mean a very effective overall technique. For
example Tangible Key Techniques are very universal as they do not rely on the sample data,
however they have a variety of other problems such as the potential ease of circumvention
and the comparative collectability issues inherent. The following classifications will be used:
1. Level 1 - Works with ≥ 6 techniques
2. Level 2 - Works with ≥ 5 and ≤ 6 techniques
3. Level 3 - Works with ≥ 2 and ≤ 4 techniques
4. Level 4 - Works with ≤ 2 techniques
5. Level 5 - Works with 0 techniques
This classification will be identified with the letter ‘Ht’in the following equations.
Inheritance
Like liveness detection a decision must be made to identify if the sample being used for
biometric/liveness can be used for coercion detection. The potential separation of samples can
be problematic however it can also boost security, as the data can be specifically adapted to be
efficient, for example within Tangible Key techniques. However the reverse is equally as valid
as when the sample is integrated into other techniques it can potentially be more efficient,
and it does not create any new security concerns like a fully separated technique would do.
Unlike liveness detection coercion necessitates three different levels within this metric, as
they represent the three states a technique can exist in: completely separated(Tangible Key);
Direct Association (skin conductivity tests from fingerprint biometrics); Indirect Association
whilst not directly related to the sample can be gathered using the same kind of devices for
example FACS Adaptation that is used with a iris/retina scanner.
1. Level 1 - Complete association.
2. Level 2 - Direct association.
3. Level 3 - Indirect association.
This classification will be identified with the letter ‘Ih’in the following equations.
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Metric
This metric then culminates in Table 4.20 which identifies the overall level of universality a




Table 4.20 Coercion universality equation
The level of inheritance is the most impactful factor in coercion universality, this is
because of the importance surrounding the gathering o the sample. The more associated the
sample the more efficient the system will be. Therefore this value will divide the sum of the
other values. The closer the sample association the lower the overall level of universality. To
test this equation the data in Table 4.21 will be considered:
ID Technique h s Ht I
1 FACS 1 2 3 1
2 Skin conductivity peaks 3 2 5 1
3 TKT 1 5 3 1
4 IFA 4 1 2 1
Table 4.21 Coercion universality testing characteristics
If Table 4.4 utilises an iris scanning device and a FACS coercion test, as shown in
Table 4.21, is considered: there is no need for additional hardware (h = level 1), one software
update is needed (s= level 2), the technique can be used across three different biometric
samples (ht = level 3), and the sample is inherent and present during the initial security
sample or liveness gathering stage (Ih = 1), as seen in Table 4.4. The other calculations can
be seen in Table 4.4.
Process Algorithm
1. U = 1+2+32 = 3
2. U = 2+2+52 = 4
3. U = 1+2+13 = 1
4. U = 4+1+21 = 8
Table 4.22 Coercion universality calculation
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4.5.2 Uniqueness
Coercion is very similar to liveness when considering uniqueness as there are no requirements
for identification, authentication or verification. Instead all that is necessary is that it can be
identified if a user is being coerced when they authenticate into the system. As mentioned
earlier: uniqueness in biometric security is of paramount importance however due to the
sample confirmation nature of both coercion and liveness detection it will not be a factor that
has any relevance.
4.5.3 Permanence
Permanence denotes the potential degree of changeability a sample contains due to any
number of reasons such as medical variations, external noise, interference etc. One such
factor being the deviation of a sample over time which can be related to medical problems,
ageing etc. Coercion is a factor that is not prone to change due to the emotion based
physiological data being gathered. Whilst in some circumstances the reaction to fear can
dramatically change over time [18], it is unlikely to occur within coercion sample gathering.
Whilst there is minimal chance that this will occur the potential is still there and therefore it
must be considered to maintain the flexibility of the taxonomy. Whilst it might be unlikely to
happen if it was to occur then the effect of this permanence mutability could dramatically
impact a system. For example: considering a FACs based system it would not impact the
coercion sample gathering if the user developed cataracts, which could interfere with both
biometric and liveness detection. Only medical issues that seriously prevented an accurate
identification of coercion would be an issue, for example a facial injury, from whatever source,
that prevented or altered the FACS AU classification. Therefore the following classifications
will be used:
Benign Susceptibility
Benign susceptibility focuses on non medical factors that can effect coercion sample gathering.
Examples such as how long passwords can exists within a system before it needs to be
changed etc. It also considers the robustness of tangible keys, how easily are they damaged,
what is their normal lifespan, what effect would a faulty device have etc. Therefore the
following five point scale identifies the degree in which the technique is susceptible to benign
factors. Examples could include: tangible key degradation, key rotation, pass-code reliability
etc. The following classifications will be used:
1. Level 1 - Susceptible to ≤ 1
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2. Level 2 - Susceptible to ≥ 2 and ≤ 3
3. Level 3 - Susceptible to ≥ 4 and ≤ 5
4. Level 4 - Susceptible to ≥ 6 and ≤ 7
5. Level 5 - Susceptible to ≥ 8
This will be given the letter ‘Bs’in the following equations.
Medical Effects
Medical implications cover the majority of permanence altering factors. Medical factors can
effect the physiological characteristics that most coercion detection techniques are based
on, concepts such as skin conductivity, heart rate variance, FACS etc. Therefore emotion
detection can be negatively affected due to facial injuries caused by accident or illness.
This will measure how susceptible a particular technique is to medical deviations, the more
medical factors that effect the sample the higher the level therefore reducing the overall
degree of permanence. The following classifications will be used:
1. Level 1 - Susceptible to ≤ 1
2. Level 2 - Susceptible to ≥ 2 and ≤ 3
3. Level 3 - Susceptible to ≥ 4 and ≤ 5
4. Level 4 - Susceptible to ≥ 6 and ≤ 7
5. Level 5 - Susceptible to ≥ 8
This will be given the letter ‘Ms ’in the following equations.
Profile integration
This metric follows the same process as the one found in section 4.3.3 detailing the potential
for dynamic profile creation allowing sample matching to take into account medical and
benign deviations over time. Potential creating a more secure system due to the dynamic
adaptation of individual users needs and reducing efficiency factors such as FRR and FAR.
1. Level 1 – No integration
2. Level 2 – Can store data
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3. Level 3 – Some integration at technology or profile level
4. Level 4 – Full profiling system or autonomous control
5. Level 5 – Full integration providing dynamic profiles and adaptive security.
This will be given the letter ‘p ’in the following equations.
Metric
This metric culminates in Table 4.23 which identifies the overall level of permanence a




Table 4.23 Coercion Permanence Metric
Like liveness the integration of the results into a profiling system will improve the overall
security within the technique. The greater the integration the high the division will be,
therefore representing a more efficient system. This has the most impact on permanence
within this algorithm. To test this equation the data in Table 4.24 will be considered:
ID Technique Bs Ms p
1 FACS 1 2 3
2 Skin conductivity peaks 3 2 5
3 IFA 1 5 3
4 TKT 2 1 3
Table 4.24 Coercion permanence testing characteristics
If the tangible key technique (TKT), from Table 4.24 is considered: it is susceptible
to 2 benign techniques (Bs = level 2), 0 medical techniques (Ms = Level 1) and has some
integration at technology level (p = Level 3). This would provide the overall output of 1,
showing it to be a technique that is not prone to large permanence altering characteristics.
The rest of the calculations can be seen in Table 4.25.
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Process Algorithm
1. U = 1+23 = 1
2. U = 3+25 = 1
3. U = 1+53 = 2
4. U = 2+13 = 1
Table 4.25 Coercion permanence calculation
4.5.4 Collectability
Regardless of the technical sophistication or relevance of a technique if it is difficult to obtain,
then the impact of it is dramatically reduced. This is a concern regardless of technique and
therefore it is unsurprising that the collectability of a sample has been the focus of much
research throughout biometrics. Another reason for this focus is that it has received the most
most media centric aspect of biometric security. The lifting of biometric samples to use
for spoof development is a common issue and one of the main worries users have. This is
because it is comparatively easy to gather biometric samples without the user’s knowledge,
for example lifting fingerprints from discarded cups, doors, other media etc., using HD
images for facial and iris scanning etc. [171] [105].
Coercion is different because a number of the techniques do not use the same data that
the security sample does. For example tangible key techniques do not suffer from spoof
data development. Instead the user’s key will be used by force, or a different key will be
used. However some techniques still produce sample behaviours that consider: where is
the sample gathered; is a second scanning needed; is it inherent to the original sample; is
the sample automatically gathered as part of the previous scanning process; what additional
characteristics are required to gather the sample data.
As with liveness samples the form the coercion sample takes is important to consider e.g.
is it voluntary, involuntary, or environmental. Each generates different attributes depending on
the situation for example: additional scans are more likely to be viable when using a voluntary
samples, as the user is already prepared to provide additional information. Involuntary
samples include the traditional sample collection techniques whereas environmental relies on
non user centric factors for example cameras detecting user proximity, microphones detecting
keywords etc. The following classifications will be used:
Innateness
As already identified the location of sample collection is a very important aspect to consider,
the most efficient techniques will be gathered from the sample during the previous processes
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(liveness etc.), however this is often not possible. Therefore this metric will identify where
the sample will be collected from, the automatic collection of the sample during a previous
scan is the most efficient as it does not required additional scanning, therefore cutting down
on time required to authenticate the user.
1. Level 1 – Automatic sample gathering
2. Level 2 – Not automatic but capable
3. Level 3 – No automatic sample gathering capabilities
This will be given the letter ‘I ’in the following equations.
Additional Technology
Like other factors the additional of hardware and software to a system also adds a variety
of threat vector. Ideally the sample collection should occur automatically when the sample
if provided to the security process, however this often not the case and the system requires
additional hardware and/or software to correctly gather data. For example, a sample my have
the potential to be automatically gathered but requires additional hardware or software to
make the technique work correctly. Therefore the final measure will identify what additional
factors are needed to successfully gather the data(AH - Additional Hardware: AS - Additional
software: UP - Updates):
1. Level 1 - ≥ 4 AH & ≥ 1 AS & ≥ 1 UP
2. Level 2 – 3 AH & 1 AS & 1 UP
3. Level 3 - 2 AH & 1 AS
4. Level 4 – 1 AH & 1 UP
5. Level 5 - 0 AH & 0 AS
This classification will be measured using the letter ‘At ’in the following equations.
Time
The necessity of quick processing is a standard feature throughout computing, there are many
iterations of devices that have potential but are not quick enough to be viable, for example
the PokerMetrics research developed by [158], which provide interesting results regarding
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the physiological factors that could be used for coercion as it details results from high stress
environments, however as the time it takes to gather data is approximately fifteen minutes it
is not viable. Therefore the following classifications will be considered:
1. Level 1 – ≥ 2.5 second
2. Level 2 – ≥ 2 & ≤ 2.5 seconds.
3. Level 3 – ≥ 1.5 & ≤ 2 seconds.
4. Level 4 – ≥ 1 & ≤ 1.5 seconds.
5. Level 5 – ≤ 1 second.
This will be given the letter ‘T ’in the following equations.
Metric
This metric culminates in Table 4.26 which identifies the overall level of collectability a




Table 4.26 Coercion collectability metric
Once again time is the main factor when considered collectability, the speed in which a
sample is collected improves the overall collectability dramatically. Therefore this value is
used to dived the rest of the values. The quicker the collection the greater the divisor will be.
To test this equation the data in Table 4.27 will be considered:
ID Technique I At t
1 FACS 1 2 3
2 Skin conductivity peaks 3 2 5
3 IFA 1 5 3
4 TKT 2 1 3
Table 4.27 Coercion collectability testing characteristics
If a FACS coercion technique is considered alongside a facial scanning device, then
Table 4.27 indicates that there is automatic sample gathering (I = level 1), three hardware.
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two software and one update is needed (AT = level 2), and the sample acquisition takes 1.6
seconds (T = level 3). This then shows that the output will equal 1, therefore achieving the
highest level of collectability. Mainly due to the ease of gathering facial data cues when
using facial recognition and the sample inheritance. The rest of the calculations can be seen
in Table 4.28.
Process Algorithm
1. U = 1+23 = 1
2. U = 3+21 = 5
3. U = 2+52 = 4.5
4. U = 1+11 = 1
Table 4.28 Coercion collectability calculation
4.5.5 Performance
Due to the limited availability of coercion detection data, few metrics of performance are
available. Therefore the use of generic biometric measurements will improve heterogeneity
and promote a comparative relationship with liveness detection. Therefore measurement
such as FAR/FRR/FTE of will be used. Specifically the FAR will be used to identify when a
coercion detection technique is unsuccessful therefore allowing a false user to be accepted as
a non-coerced user, whilst coercion is occurring. This differs from the normal meaning of
FAR which is when spoof data is being used to bypass the system. Within coercion detection
the spoof data is not as important instead the actual acceptance is the main factor to consider.
The FAR would mean that the matcher has not been able to detect coercion when there
is data to indicate that this is occurring. The FRR would consist of users that the system
believes are being coerced but are not, therefore stopping legitimate users into the system.
This figure can be derived from a number of factors ranging from technical failures, such as
skin conductivity response showing abnormal readings; noise fluctuation problems such as
users exercise habits causing a FACS to identify them as being coerced.
Unlike other biometric system there are a number of techniques that really on user coop-
eration subsequently human error becomes a greater problem. For example a human may
accidentally press their tangible key therefore providing evidence of coercion; the environ-
mental techniques may detect to heat signatures close to each other, therefore constituting
coercion, when it is simply people talking, or standing under an umbrella etc. So there are a
number of unique concepts to consider within coercion detection. Therefore the following
classifications will be considered:
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Technique Heterogeneity
How many other coercion techniques does this one work with and how easily can the proposed
coercion technique be used across multiple types of device, if it all. This identification will
provide relevant data for the development of multi-modal fusion systems. Especially when
considering coercion and liveness fusion.
1. Level 1 - Works with ≥ 6 techniques
2. Level 2 - Works with ≥ 5 and ≤ 6 techniques
3. Level 3 - Works with ≥ 2 and ≤ 4 techniques
4. Level 4 - Works with ≤ 2 techniques
5. Level 5 - Works with 0. techniques
This will be given the letter ‘Th ’.
Accuracy
As mentioned the main focus of the accuracy classification is to utilise the main forms
of biometric measurement, FAR and FRR. Whilst there are a much larger selection of
classifications available, these are the main two which can provide relevant data for coercion
detection. As future research continues the impact of other measurements such as FTE and
FTA can be considered for integration. The use of a ROC diagram is the standard within
biometric security as seen in Figure 4.3.
1. Level 1 – ERR ≤ 1%
2. Level 2 - ERR ≥ 2% ≤ 3%
3. Level 3 - ERR ≥ 3% ≤ 4%
4. Level 4 - ERR ≥ 4% ≤ 5%
5. Level 5 - ERR ≥ 6%
This will be given the letter ‘A ’in the following equations.
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Time
Time is always an issue to consider, as it can have a huge impact on the performance of
coercion technique. This metric only considers the time taken to produce a positive or
negative match for coercion and not liveness or security. Therefore the follow metric will be
used:
1. Level 1 – ≥ 2.5 second
2. Level 2 – ≥ 2 & ≤ 2.5 seconds.
3. Level 3 – ≥ 1.5 & ≤ 2 seconds.
4. Level 4 – ≥ 1 & ≤ 1.5 seconds.
5. Level 5 – ≤ 1 second.
This will be given the letter ‘T’in the following equations.
Additional Technology
Coercion detection differs from other biometric systems as there can be a larger selection
of additional hardware or software due to the sheer variety of techniques available. Whilst
it is similar to liveness it also includes a variety of individual features. The inclusion of
techniques that relay on tangible devices, like panic keys or smart device proximity sensor, as
well as a host of environmental additional such as cameras, microphones, proximity sensors
etc. Therefore the potential of additional technology, regardless of its location, will increase.
Subsequently the amount of resources the system needs to provide may fluctuate which can
reduce the overall performance, as well as creating new threat vectors. Therefore techniques
that utilise innate samples should, theoretically, perform better. Therefore the following
classifications will be considered (AH - Additional Hardware: AS - Additional software: UP
- Updates):
1. Level 1 - 0 AH & 0 AS
2. Level 2 – 1 AH & 1 UP
3. Level 3 - 2 AH & 1 AS
4. Level 4 – 3 AH & 1 AS & 1 UP
5. Level 5 - ≥ 4 AH & ≥ 1 AS & ≥ 1 UP
This will be given the letter ‘At’in the following equations.
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Benign Susceptibility
Benign susceptibility identifies noise deviations that are environment based, for example
excess light, noise, temperature etc.
1. Level 1 - Susceptible to ≤ 1
2. Level 2 - Susceptible to ≥ 2 and ≤ 3
3. Level 3 - Susceptible to ≥ 4 and ≤ 5
4. Level 4 - Susceptible to ≥ 6 and ≤ 7
5. Level 5 - Susceptible to ≥ 8
They will be identified with the letter ‘BS ’.
Medical Susceptibility
Medical susceptibility highlights medical noise deviations that can adversely effect coercion
samples such hyperonatraemia for skin conductivity response tests.
1. Level 1 - Susceptible to ≤ 1
2. Level 2 - Susceptible to ≥ 2 and ≤ 3
3. Level 3 - Susceptible to ≥ 4 and ≤ 5
4. Level 4 - Susceptible to ≥ 6 and ≤ 7
5. Level 5 - Susceptible to ≥ 8
They will be identified with the letter ‘MS ’.
Subtlety
The final aspect of this metric is a rather abstract one. How easy is it or the user to provide a
coercion sample without the attacker being aware of the sample provision. This degree of
subtlety is necessary to understand because if an attacker is aware of the user alerting the
system to the coercion, then it could cause a host of problems for both the user and system
alike. Different techniques have different degrees of subtlety, and the effects of subtlety can
be irrelevant depending on the technique in question. For example any involuntary techniques
would have a very low subtlety rating as neither the user or attack know that it is occurring,
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Pf =
Th +A+At +Bs +Ms +S
t
Table 4.29 Coercion Performance Equation
whilst other techniques such as IFA would require the user to provide the data without an
attacker knowing.
Therefore the following metric will identify the level of subtlety with involuntary tech-
niques being the most subtle as the attacker has no way of knowing if there is a technique
being implemented unless they have detailed knowledge of the system.
1. Level 1 - Both user and Attacker Unaware
2. Level 2 - User aware but sample automatically taken
3. Level 3 - User input, easy to hide – eye movement etc.
4. Level 4 - User input, hard to hide
5. Level 5 - System demands specific characteristics that differ from normal authentication
techniques.
This will be given the letter ‘S’in the following equations.
Metric
Time is the most impactful value in this metric, that is why it is used to divide the rest of
the calculation, the quicker the time the higher the value and therefore the lower the overall
value. This metric culminates in Table 4.26 which identifies the overall level of performance
a coercion detection techniques has.
To test this equation the data in Table 4.30 will be considered:
ID Technique Th A At BS Ms S T
1 FACS 4 2 2 3 4 2 2
2 Skin conductivity peaks 3 1 2 2 5 3 4
3 IFA 3 2 3 2 2 5 1
4 TKT 5 2 3 3 4 2 3
Table 4.30 Coercion performance testing characteristics
Considering skin conductivity tests: it is viable across three techniques (TH = level 3) , it
has an ERR of 1.2% (A = level 2), it gathers data in 1.4 seconds (T = level 4), it requires one
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hardware addition (AT = level 2), it is susceptible to 2 benign and medical effects (Ms = level
2 and Bs = level 2), and it has a subtly level of 2 as the user is aware of the test but does not
have to do anything to facilitate it (s = level 2). The equates to a performance rating of 4,
which is the best tested being four times as efficient as IFA techniques, mainly due to the
speed it captures data. The rest of the calculations can be seen in Table 4.31.
Process Algorithm
1. U = 4+2+2+3+4+22 = 8.5
2. U = 3+1+2+2+5+34 = 4
3. U = 3+2+3+2+2+51 = 17
4. U = 5+2+3+3+4+23 = 6.3
Table 4.31 Coercion performance calculation
4.5.6 Acceptability
The public connotation surrounding both liveness detection and coercion detection is based
around the understanding of the name. Popular media have portrayed biometric systems in a
poor light and as easily broken oft with shocking techniques such as using cadavers or users
being coerced into authentication. As coercion deals with a state that deals with unpleasant
events, being coerced, many users may be reluctant to provide data. When coupled with the
normal data range for coercion, i.e. data related to fear, disgust and other potential negative
emotions, this factor is exasperated. Other acceptance factors can include: how users deal
with this data being gathered; what are the ethical ramifications of having this data; what
are the legal issues herein. All of these factors can reduce the public readiness to accepts
coercion detection techniques. This can be tempered by identifying, to the user, that all
possible eventualities are being catered for. One of the positive aspects of coercion detection
is that there are acceptable techniques such as tangible keys and this could be used as a
gateway to other techniques, providing the users with greater exposer to other lesser known
techniques
Metric
This metric culminates in Table 4.32:
This identifies the overall level of acceptance a coercion detection techniques has. It is
created by finding the percentage each rating has, which is then compared to the following
list:





Table 4.32 Coercion Performance Equation
This will then be compared to the following list to denote a rating as shown below:
1. Level 1 80%-100%
2. Level 2 60%-79%
3. Level 3 40%-59%
4. Level 4 20%-39%
5. Level 5 0%-19%
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To test this equation the data in Table 4.30 will be considered:
Technique V. satisfied Satisfied Ambivalent Dissatisfied V. dissatisfied Level
Tangible Key 25 1 1 1 2 1
Intended False Authentication 1 25 2 1 1 2
Skin Conductivity Peaks 1 1 25 2 1 3
Proximity Sensor 1 1 2 25 1 4
ECG 2 1 1 1 25 5
Table 4.34 Acceptance example data (max user – 30
Each row will then be calculated to find the highest value:
TKT IFA SCP PS ECG
A = VsMu ∗100 = 83% A =
Vs
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = VsMu ∗100 = 3% A =
Vs
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = VsMu ∗100 = 6%
A = SMu ∗100 = 3% A =
S
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = SMu ∗100 = 83% A =
S
Mu
∗100 = 6% A = SMu ∗100 = 3%
A = AMu ∗100 = 3% A =
A
Mu
∗100 = 83% A = AMu ∗100 = 6% A =
A
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = AMu ∗100 = 3%
A = UsMu ∗100 = 3% A =
Us
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = UsMu ∗100 = 6% A =
Us
Mu
∗100 = 83% A = UsMu ∗100 = 3%
A = VusMu ∗100 = 6% A =
Vus
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = VusMu ∗100 = 3% A =
Vus
Mu
∗100 = 3% A = VusMu ∗100 = 83%
Table 4.35 Coercion acceptance Metric
This data identifies a sample group of 30 users who provided their views on the coercion
techniques mentioned. TKT achieved a 83% rating which means it is level 1 , whereas ECG
only achieves a 20% therefore giving it a Rank/Level 5 rating. This is done by finding out
which areas the technique has the greatest value and then finding the corresponding level
4.5.7 Circumvention
Circumvention details the methods available to avoid the security measures in place or
otherwise render them moot. Within coercion detection this corresponds to identifying if
the sample is being coerced when it is not being detected or if the sample is not be coerced
when it is being. There are a number of factors that make this unique compared to other
aspects of biometric security. Coercion detection techniques consist of a number of different
areas there are medical based data such as skin conductivity peaks; there are environment
techniques such as proximity sensors; and there are user centric techniques such as tangible
key techniques and whilst the first conforms to the liveness measures the others do not.
Environmental circumvention can range from: covering a data collection device with
material designed to block the feed; removing the device from the relevant network; hacking
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the system to prevent the data being provided to the decision maker etc. These threats are
general to biometric security [156] and must always be considered. User centric circumven-
tion is different as they are again based within both general security and specific biometric
standards. For example including a fingerprint authenticator on a tangible key therefore only
allowing the authenticated user access to the device. Therefore the following factors will be
considered:
Spoof gathering
How difficult is it to gather a sample that allows a spoof to be developed, the lower this level
the harder it is to gather the spoof. Therefore the following classification will identify this
value (SGT = Sample Gathering Techniques):
1. Level 1 – 0 SGT
2. Level 2 - ≤ 1 SGT
3. Level 3 - ≥ 2 ≤ 3 SGT
4. Level 4 - ≥ 4 ≤ 5 SGT
5. Level 5 - ≤ 6 SGT
This will be given the letter ‘Sg’in the following equations.
Accuracy
The accuracy of the technique is key, as it allows the system to correctly identify a user,
therefore it is a key area for an attack to occur. The higher the accuracy the harder the system
is to breach.
1. Level 1 – ERR ≤ 1%
2. Level 2 - ERR ≥ 2% ≤ 3%
3. Level 3 - ERR ≥ 3% ≤ 4%
4. Level 4 - ERR ≥ 4% ≤ 5%
5. Level 5 - ERR ≥ 6%
This will be given the letter ‘A’in the following equations.
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Linked Sample
As with liveness detection there is no necessity for the sample to provide any identification of
the user instead the coercion samples are often separate from the authentication process. This
can potentially cause techniques to become susceptible to the spoofing of data. Therefore
linking the data more directly to the overall technique has the potential to make it harder for
attackers to circumvent the system. Therefore this metric must identify the relevant linking




This will be given the letter ‘Ls ’in the following equations.
Sample Theft
Whilst permanence primarily deals with variations from within the sample which occur
naturally, there is also the potential for samples to be stolen. This can especially be true for
coercion due to the range of techniques which rely on easily stolen mediums such as keys,
pass-codes or phrases. Therefore how easy it is to steal the sample must be highlighted and
if there is a high risk of theft then this must be taken into account when considering suitable
techniques for system integration.
Despite this importance, theft of coercion samples can be irrelevant, similar to liveness
samples due to the lack of emphasis placed on authentication or verification. This is because
most coercion techniques use data that is not in user specific, i.e. a pulse between 40 and
60 bpm, which can be the same for any number of users. Therefore if a coercion sample
is stolen it does not have as great impact as the re-provision of this data sample would be
sufficient for the user. Instead of going to the trouble of stealing data, the attacker could use
their own sample data instead which would be much more easily created. For example a
FACS technique does not require the same user as the authentication process as long as the
correct AUs are being provided then the technique will work as intended.
This does not mean sample theft is not a problem within coercion detection, as this
technique can have an adverse effect on certain techniques such as tangible keys. The theft
of the sample is not the issue, it is the use of the key without authentication. The attacker is
stealing the ability to provide a sample, and not the sample itself. With tangible keys this is a
very important concept, as such keys would be easily available and cheap to manufacture
and they would contain the most basic of technology. Therefore this metric will identify the
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C = (Sg +A+Ls)∗St
Table 4.36 Coercion circumvention metric
potential scope for spoof detection, mainly focusing on the effect this spoof data would have
and not the applicability of spoofing overall.
1. Level 1 - No effect
2. Level 2 - Technique modifying effect
3. Level 3 - Technique breaking effect
This will be given the letter ‘St’in the following equations.
Metric
This metric culminates in Table 4.36 which identifies the overall level of circumvention a
coercion detection techniques has.
The main factor that effects coercion circumvention is the theft of a sample, therefore it
is this value that is highlighted as the most impactful. Within this metric the sample theft
level is used as a multiplier with the different levels denoting the effect of loosing the sample.
If there is minimal or no effect then there will be no impact on the overall metric (X by 1)
whereas if it will have an impact then the measurement will become increasingly poor.
To test this equation the data in Table 4.37 will be considered:
ID Technique SG A LS ST
1 FACS 1 2 2 1
2 Skin conductivity peaks 3 2 1 3
3 IFA 1 5 2 1
4 TKT 2 1 1 3
Table 4.37 Coercion circumvention testing characteristics
Considering IFA techniques: it is susceptible to 0 sample gathering techniques (SG =
level 1) , it has an ERR of 6.9% (A = level 5), it is an additional process to gather the sample
(LS = level 2), and it would have no effect if the sample was stolen (ST = level 1). This would
equate to a overall rating of 8, which would mean it is the second most secure techniques
within the data set, with FACS being almost twice as secure due to the better accuracy. The
rest of the calculations can be seen in Table 4.38.
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Process Algorithm
1. U = (1+2+2)∗1 = 5
2. U = (3+2+1)∗3 = 18
3. U = (1+5+2)∗1 = 8
4. U = (2+1+1)∗3 = 12
Table 4.38 Coercion equation calculation
4.6 Conclusion
Throughout this chapter the focus has been on developing the novel taxonomy for liveness
detection, making sure that it would be viable for integration across other security sub-
systems. There are a number of equations and algorithms that when combined will provide
an overall classification that will be able to be given a specific value. This value will be
comparable to the other values around it therefore providing a wealth of data that can help
system designers, developers, and researchers in choosing the correct biometric liveness
detection characteristic.
The taxonomy created offers what is required, it can take the different characteristics
provided by liveness and coercion detection techniques, and provide an overall security rating
which can then be used by developers, administrators research, systems etc. to promote
dynamic security and development. One highlight of this research is the development of
the coercion detecting techniques, this area is an extremely novel and original area as little
research has been conducted in it.
Whilst the taxonomy appears to answer the objectives, to fully understand how it will





When new students tried an experiment that was particularly successful
in terms of explosive force, the result was often a cross between a
major factory refit and a game of Hunt-the-other-Kidney.
Pratchett, 2004
A taxonomy has been developed to address the problems facing liveness standardisation.
This taxonomy is to be applied to both liveness and coercion therefore the final stage is to test
the taxonomy and analysis its effectiveness. This will be achieved by comparing current peer
reviewed research data with the output from the taxonomy which will show if the expected
output has been achieved. The final stage is to highlight the algorithm’s effect on security
and how the taxonomy uses the algorithm to create usable output.
5.1 Taxonomy Testing
The taxonomy testing is a key area of research as this section will highlight what practical
application the taxonomy has. The taxonomy will provide the input data for the algorithm
which will provide an overall level of security for the system. This value can then be
compared to other systems and other variations to see what will occur when techniques are
changed. To begin the testing process a selection of biometric devices will be considered.
These are being used due to their popularity within biometric security, there acceptance and
the ease of integration with liveness and coercion as identified by [144] and [103]. Whilst
there are other techniques available these are the ones being focused on:
1. Fingerprint
2. Iris Scan
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3. Facial Scan
4. Vocal Scan




Each approach can contain different sub-styles such as the Dermalog [48] technique for
fingerprints which contain the overall system as well as just the algorithm. Sometimes this
will be tested multiple times as it can be applied to different areas such as the Dermalog
system and techniques. This is because there are different types of liveness detection, however
some are experimental and as such have very little data available e.g. [4], therefore whilst
choosing only two aspect within each area will allow data rich examples to be used therefore
making it easier to check the validity of the taxonomy.
The next section will discuss the taxonomy testing and will consider factors such as: does
it work? Where are the problems? What can be done to improve it overall.
5.1.1 Liveness Application
Fingerprint Technique
For fingerprint devices the Dermalog algorithm will be considered as it can provide excellent
speed, accuracy and reliability. There are two techniques in use: one of which is the Dermalog
system and the other being just the standalone algorithm both of which were included in
the LivDet 2013 Fingerprint Liveness Competition [48]. This competition attempts to find
the best new liveness detection techniques for fingerprints in two categories: algorithms and
systems. Within this competition the algorithm achieved an 84.63% accuracy rate taking into
account FRR and FAR against a variety of tests including live, spoof and cadaver samples,
along with a EER of 1.2%. The taxonomy outputs the overall level as 1.7: which equals the
highest range within this taxonomy.
This information shows that the taxonomy outputs the same as the research completed by
[62] [48], therefore proving that the taxonomy is working correctly. One thing to consider
is whilst the system technique could be expected to be of the same taxonomy level, as the
standalone algorithm, this is not necessarily the case. This is due to the additions a system
requires, and the inherent complexity therein. For example universality is rated as 2.67
(V2) compared to the algorithms value of 2.33 (V1) this equates to a 13.6% difference.
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Even more telling is the difference between the two techniques collectabilty values which
equates to a 100% increase for the system based method due to the additional hardware
requirements. This shows that the addition of hardware can have a dramatic impact on the
overall effectiveness of a techniques.
Universality Collectabilty
V 1−V 2
(V 1+V 2)/2 ∗100 =
V 1−V 2













= 0.136∗100 = = 1∗100 =
13.6% difference = 100% difference
Table 5.1 Dermalog classification differences
The main problem with the data collection for these techniques is that they are based on
commercial techniques therefore some of the data is restricted, and as this system is also used
in the American law enforcement AFIS installation, there is even less information on the
technical features. However whilst this does cause issues due to the lack of transparent data
there is still enough to run through the taxonomy and whilst the inclusion of the technique in
AFIS restricts the data, it also validities that technique as a powerful liveness approach which
should score very highly within the taxonomy. Therefore both the information gathered
from [62] on the techniques accuracy and the validity and data gathered from [48] ratify the
taxonomies results. The algorithm scoring the highest overall level and the system was level
two because of the reliance on additional hardware [62] [183].
Facial Techniques
The next set of data to be considered utilises the work conducted by [112]: specifically the
work on facial recognition based spoof defences. The universality metric is of an average
level as the technique requires some minor hardware and software additions such as additional
video cameras. Correspondingly this technique is robust to permanence altering standards
as represented by the low permanence metric. This corresponds with the research, as the
technique has been tested against 40 to 140 images with an overall mean FAR of 12.5% and a
FRR of 3.06%, as shown in Table 5.2. This represents a lower level of security and accuracy
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due to the high false accept rate within the system which corresponds to a performance of
5.47 and the circumvention of 3.12 both of which are amongst the worst tested within the
taxonomy. Overall this technique is one of the worst scoring because of the high FAR and
the poor universality of the technique as it focuses on a single demographic samples. If the
technique was to look into a wider range of demographics then it could potentially improve
the level of security dramatically.
Number of Users FAR FRR Total
40 12.5 2.5 15
80 12.5 3.75 16.25
120 11.66 3.3 14.96
160 12.5 3.12 15.62
200 13 3 16
240 12.5 2.9 15.4
Median Value 12.5 3.06 15.51
Table 5.2 FAR/FRR for Facial Modality Data [111]
The next standard used to test the validity of the taxonomy was a fusion based feature
and texture analysis conducted by [91]. This has been used for two reasons: firstly it utilises
two important standards within facial liveness detection techniques which are static feature
extraction (SFE) [39] and local binary patterns(LBP) [119][60]. Whilst these factors can be
used individually, it is expected that when used together a more secure environment will be
created as it can address more areas of concern.
This section will look at these three techniques, fusion, SFE and LBP, to identify if this
hypothesis is correct or if the fusion does not achieve a higher level than the individual
techniques. This highlights one of the key purposes of the taxonomy, to identify the best
fusion factors to consider as well as identifying if fusion is relevant at all. This can then be
used to choose the most appropriate technique for integration.
The initial data suggests that the above hypothesis is correct, and the feature and texture
analysis fusion technique is substantially more secure than it’s constitute techniques which
produces an overall rank of 1.6 compared to the 2.1 for both the LBP and SFE techniques.
This is a 27% increase in security as identified by Table 5.3 and is due to factors which would
normally be difficult to identify. However with the taxonomy it is comparatively easy to
identify what issues contributed to the level of security.
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Security Difference
V 1−V 2









Table 5.3 Difference between FBP, SFE and FTA
Table 5.4 shows that, according to the data, the fusion technique is superior to the separate
techniques. This is seen as most of the classifiers for the FTA technique are superior to the
two individual categories except for universality and collectability.
Technique Universality Permanence Collectabilty Performance Acceptability Circumvention Total
Fusion[91] 2.67 0.67 2.00 1.47 1.00 1.53 1.6
Static Feature
Extraction
2.67 1.33 1.67 2.00 1.00 2.08 1.8
Local Binary
Pattern
2.67 1.33 1.67 1.80 1.00 2.03 1.8
Table 5.4 FBP, SFE and feature and texture analysis data
The universality of the techniques are all the same because they all share the same
requirements and sample gathering techniques. This means that the individual standards can
be used across the same amount of techniques as the fusion standard. Collectabilty has the
same issues as it is reliant on the same form of biometric, if there was a large deviation with
universality it would denote a change of biometric style.
The fusion aspects of the technique highlight the improvements that can be seen from the
data, for example the improvement to permanence can be directly correlated to the application
of the two techniques and the thorough testing and robustness of the algorithms discussed
within [91] research. This research specifically incorporates facial occlusion detection and
negation techniques, therefore improving the robustness against benign and medical noise.
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Fig. 5.1 Comparison of FTA, SFE and LBP techniques
As can be seen in Figure 5.1, collectability is the only factor to exceed the individual
techniques and this is due to thee different techniques FTA can employ. As [91] identifies:
there can be voluntary and involuntary techniques, therefore denoting samples that are not
automatically taken during authentication, instead they are innate samples that are taken
separately during the sample collection period. Due to this need for additional hardware
the overall level of collectability is increased and the techniques suffers accordingly. The
performance of the fusion technique is superior to both of the individual techniques which
is due to two factors. Firstly the improved permanence of the fusion technique reduces the
overall degree of intra-user variance by included the facial occlusion techniques and secondly
the overall ability to spoof the technique is similarly reduced due to this increased difficulty
of spoof data attacks. This corresponds to a 30.5% in performance compared to SFE and a
20.18% when compared to LBP as shown in Table 5.5.
One factor that has become increasingly problematic within this research is acceptability
as it provides a very subjective view of a technique and is very difficult to measure. However
it does produce relevant data for the system. The final area to consider is circumvention,
and once again the fusion technique is superior to the individual techniques. As with other
sections the primary factors that improves FTA, compared to SFE and LBP, is the permanence
and performance of the technique as it is quicker to gather data, and more accurate primarily
being due to the integration of facial occlusion negation characteristics [91] [52].
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Difference between SFE and FTA Difference between LBP and FTA
V 1−V 2
(V 1+V 2)/2 ∗100 =
V 1−V 2













= 0.305476∗100 = = 0.201868∗100 =
30.5476% difference = 20.1835% difference
Table 5.5 Difference between FTA and SFE/LBP
From the analysis of both the taxonomy results, and the relevant research, it is obvious that
the fusion based technique is superior due to the improved performance and circumvention.
This result become apparent using the taxonomy to identify levels and was proved by the
corroborative evidence provided within the research of both [52] [92].
Iris recognition
According to [177] iris recognition techniques are on of the most secure gathering standards
within biometric authentication especially when compared with other, less robust, techniques
such as vocal recognition which suffers tremendously with noise variations [114]. Therefore
the expectation was that iris recognition techniques, when tested, would indicate that the
technique was very secure, but some susceptibility to noise variations factors, especially
medical based noise e.g. [137]’s cataract research as well as occlusion effects such as glasses,
false eyes, contact lens etc. [177].
Figure 5.2 shows the sample data used and was taken from two specific pieces of research.
The first considered the effects of contact lens occlusion which is a factor that can be very
impactful as, according to the Association of Contact Lens Manufacturers, three million
people in the UK and over thirty-one million people within the USA use contact lens [6].
This means that the impact contact lens can have when identification and gathering data
can potential be large. This can cause problems for noise occlusion as well as ease of
circumvention due to the familiarity many people have with the medium.
The second dataset used deals with the Purkinje images [96]. These images use data
gathered from one of the four surfaces within the eye that can reflect bright light: the front
and back of the cornea as well as the front and back of the lens. The z distance is then
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Fig. 5.2 Iris sample data
calculated to identify the liveness of a sample, alternatively other natural factors could be
used such as cornea diameter and refraction rate as they would differ between a live sample
whereas they do not in a false sample. These techniques are used within iris recognition
and are covered in the work of [96] [89] [97] therefore representing a valid and accepted
techniques of liveness detection.These two techniques represent the two main areas of iris
based liveness detection: general detection and occlusion prevention. Whilst both consist of
some similar concepts they have very different characteristics, something that is seen within
the taxonomy results.
As Figure 5.2 shows there are some similarities however whilst the two techniques consist
of the same biometric they are quite different. The main similarity focuses on the overall
circumvention susceptibility of the techniques and is due to their overall similarity. However
there are some differences to note, mainly due to Purkinje image’s reliance on custom
cameras and installations. Dude to this addition technology there overall implementation is
less secure.
The rest of the classifiers are quite different and they equate to a substantial difference
in overall security as shown by Table 5.6, once again the primary factor that causes this
difference is the inclusion of additional hardware, as this effects multiple areas of the
taxonomy.
The degree of permanence within both techniques is very similar however the benign
susceptibility of the Purkinje image technique is less robust due to its reliance on very specific
distances within the sample capture process [177]. The collectability of the technique again
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Universality Collectability
V 1−V 2
(V 1+V 2)/2 ∗100 =
V 1−V 2













= 0.363636∗100 = = 1.199041∗100 =
36.3636% difference = 119.9041% difference
Table 5.6 Iris Technique Differences
is the same with one major deviation, the additional custom hardware needed to allow
the technique to work as intended. This causes a substantial variance within the overall
metric and causes a difference of 119.9% making it one of the most damaging factors when
considering this technique as seen in Table 5.6. Therefore whilst the research indicates that
the technique is viable from an accuracy standpoint the issues surrounding the collection of
sample reduce the overall effectiveness. The additional hardware factor is the main damaging
feature for the Purkinje image techniques as once again within both the performance and
circumvention measurements additional hardware is needed. Once again the appropriateness
of acceptability is questioned due to the lack of research in public acceptance of liveness
sample gathering. Whilst it is very important overall for the success and security of a system:
the lack of appropriate data on acceptance can cause data deviations to occur. Therefore it
must be considered whether it would be best to include "assumed data" or ignore this metric
in favour of returning with primary data at a later stage. Consequentially the overall results
indicate that, except for certain areas such as susceptibility to noise deviations, the Purkinje
Image technique is superior to texture analysis technique. The main flaw for Purkinje image
techniques is that it is very specific in scope and therefore this must be considered when
choosing the most suitable overall technique.
The taxonomy backs up the research findings once again showing the usefulness of
the taxonomy. However one factor is becoming increasing obvious, the lack of a uniform
measuring system within liveness data collection and testing is a major problem, as not all
researchers discuss equally on different measurements such as sample acquisition time, FAR,
etc. and even utilise different terms for standards such as FTE/FRR/FAR and EER. Therefore
in addition to the advantages mentioned in earlier chapters, this taxonomy will also enable a
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uniform measuring system within liveness sample collection and testing which will enable
data comparisons to be more easily achieved.
Vocal Recognition
Vocal recognition is rarely used, except within fusion centric systems, due its innate poor
security caused by the high degree of noise susceptibility. Therefore the main focus of
this techniques is to develop fusion centric liveness techniques that can minimise this flaw.
For these reasons a fusion technique was used to test the taxonomies robustness for vocal
recognition, specifically the work conducted by [38]. This technique utilises lip motion
which is intrinsically linked to audio and visual keys. This technique focuses on the fusion
between two different biometric and liveness techniques whereas other liveness techniques
such as the feature and texture based analysis described by [91] focuses on fusion of the
liveness techniques only. This deviation is an important consideration as the liveness fusion
will normally produce techniques that are overall more secure, whereas the biometric fusion
will produce more universal techniques due to the innate reliance on different sample types.
As Figure 5.3 shows the overall rank for this technique is 2.81 and whilst this is not,
comparatively, a high rank it does identify some interesting characteristics. This is a fusion
based technique so there are a lot of additional factors to consider. The technique has
comparatively few additional technology needs and can be used in a variety of different
techniques which is indicated by the comparatively low universality rank in fact this is where
vocal based techniques excel due to the innate universality allowing fusion to occur more
easily than other techniques [46] [81].
This universality can provide a number of advantages mainly being the comparative ease
of installation. This universality does have negative features which are primary highlighted
within areas such as permanence and collectability. This is a trend that can be seen across a
number of techniques, the lower the universality, therefore meaning the more universal the
technique, the higher the permanence which can be seen in the work of [111] [177] and [38].
This is highlighted within Figure 5.4, the greater the universality the lower the permanence
and visa versa. In practical terms this indicates that for a technique to be universal then
minimising the susceptibility to benign and medical based deviations is paramount.
The collectability of vocal techniques is very similar to other techniques and has no
obvious distinguishing features. This is ratified within the original research [177] [38] which
once again shows that the taxonomy is working. Similarly the overall performance of the
system matches a lot of the other techniques, primarily due to the speed with which the
system can operate, and the lack of specific hardware needs, therefore keeping the technique
viable due to the accuracy and speed. One further factor to consider is that this technique
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Fig. 5.3 Vocal technique analysis
can be easily combined with a profiling environment which would enable a much greater
degree of integration and can help minimise some of the downsides of this technique, e.g.
such as providing dynamic noise solutions when the environment calls for them. However
this degree of integration, as mentioned within [38], could potentially cause other factors to
be considered such as the addition of technology.
Novel Techniques
One of the defining features of biometric security is that there are new techniques being
discovered and adapted all the time. Therefore the taxonomy will have to have enough
flexibility to deal with this novel techniques. Therefore this section will consider some novel
techniques of liveness detection will be considered alongside the more established techniques
discussed earlier. A portable ECG technique will be considered as the technique itself is
novel. The addition of mobility will allow the taxonomy to identify the salient attribute and
to identify if the mobility factor detracts from the security factors. The focus of this testing is
the work conducted by [152]. Normally a liveness detection technique takes a factor from
the original authentication sample, or from a linked sample, and uses this sample to denote
liveness. This separation is often needed as the biometric sample does not innately show
liveness, e.g. fingerprints do not denote the users state they merely identify the user. However,
this is not the case with ECG based biometrics as ECGs use the electrical representation of
the heart as a way to uniquely identify the user and therefore automatically proves the users
liveness as there is a need for a living heart during the sample gathering process. The main
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Fig. 5.4 Universality VS Permanence
problem with ECG biometric techniques has always been the reliance on additional hardware
and software however this problem has been reduced by the inclusion of mobile ECGs. Even
so the degree of hardware and software required, to gather the sample, is still very high when
compared to other techniques such as iris texture analysis which only requires a basic camera.
Therefore the main factors that the taxonomy will highlight will be the collectabilty issues
alongside its very good accuracy and permanence characteristics.
Figure 5.5 shows the overall characteristics of this techniques and the first conclusion
that can be made is that there is still a major problem within collectability. As, whilst it
does not rely on the traditional ECG sample gathering system but uses a mobile system, it
is still reliant on specific hardware and software subsequently equating to a high level of
collectability. A solution to this would be to reduce the hardware reliance by creating a more
universal ECG sample gathering techniques, one that is software based only, for example.
This is identified within a variety of research including [114] [153] as well as being backed
up by the taxonomy.
There are also a number of other conclusions that can be gathered by considering the
results and comparing them to other techniques. Firstly the universality of this technique is
very high as the technique can be used across all other liveness techniques, however the main
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Fig. 5.5 ECG Data Mining in mobile ECG based biometric identification
problem will always be the integration of hardware and software. One major advantage of
ECG that there are few benign noise factors that can affect the sample, therefore making its
permanence very high. There are some factors that can effect sample collections such as
powerful electronic presences, therefore a suitable location for ECG data collection, taking
into account knowledge of geographical features such as the location of high power cables,
would be sought. This is an important factor to consider especially for mobile ECGs as the
emphasis is on the mobility of the device and whilst it is ideal that the operator knows where
all interference nodes are located the addition of robust noise filters must also be used. Many
of the same conclusions can be gathered surrounding the medical aspects of the system as
well, as there are some minor noise variations that can occur due to the natural physiology of
the body such as lung conductivity and heart rate variations [152].
The overall performance of this technique is positive because it is very accurate and very
hard circumvent. This is partially due to the lack of research surrounding this technique
and also due to the lack of spoof potential. As the technique is taking data directly from a
user’s heart, there is a minimal opening for spoofing data. Once again the prime problem
focuses on the overall degree of hardware dependence, a trend that is becoming more and
more prevalent throughout most of the techniques tested by the taxonomy.
5.1.2 Coercion Application
This section will cover the taxonomy testing focusing on coercion detection techniques. The
coercion sample testing is different to liveness as there is a lack of primary data to test with
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the taxonomy due to the novel techniques identified. Therefore whilst there are some current
coercion detection techniques the data associated with them is sporadic they will still be used
to identify if the taxonomy is functional for coercion detection. As well as the available data
dummy data will be used that is associated with the novel approaches developed within this
research.
Within this section the testing is split up into two categories firstly current techniques
that have been discussed within research: secondly the novel techniques presented within
coercion detection development section.
Tangible Key Technique
The first technique to be considered is Tangible Key Technique (TKT) which revolves around
the use of a specific piece of hardware or software that is tangible (in its base form, or
requiring additional hardware such as a phone in the case of an application). The main
advantage of this technique is that the device is heterogeneous and therefore it does not
discriminate against users, therefore it can be used within almost any technique. For example
a fingerprint sample cannot function if the user does not have fingers which would cause
collectability problems as well as discriminating against the user, however a TKT does not
have these problems as the device can be easily developed and replaced. However there are
some issues surrounding these devices: for example the tangibility can be stolen, lost or
damaged, an app can be corrupted or the medium it is installed on can be stolen, damaged
etc. [156].
As Figure 5.6 shows: the universality level of TKTs is comparative to other coercion
techniques which is due to the requirements surrounding the additional hardware. This factor
transcends coercion and liveness detection as one of the main factors to consider within
the taxonomy as it has had the the most profound influence on each technique included so
far. The major positive factors highlighted indicate that it is one of the most heterogeneous
techniques within coercion detection due to its complete separation from any technique and
therefore can be used with any other technique. For example a FACS technique is only
relevant when conducting tests using the face i.e.facial scans or iris scans.However this
technique is heterogeneous and very resistant to permanence altering factors.
This leads to the second advantage: the extreme robustness to variance of either medical
or benign factors. As the technique revolves around a boolean factor, the key is either pressed
or it is not pressed, then the degree of things that can impact the technique is minimal.
Environmental conditions, unless extreme, will not affect them, ambient characteristics
will also have a very limited effect such as light or humidity levels. The same can be said
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Fig. 5.6 Coercion detection techniques results
regarding medical variances as the user only has to press a button and only very serious
medical implications will potentially cause any overall problems.
The collectability of this technique once again highlights the impact additional hardware
can have within this taxonomy and once again shows how important it is. The performance
of this techniques is the worst out of each coercion technique presented and this is due to
the comparative ease of circumvention that can effect a TKT. For example the actual key
itself is a very simple piece of hardware without any innate security therefore it would be
comparatively easy for an attacker to create one themselves and then use this fake key. Factors
could be put into place to improve this factor such as encryption, innate security, random ID
etc. However with each additional security feature the overall technique will become less
universal and will decrease the overall effectiveness of the technique, as well as questioning
the appropriateness of the technique. Therefore the performance, whilst when used correctly,
is very accurate and quick, it is prone to this circumvention flaw which drastically reduces
the security level when compared to the most secure technique, FACS. Table 5.7 shows that
there is a difference of 46% between the two techniques which means the TKT technique is
almost half as secure as FACS.
The taxonomy shows, whilst this technique has some applicable features, there are a lot
of problems and questions surrounding the security, performance and ease of collection of
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Security level difference between TKT and FACS
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Table 5.7 Difference between TKT and FACS
TKTs. Therefore whilst there overall score is average the individual factors tell a different
story, therefore highlighting another positive factor of this taxonomy, by classifying the
different sections it is possible to identify what areas are most important. Therefore provide
a thorough identification of techniques, not merely an overall final output. This flexibility
allows for a more robust knowledge to be developed therefore helping the researchers and
developers of the future.
Skin Conductivity Response Tests
Skin conductivity response signs can change when subject to strong emotions. The physi-
ological signs of these emotions provide the information that is needed to detect the state
of a user, in the case of coercion detection, these emotions would focus on negative ones
such as fear and disgust[68] [160]. As Figure 5.6 shows the overall technique is secure,
rating a level 2, which is superior to the TKT techniques and of the same level as the other
two techniques. However it is not quite is secure as the other two overall. Considering
the universality of the techniques, the main factor is that this technique is very reliant on
additional hardware however it does provide a high universality and good applicability to
other techniques across both liveness and security samples, as long as the technique requires
contact with the skin. The permanence of this technique again is comparatively similar to the
other techniques however there are some minor variation factors to consider. What effect
do cosmetics/skincare products have on the degree of conductivity, if any? What medical
factors can change the test including medication ingestion and generic medical variations
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[53]. Once again the addition of hardware is one of the main issues when considering the
collectability and negatively effects security level.
The main advantage of this technique is that it is accuracy and whilst the other technique
also have high accuracy, this techniques maintains this accuracy across security, liveness
and coercion fusion levels. However this technique has one caveat as it is dependent on
background research and whilst this physiological testing has been considered for a number
of years the application within coercion detection is very new and therefore it would be
necessary to take every caution when integrating the technique.
Security level difference between TKT and FACS
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Table 5.8 Circumvention level difference between SCP and IFA
This technique provides a good security level and whilst it may not be as secure as some
of the other techniques, for example as Table 5.8 shows there is a 28% difference between
SCP and IFA due to the already present use of this technique within other disciplines, the
comparative integration could well provide a more valuable option to a system developer.
Intentional False Authentication
The first of the two novel techniques is Intentional False Authentication (IFA) which checks
if a user is being coerced by allowing them to provide a sample that is deliberately incorrect.
For example instead of using the index finger to authenticate the user will use a designated
different finger or thumb and when this is detected the system automatically knows that the
users is being coerced. This is identified as one of the most secure techniques. This technique
can be applied to almost all other biometric and liveness techniques, as the user has merely
to designate a separate authentication sample to be registered as the coercion measure. This
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can be done by the user or by the system and has a number of advantages for example there
is a limited need for additional hardware as the sample being used is from the same type
and the heterogeneity it affords is excellent as most samples will have an easily identified








Left palm print Right palm print
Vocal key phrase one Vocal key phrase two
Table 5.9 Examples of IFA techniques
There are some innate considerations specific to this techniques as the onus of this
technique is reliant on the user instead of the system. This injects an additional factor,
how subtly can the user present the IFA data to the system, for example when using vocal
phrases this can be quite difficult because of the overt way the technique works, alternatively
when using fingerprint techniques it is simpler to obfuscate the false data. Regardless this
technique is still very resistant to permanence altering factors, which remains one of its
primary strengths. Another advantage is that this technique does not rely on additional
hardware which means it is less prone to permanence and collectabilty altering factors. The
performance of this technique is very high and it is accurate but does cause the system to
consider twice the samples during matching.
Due to the flexibility of this technique, the circumvention and spoof susceptibility of this
are not as damaging but are still important to consider. The development of spoof samples
for this technique is irrelevant as a spoof samples would produce no effective features. The
way to spoof this sample would be to prevent the user’s ability to provide the specific IFA
sample but as one of the main underpinning features of this technique involves the users
subtly then this is issue can be negated. Otherwise the general circumvention classifier is
very low showing an excellent robustness to attacks. This is due to the innate attributes of the
sample as they are directly linked to their parent sample and use all of the same hardware
and software therefore once again relying on the official technique.
The main factors that have been analysed from the taxonomy data, is that this technique
has the potential to be very powerful, it is resistant to permanence altering factors, circumven-
tion techniques and has a good performance. One factor that is not positive is that it seems
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that the best integration of this techniques would be within a fusion based system as it would
allow a dynamic environment to be developed. For example a fingerprint/iris recognition
system using an IFA coerced detection technique would be able to provide users with either
an IFA fingerprint or iris sample and this could be adapted depending on the overall system
requirements and features.
Facial Micro-Movement
The final technique is Facial Micro-Movement which is based on FACS. This is a novel
technique that is based around the detection of emotion and the corresponding physiological
characteristics therein. Within coercion detection the obvious focus is on negative emotions
and ones that can be associated with coercion detection, mainly fear, anger, distress etc.
This technique is based on the FACS which has been used within the affect testing area for
a number of years and has been identified as the superior technique in the area [54] [78].
Therefore its integration into coercion detection is a reasonable jump and by testing it with
the taxonomy it should demonstrate its potential and highlight any problem areas. FMM
has a very high degree of universality as there is minimal additional hardware needed and
only some additional software to help decipher the AU (action units), however whilst the
technique works well with facial based techniques it obviously has no connection to other
styles, therefore demonstrating a low universality.
The permanency of this technique is good due to the lack of intra-user variation, however
there are some effects that must be considered. Whilst there are few traditional noise factors
that can affect a FMM system, one of the few would be light levels as bright or low light may
cause the user to change their AU accordingly, such as squinting in bright light. The other
non-medical factor that could impact this technique involves the way the AUs are interpreted.
As this FMM uses the FACs the methods of coding can be interpreted in different ways.
The collectabilty, unlike other techniques, is good due to the lack of additional hardware
reliance, the comparative speed of authentication and the adequate degree of universality.
This provides a vastly superior collectabilty level compared to other techniques equating to a
66% at best and 120% at worst difference as show within Table 5.10.
The performance of this technique is dominated by the low level of sample spoofing. This
is because the correct allocation and interpretation of AUs is all that is relevant. Therefore it
could be the user supplying the data or it could be an attacker therefore making moot any
potential security factors. This would mean that anyone could supply the coercion samples
and it would allow the user to work throughout the security process. One potential solution
would be to create a more linear process which merges authentications into the coercion
and liveness sample use, however this creates its own problems which must be considered.
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= 0.664∗100 = = 1.199041∗100 =
66.4% difference = 119.9041% difference
Table 5.10 Coercion collectability difference
Overall this is shown as a powerful technique with a lot of potential, but with one major
negative, something that must be addressed to get the most out of the system. However once
again the taxonomy enables these factors to be conducted and identified showing the worth
of the overall taxonomy.
5.2 Algorithm Development
Whilst the taxonomy can provide plentiful datasets for comparison and analysis this was not
the final goal for this research. The taxonomy creates informative values that are components
of the final algorithm, which can be used as a measure for overall system security. However
this is not effected solely by the taxonomy values, in-fact there are a number of other factors
that impact the applicability of liveness and coercion standards within a security installation.
The goal here is to create an algorithm that can produce a single output that denotes total
system viability for different security techniques. It will contain factors that will be specific
to the installation environment and will not change, unless a different environment is chosen
i.e. different location, company etc. The coercion and liveness standards will change the
overall algorithm, therefore allowing different combinations of techniques to be tested and
the multi-layer fusion will denote the statistical security level within the installation. This
can then be used to evaluate and analyse other liveness and coercion techniques.
Therefore the following section will detail the algorithmic development, components and
testing.
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5.2.1 Justification
Whenever a security feature is added to a system the requirement is that it solves a particular
problem, and its successes depends on success of this task. Therefore it has its own inbuilt
testing metric, if the requirement has been satisfied then the feature is a success and whilst
other systems may include evaluation systems of their own making, the main focus is the
efficiency and effectiveness of the new technology. When considered biometric, liveness
and coercion techniques the taxonomy provides a method of comparative critical analysis.
However it does not take into account the fusion factors within each area, this is where
the algorithm will appear. The algorithm will take the liveness and coercion techniques,
alongside a variety of other metrics, and calculate the overall security rating an installation
has. This can then be easily changed to identify different combinations of techniques and
the difference between overall classifications can be highlighted and compared, due to the
inculcation of interval based measurements.
One of the first problems encountered when developing this algorithm was the quantity
of components. The initial factors shown in Table 5.11 takes the metrics developed within
the taxonomy section. However it does not make a lot of sense, as certain factors required




yi− y2 = As = tP/Ab ∗Dr =
As
Lt+Lc
Table 5.11 Initial algorithm
The initial idea was to include a number of authentication times and use this as a value.
However this was not suitable s it did not take into account the potential of multiple authenti-
cation attempts a single user could conduct therefore some form of differentiation regarding
scale was needed. The algorithm was split up, with the different components containing sub
calculations that provided the final algorithm with only the required data. Subsequently the
first step is to identify what factors the algorithm are vital as these components will identify
different stakeholder groups that can impact the security within a system, and are catered to
biometric security specifically, culminating in Table 5.12, the final algorithm.
AS = TP−Ab
P ∗Dr
Table 5.12 Final algorithm
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Within the algorithm the purpose of these metrics is to highlight different variables which
are time, users, device redundancy, liveness and coercion detection. These will be discussed
in detail in the following section. These factors will produce an output ‘AS’which will denote
the overall level of security for the current system set-up.
5.2.2 Algorithm components
This algorithm will have a number of uses, the main one being a method for a researcher
or design to simulate a security environment and identify what techniques would work best
together for a specific environment. This fusion measurement tool would improve biometric
security development as it would allow a more thoroughly tested system to be developed
without the same degree of expense. A secondary factor: this algorithm could be used within
a automated system, as the values entered into the algorithm could be automatically edited
and the output could be used within a context aware environment to provide the most secure
security options the system has access to.
Time
Time has been used because it is a good way to detect the accuracy of a system, and is
necessary to provide much needed context to the other components. For example if the
algorithm output is based on one day only, then there may be problems that arise when it is
not that day, or when the measurement is a longer or shorter value. The time value is mutable
and can differ depending on the level of security and the expected outcomes. Small scale
time periods may be fine for initial tests between 5-10 hours etc. However if the time value
is desired to be longer, greater than 24 Hours, then other factors must also be conspired such
a noise, user-base size etc.
The purpose of time within the algorithm is to create a snapshot over a specific amount
of time, the longer the time the more susceptible the system will have been to security
threats and problems, therefore increasing the time will correspondingly increase the overall
calculation. The goal of the algorithm being a set of techniques that minimise the final result
of the algorithm whilst still using the required time value.
One variation to time would be attempts to access the system. This may be more suitable
for a number of environments as users may log on a number of times a day, therefore getting
average data may become more viable. Instead of checking over a period of time for example
one day, the metric would be for every one thousand login attempts. If this metric does
transform into attempts to access then an increase would denote a potential reduction in
security, as a FRR of 0.01% is much more likely to fail if it is tried 10 times instead of just
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once. The greater the attempts to access, whilst maintaining a low security score, identifies a
very secure system.
Within the algorithm time is denoted by the value T which equals time taken during
authentication, therefore the more authentication attempts that occur the higher the time
value will become. This value takes the amount of authentication attempts and combines
it with the time taken, therefore the greater amount of authentication will denote a higher
value, however as these values are divided by the Tn component, with N being the amount of
departments/samples within the calculation the value will always be a manageable number.
Therefore an example of this is shown in Table 5.13.
Time Calculation
ai = number of people within department.
li = logins per department
k = constant value less than or equal to one.

































Table 5.13 Time calculation process
This value allows the inclusion of both time taken to authenticate and the amount of
times authentication occurs. Obviously the higher either of these values the less secure the
system will be. This is because when more people authenticate the risk for a threat to occur
is increased, and the longer it takes to gather the sample the easier it is to spoof. After the
time has been identified the next component to identify is the user-base
User-base
The user base is the area most prone to deviations. This component identifies the quantity
of users being parsed throughout the system during a specific time. This metric can change
dramatically depending on date and time, for example: when considering frequency and
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number of logins per day as well as the user base, an initial assumption would be that the
more users within a system then the more logins will occur. Whilst this is a reasonable
assumption, other situations can impact this dramatically. For example it would be reasonable
to expect 10 users to have less authentication attempts then 20 users. However if the 10
users are power users, and log on 30 times each within a particular session equalling 300
authentication attempts and the 20 users log on 10 times each equalling 200 authentication
attempts, it shows that the values alone do not show all of the picture. This highlights the
importance of user location and composition when considering what to expect from the
user-base
Therefore the purpose of the user-base is to identify the style of access attempts, when
will the access happen, and to identify what specific variations there are within the user base.
A broad generalisation will be identified for the user base assuming that everyone can use
the security based information – e.g. fingerprint scanner, with temperature based liveness
detection.
To calculate this value the first thing that was identified is the amount of potential users
within a installation. For the purpose of this example a university is used: there would
be three categories of user, each representing a different organisational group within the
university,a department, a school which comprises of one to three departments, and a faculty
comprising of ’n’ schools and departments. As there can be a variety of values within each
area the mean of users will be found which will enable a more regulated calculation to be
developed. The mean is being used as it is almost impossible to predict, without additional
tools, how many authentication attempts there will be on a system at any one time period,
as there are many reasons that may stop users from accessing a system, such as illness,
holidays, meetings etc. Table 5.14 identifies a faculty level calculation which contains seven
departments.
Table 5.14 shows the mean assuming that ’n’ is the quantity of users within a department,
and An equates to the sequence of users:
This would then be used to create the sum of the users within the simulation as shown by
Table 5.16:
The final stage would be to calculate the final mean as shown by Table 5.17:
It may seem unnecessary to include the sigma summation for this simple equation and
whilst in this example the data set is very limited, if implemented into a large enough
organisation the amount of data may become extremely large and therefore become difficult
to easily manipulate. Within this dataset the mean value for users is 25 this can then be used
to show how many users are authenticating within the system, and is the first stage of creating
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Table 5.15 User sequence
valuable data that can be used within the system. One potential use of this data would be to
incorporate the results into a context aware environment.
This would allow the autonomic environment access to important data regarding user log
on trends. To gather further data from this initial component additional factors would need to
be considered such as the mean and absolute deviation. If Table 5.18 is used as the base level
then Table 5.19 shows the absolute deviations and Table 5.20 the mean deviation. This can
then be used to find out the mean divergence, therefore allowing the algorithm to check if a
department is varying too much from the mean divergence, which could indicate a system
error, lack of resources, or a potential security issue.
Whilst this data is useful from the algorithm standpoint, simply understanding the
quantity of users is not sufficient, as it is unlikely that users will only login once a day,
indeed depending what the environment is the amount of logins may contain huge divergence
intra-departmentally. Therefore the next stage of development would be to identify the
amount of logins per time period, this could then be combined with the amount of users to
produce a valuable metric which will identify the amount of attempts to authenticate over
each time period.
To do this: the average number of attempts will be gathered, this information can be used
within either the time or the user component of the algorithm. Table 5.21 follows the same
equation process as Table 5.16 and Table 5.17. Firstly users need to be identified, secondly








An = 16+25+10+40+55+10+18 = 174




An = 16+25+10+40+55+10+18 = 1747 = 25
Table 5.17 Mean of user simulations
average attempts to login/authenticate within a time period e.g. hours, days, months etc.
Once again the data for this is held in Table 5.14.
Now that both of the means have been calculated the next stage is to generate the product
of the means.
After these means have been gathered and the product of both is calculated the average
authentication attempts for the particular time period will be highlighted, in this case one
day in a university faculty. As shown in Table 5.22. The main problem here is that time is
static and the user data is only based in a single area. To make this more useful for the full
algorithm, more output is needed, potentially include multiple times/multiple departments.
Currently all that can be gathered from the data is how many average attempts a time period
there are. This then needs to be combined with other aspects for the algorithm to put these
amounts into some context e.g. liveness detection FAR of 0.01 means that if this number is
too great it will cause authentication problem.
This can then be used to calculate a threshold value which can denote if a system is,
statistically, threatened. This is done by identifying the amount of authentication attempts and
by finding out different divergences such as the mean divergence of average authentication
attempts. This would then allow a systems administrator, autonomic element etc. to take
advantage of this information, by providing more or less system resources nodes etc. This
value is represented in Table 5.23:
The output of this calculation, Ra, shows how effective a technique inclusion will be. If
a low score is identified then an administrator or autonomic element can be informed and
any potential improvements can be deployed. This can also be used to represent a median
deviation on access, if there is a continual low security identifier then this may represent a
compromised environment. Finally this will enable the system to identify potential weak
spots within a security environment. e.g. users normally log on with technique A, if users
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x−θ = 9+0+15+15+25+15+7 = 86
Table 5.19 Absolute deviation of user simulations
need to log on with technique B, due to impairment or technical issue, then the algorithm
will endeavour this factor.
Therefore within the algorithm, after T has been calculated P must be found, and the
following equation finds out the value of ’P’ which is participants, which in turn denotes the
user data for testing using the following value ranges:
To begin the initial value must be equal to or greater than 0, then the collective value of
authentication is gathered by identifying the average amount of logins conducted using the
same techniques as above with the constant value being included at the end of the equation.
The reason for this distinction is that whilst a user may log in only once a day within
department X, department Y may face a huge amount of logins due to different classrooms,
installations, subject etc. The summation calculates this value and makes sure that it is greater
than zero.
Liveness detection and Coercion Detection
Like biometric samples both liveness and coercion techniques have different salient features
therefore providing the overall algorithm with the information from the taxonomy allows
different techniques to be identified and compared. The purpose of this metric is to provide a
method of measuring the effect liveness and coercion brings to a system. When combined
in the algorithm the higher the level the more secure it is, however it also will allow the
inclusion of different options, e.g. needs high security but has very little space for additional
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Table 5.21 Login attempts
hardware, therefore a software/intrinsic solution, whilst not as robust from a security view,
may be a better solution.,
Biometric devices can be defined by a number of characteristics and a plethora of
considerations must be taken into account when deciding on a suitable device for a system.
There are a number of stages to consider beginning with what device is the most appropriate
for the situation. The situation can have a number of requirements such as where the device
is located, what is it being used for and for what degree of security will it be used i.e. is it
a low or high security area. This will also consider what liveness and coercion techniques
should be used, utilising the data gathered from the taxonomy as a starting area. This will
allow multi-modal and multi-fusion factors to be considered.
Users 15 16 13 8 10
Login attempts 15 25 20 17 8
Liveness Technique Coercion Technique
1.47222 2.888889
2.18055 1.548611
Table 5.25 Algorithm company example
The purpose of this component is to identify the different biometric devices and techniques
that work best together which can be based around multi-layer fusion e.g. liveness and
coercion. This component will have a number of sub calculations that will provide the final
device redundancy value for use in the main algorithm.










n = 61/25 = 2.4











Table 5.23 Basic autonomic controlling algorithm
The device redundancy (Dr) is the metric that utilises this liveness and coercion data.
This provides a level of security with a lower values denoting a secure system, whilst higher
values denoting less secure as shown in Table 5.25. Practically it is possible for this value
to be 0 which would mean that there are no liveness or coercion techniques included. If
this occurs than the values being zero will have a negative overall effect throughout the
algorithm. Therefore to prevent this problem occurring a constant is chosen is added to the

































Table 5.26 Dr = Device Redundancy equation
This would prevent the lack of liveness and coercion standards causing failures within
the system and would represent a single liveness and coercion technique being used, however
there is the potential that fusion techniques could be encountered therefore the algorithm
must be robust enough to support these factors. This is why the summation factor is used
instead of a standard x + x. if this data was used then the identifying the peaks and troughs
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Participants Calculation
Ai = number of people within department.
Li = logins per department
K = constant value less than or equal to one.
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K = time in hours (could be minutes, seconds etc.)
Table 5.24 Participants equation
would be important. Figure 5.7 shows the relationship between time elapsed and security
rating:
There is a sequentially improvement in security performance as the time progresses
however there is a large jump towards the end of the 12 hour segment, this is not due to
any problems within the algorithm instead this indicates that there are issues with the data.
Therefore to identify this anomaly the data has been analysed and it became obvious that
the problem revolves around the user login and attempts data, specifically that there are
fewer login attempts on certain days when compared to the amount of people who can log
in. This is interesting as there are a number of potential ramifications here: firstly, and most
benignly, is that the full compliment of users are not utilising the system. This could be
due to a number of factors such as staff illness, holiday, and lack of need etc. and whilst
this does impact the system overall it does not represent a threat innately. It does open a
potential threat vector: if the normal login quantity is not being reached then the addition of
a nefarious user will be harder to detect. The second factor could be due to a security breach
within the system that is preventing legitimate users access, concepts such as poisoned cache
attack, comprised password databases etc. would prevent system use becoming a DoS based
problem. The third option is that there is a legitimate fault with the system, or there is an
administration based attack.
As Figure 5.8 shows when the ’Dr’ data changes, the overall graph changes as well.
There are no sequential curves, however one factor that still stays the same is the anomaly
towards the end of the time period. This can change dramatically depending on the liveness
and coercion standards used therefore it must be identified early what factors are going to be
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Fig. 5.7 Time elapsed vs Security
tested. For example if four departments are considered, the building they occupy is moving
to a biometric security system but the developers cannot decide whether to include facial, iris,
or fingerprint system. They understand the necessity of liveness and coercion technique and
want to include a fusion techniques that makes use of two different methods. They decided
that the measurements need to be in hours, as the company runs both at day and night and
wants to see what the difference is between the two.
This data represents a high liveness-low coercion and low liveness - high coercion
installation.
As Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show the overall difference between different techniques
can change the overall algorithm output by comparative small amounts. The cause of this
small change is the lack of data. The more data used within the system the more accurate
and responsive the algorithm will become, therefore highlighting the necessity to develop
a database of samples that can be used for overall understanding of the different security
increases. These graphs show that there is a sequential improvement as time progresses
within the system, and this could be because of the stability improves over time, the lack of
burst data transfer amongst others. The one problem once again is due to the different data
identification, with less logins than users as highlighted above.
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Fig. 5.8 Security level over time
Anomalous User-base
The permanence and collectability of biometric samples is a key factor within the taxonomy
and whilst this has a deep impact on the individual techniques, it is also a factor that needs to
be highlighted within the overall algorithm. If a user is unable to use a biometric due to an
impairment then this must be taken into account when designing the systems security. Within
the taxonomy the permanence and collectability measurement highlight what could affect the
techniques. Whereas in a security installation actual data can be gathered and therefore can
be incorporated into the overall design. For a designer or developer the data can easily be
gathered by working with the companies human resources department, however as a sample
base Table 5.27 highlights the ratio of impaired to non-impaired staff. This can be used as an
example base line if the actual value is unknown.
Table 5.27 shows that, within the UK, there is a large percentage of the working population
that has a disability, as defined by the UK Government, and this calculation indicates that
for every one officially categorised disabled person within a workforce, there are eight non-
disabled members of the same workforce. Therefore this component highlights an example
value which uses the above ratio of people with impairments. If a sample organisation of 20
is considered, then it would be expected that 2 members of that workforce has a impairment.
This means that there are at least two users that might not be able to provide some of the
common biometric samples and as mobility abnormalities are some of the most common
impairments then techniques such as gait, facial or iris scans etc. may encounter problems
[47].
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Fig. 5.9 Low liveness and low coercion.
Fig. 5.10 High liveness and low coercion.
5.3 Taxonomy Evaluation
Whilst it has been shown that the taxonomy works there are certain issues to contend with.
These factors demand further improvement and refinement and will make future iterations of
the taxonomy and algorithm more robust. This section will cover what characteristics need
improving and throughout the testing section six areas were highlighted. These are:
1. Interval to ratio scale
2. Data range clarification
3. Permanence refinement
4. Hardware reliance




Current Population - 63,000,000
<14 Years 17.60% 11,088,000
>64 Years 16.40% 10,332,000
Non-workers 34.00% 21,420,000
Potential Working Population 66.00% 41,580,000
Population With Disability 16.40% 10,332,000
% of disabled population in workforce 46% 4,752,720
% of non-disabled population in workforce 76.00% 36,827,280
Ratio of disabled workforce to non-disabled workforce 7.748674 8:1
Table 5.27 Calculation of approximate impairment spread in workforce
5. Lack of mobile relevancy
6. Sample data and acceptance
Therefore the following section will consider the points raised and the best technique to
solve, or alleviate the effects.
5.3.1 Interval to Ratio Scale
Currently, the scale being used has been interval that is limited to five points. This technique
was chosen to limit the potential variations that could occur within each metric and whilst it
could be argued that using a true ratio based system would be superior, as it would allow for
extremes to be catered for, the more structured metric was instead implemented. This was
done to allow current research to be more precisely fit into the taxonomy. Otherwise, it could
have suffered from many different extremes of data potentially detracting from the efficiency
aimed for. When the taxonomy has had more data applied to it then it will be at this point
that the true use of interval will appear, as it will avoid a plethora of extreme data spikes
instead ranging research more efficiently, and allowing a more practical use for researchers
and developers. However as time progresses further iteration on the taxonomy will be needed
to highlight if this is truly the case or whether a ration scale may indeed be more suitable.
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5.3.2 Data Clarification
Data is often identified with a variety of metrics, units and standards, this is endemic through-
out all of computing and biometric data is no different. Whilst there are some universal
standards that are used there is also deviation which causes problems for this taxonomy. For
example standards such as FAR/FRR/FTE/EER are commonly used throughout biometric
device development, but a selection of researchers utilises their own standards and deviate
from this general standardisation. For example within the research into facial spoof detection
systems, [111] uses some of the traditional standards such as FAR and FRR, however the
inclusion of a novel standard CIR (Correct Identification Rate) is also used. These standards
are not used throughout other research and techniques therefore creating a higher degree of
standard redundancy.
Within biometric research identification of the time taken to identify a sample is rarely
identified and can range from less than 20 milliseconds to over 5 seconds. This means
that comparing time is very difficult and needs to become more commonplace in biometric
research. The inclusion of time in this taxonomy promotes its gathering and hopefully will
promote the collection as a standard practice. if this was done than the taxonomy would
improve as it would exclude more techniques.
A common accuracy and effectiveness measurement is also needed, as currently there
are a number of factors that can represent the effectiveness of a biometric security and
liveness techniques, but none for coercion. One of the main techniques is ERR and whilst it
contains some negative attributes it is still a widely used standard that provides a baseline
level. Therefore it can be used to compare different techniques in a robust manner. This is
not to say that ERR should be used solely, however the development of a more universal
measure would enable the maintainability of an overall standard therefore allowing an easy
transition for new techniques to measure accuracy.
Spoof development has often be cited as the major flaw for biometric devices and this
has become apparent when viewing the taxonomy data. This performance based classifier
identifies the amount of techniques that can be used to spoof a specific sample, for example
fingerprint scored very poorly due to the amount of ways to both gather and spoof a fingerprint
e.g. gelatine, clay, photograph, wax, etc. [171] [105]. Whilst this is an important factor
within this overall development of biometric techniques there is little to no standardisation
and the taxonomy has highlighted this problem. Therefore there a standard must be developed
that will identify the susceptibility to spoofing that can then be applied to the taxonomy. One
such standard could be SSR – Spoof Susceptibility Rate: this would be able to identify the
amount of spoofing methods there are for a specific technique, the greater the methods they
higher the value. For example fingerprint may have a SSR of 4 denoting the amount of spoof
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techniques applicable, whereas an ECG technique may have a SSR of 1 as there are very few
techniques applicable to that biometric. This would allow their overall system to be more
thoroughly integrated within the taxonomy and subsequently into more security systems.
All of these factors leads to two potential conclusions, the first being that the taxonomy
has to become so broad that it encapsulates whatever potential factors a researcher can
provide. This would make the standard in which the information appears almost irrelevant.
There are a number of negative factors associated with this method. Firstly sometimes there
is no information provided within the research so unless the research is brand new then there
is the potential for data to be simply lacking and no matter how encompassing the taxonomy
it cannot create data from nowhere. Secondly it is impractical to try and accommodate ever
term, data type etc. within the taxonomy. Thirdly, if a technique uses a specific metric and
then a second technique uses a different one then there is the potential that there will be
confusion between the two.
This is why the second conclusion is favoured. By using the taxonomy developers and
researchers could provide data that is specifically request by the taxonomy. The techniques
would have relevant ranges identified which would require the researchers to follow. This
would improve the ease of data integration and provided a more easily comparative research
environment. This would allow a more straightforward comparison to occur at all levels,
instead of the mixed and piecemeal comparison currently in operation. Therefore the solution
to this would be to require researchers to utilise the taxonomy as a descriptive check-list as
well as its other features, therefore, by providing the data requested the overall knowledge
about the technique and others could be improved and could be more easily accessed by
anyone using the taxonomy.
5.3.3 Hardware reliance
One factor that has become more and more apparent, as testing has progressed, is the
taxonomy’s reliance on hardware. There are occasions, such as within the collectability and
performance metrics, that the major negative attributes are based on the additional technology
factor. Whilst this is a legitimate factor care must be taken to make sure that the hardware
inclusion does not overshadow other techniques. Within the current data collection range the
overall impact is not too problematic however as more data is entered into the taxonomy this
factor become more problematic. In fact the inclusion of hardware can be a very positive
factor as it can provide a more solid basis of security, however in most cases the addition of
more security threat vectors detracts from the positive factors brought in.
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Therefore throughout the development of this taxonomy the impact of hardware has been
considered and it has been noted that whilst currently a minor issue, it will only become
more problematic when substantially more data has been included.
5.3.4 Lack of mobile relevancy
One factor that has been identified due to the work conducted by [152] is the effect of mobile
system integration. Most full biometric systems involve stationary installations and it has
only been recently that smart devices and techniques such as [152]’s have been become more
prevalent. The mobile integration of biometrics still has a long way before regular inclusion
occurs, and for the quality to be the same as static techniques. For this reason currently the
taxonomy has a major emphasis towards traditional installations not making any specific
allowances for mobile systems. This is something that may need to be considered in the
future as a bolt on features however, for the current taxonomy, this is not within the scope.
5.3.5 Acceptance
One interesting factor that became apparent whilst developing the taxonomy was the im-
portance of the acceptance classifier; as this will denote how easily the technique can be
integrated into the overall system. Also how easily circumvention will affect the users under-
standing and acceptance of any techniques being suggested. This is an important attribute
to consider and demands relevant research however it is something that is often ignored
or glossed over within a research paper in favour of the more technical attributes of the
technique. Whilst there should not be a wholesale change from technical attributes to this
social factor: it should still be considered.
Within this taxonomy testing the problem occurred that there was little to no information
regarding the acceptance of the individual techniques within the papers, and whilst there is
research that identifies the acceptance of overall techniques the specifics are often ignored.
Therefore it was almost impossible to adapt the data within the testing to denote the true
acceptance. Therefore a decision was needed: should the data be kept at a standard level for
all techniques therefore minimising the effect; or should the acceptance classifier be taken
out completely removing the problem at its core.
The former point was the most suitable option for a number of reasons. Firstly if the
acceptance classifier was taken out then it would change the overall effect of the taxonomy
and would produce results that would not be as robust. This is because, as the acceptance
section discussed above indicates, acceptance of a technique can lead to easier integration
within systems. Therefore the removal of the classifier would cause irreparable harm to the
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integrity of the overall taxonomy and whilst it would alleviate the problem of data validity
the cost would be too great.
Secondly, the advantage of providing specific standard dummy data in this classifier
allows it to exist but removes the immediate impact until all relevant data could be properly
correlated and this could be done in one of two ways. The first is to utilise the clarification
technique, identified in the Data Clarification section, promoting the use of the taxonomy
in future research. This could be done by producing a number of research papers using the
taxonomy to show its value in a practical setting, therefore promoting other researchers in
their own understanding and acceptance of the taxonomy.
Therefore for the purpose of this testing it is decided to provide each technique with the
same quantity of dummy data therefore providing the same amount of impact numerically.
Whilst this is an adequate solution the main negative is that the data is not correct and only
valid data will completely test the overall relevancy of the taxonomy, however due to the lack
of available data this is not viable to immediately test, however it is one of the major areas
that will be considered within the future work section.
These factors have been discerned from an in-depth analysis and evaluation of the
taxonomy and the testing therein. It is obvious that the taxonomy works correctly and can
provide interesting and relevant information to use by researchers and developers alike.
5.4 Algorithm Evaluation
After the evaluation of the taxonomy the second area to consider is the evaluation of the
algorithm. The algorithm has been populated with data, which is contained within Appendices
Two – Raw Taxonomy and Algorithm Data. During this testing and analysis some factors
became apparent that are of significant importance when utilising the overall algorithm within
a developer/researcher area. These areas are:
1. Single Data Reliance
2. Data Specificity
3. Interface development
5.4.1 Single Data Reliance
The initial observation when using this algorithm is that whilst it can correctly identify the
security level of the overall system, the focus is on one specific set of data. For example one
authentication style over period of time. To take full advantage of this algorithm a method to
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compare to other automatically and find the most suitable technique for a specific situation.
Therefore if this comparison was identified the following would be seen, and then can be
compared together, as shown by Figure 5.11.
Fig. 5.11 Real coercion and liveness data
When this comparison has been achieved it becomes easier to identify techniques that
are superior to the others as they are numerically different from each other. In this case
it is obvious that the "best" technique is the most secure, and the technique that had the
highest coercion and lowest liveness was the second most secure and most practical. When
viewing this data other factors need to be considered, as this is not intended to be the only
degree of information, instead this is the top level component of analysis. Coupled with the
data gathered from the taxonomy detailing which areas are providing the most impact, a
developer/researcher is able to identify what factors have the most impact within a specific
section alongside the overall algorithm providing a throughout tool that allows a more robust
understanding of the overall system.
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5.4.2 Data Specificity
The second factor that became apparent when dealing with the algorithm is that there is need
for specific data and the more data it can parse the more robust and accurate it will become.
This is because the algorithm uses real data to provide information about a technique or
system over a period of time therefore demanding regular injections of data, which in the
current environment is very difficult to provide. Therefore to improve the overall system
more and more data needs to be injected into the algorithm in much the same way as the
overall taxonomy. Coupled with this innate scalability, the practicality of including specific
data, e.g. such as the data regarding the amount of users and login attempts throughout the
system, is something that is very important to include as it provides specific information
about the requirements. Within this algorithm a rough ratio of 1:8 has been used to detect if
a user has any problems utilising biometric environment, however the actual data would be
much more relevant to use within the overall algorithm.
5.4.3 Interface development
One factor that is not directly related to the technical areas of the algorithm, but has an
enormous influence on the usefulness, is the lack of a user interface. The current algorithm is
quite complicated to calculate however with the integration of a valid interface the algorithmic
output could become much easier to work with and relevant to different user. This interface
would enable researchers and developers to enter their data into easy to use forms which
would convert the data, using the algorithm into meaningful outputs, including graphs etc.
This is something that would be advantageous to the overall system, whilst not being urgent,
therefore it would be suitable for future work to identify.
5.5 Conclusion
Throughout this testing, it has become apparent that the taxonomy has a lot of potentials and
can be used to achieved a variety of factors. There are issues that have become apparent, such
as the reliance on additional hardware and the ever-present importance of user acceptance in
biometric security.
The techniques discussed in the liveness section area have all been chosen to show that the
taxonomy works correctly. Despite some minor factors that need to be addressed, it has been
proven that the taxonomy works as intended, and can provide relevant data to designers and
researchers. Regardless this is only part of the taxonomies purpose; the secondary purpose
is to check that it works within a coercion environment. However due to the comparative
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originality of many coercion techniques it is much harder to gather data. Despite the problems
surrounding this data gathering the taxonomy has worked for coercion and has provided
similar outputs to the limited research that was considered.
While a variety of coercion techniques have been proposed and tested currently the skin
conductivity response test and integration false authentication techniques hold the most
promise, this is due to a combination of both current precedents within different areas of
computing, and accuracy of the data. However it became clear that while, from an initial
view, tangible key techniques could be viable, the testing indicated differently. It indicated
that this technique was one of the poorest, mainly due to its ultimate reliance on additional
hardware and the ease of access for an attacker.
The algorithm has used some different characteristics and has looked at the different
components that can affect the security of a system. While this has produced positive results
there are definitive issues to contend with, mainly focusing on the reliance on certain data
types and the lack of user interface. Currently, the algorithm refinement sections were most
successful as the enabled the reduction of unnecessary factors from the final algorithm, such
as the segmenting of the liveness and coercion factors. This enables the overall algorithm to
be much more robust by not having superfluous factors.
One thing that has been highlighted is that there is a need for much more data to get
a better understanding of this taxonomy. While the data provided does indicate an initial
concept, in the future, the inclusion of more data will help identify some of the flaws that





Several times he had to flatten himself against the shelves as a
thesaurus thundered by. He waited patiently as a herd of Critters
crawled past, grazing on the contents of the choicer books and leaving
behind them piles of small slim volumes of literary criticism
Pratchett, 2004
The aims of this research have been to ...categorise and evaluate different biometric
liveness detection techniques alongside the development and classification of novel coercion
detection techniques that will enable future techniques to be implemented.
To achieve this: steps were identified using a grounded theory methodology. To begin, an
in-depth analysis of current biometric literature had to be undertaken to highlight gaps in
the current research field. The lack of classification, standardisation and comparative tools
become the main thrust of the research. Methods of addressing this issue were considered,
and the development of a taxonomy that would incorporate liveness techniques was a key
goal. This was then extended also to be applicable for any future security techniques, as to
do otherwise would mean the same problem regarding to much research to few comparative
tools.
Therefore the goal of this research has been to create a taxonomy and algorithm that
allows dynamic security environments to be developed using biometric systems and to expand
on liveness and coercion detection. This is done by creating a comparative tool, the taxonomy,
which can then be used to populate a system with the most viable security techniques in a
participial area (the algorithm).
This research has highlighted a number of key areas that are very important to the overall
system and to security generally. The reliance on liveness detection, by biometric security, is
well documented and covered both in this work and in other research, however as liveness
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detection has become a mainstream component coercion detection has been identified as the
next stage to improve biometric security.
The testing has indicated that the taxonomy works however there are some considerations
that must be looked at. Some of the most relevant factors indicated that one major flaw the
system has is that it relies on the data validity of the taxonomy, and currently, for obvious
reasons, there is comparatively little data available. Therefore in the future an important
factor would be to get as much data parsed through the taxonomy, as the more data that is
entered the higher the accuracy and validity and more understanding of the algorithm will
occur.The other major factor that became apparent was the importance of user acceptance,
whilst very important within the overall taxonomy, due to the lack of research in this area
and the lack of ubiquity in classifiers, more data would be needed to validate this factor.
Overall the results show that the taxonomy works and can be useful in the development of
dynamic systems by providing the data to the algorithm which also works correctly and can
output degrees of security that can be used by the greater system. There are some potential
issues that need addressing but none of which are severe enough to cause the system to
fail, however to make the overall research more robust more work in the future needs to be
conducted to highlight and fix any potential flaws or areas of inefficiency.
Finally the aims and objectives will be briefly discussed to identify were the research has
succeeded or failed to achieve. The aim of the research we to "identify the specific factors
that liveness and coercion detection requires, coupled with the most suitable methods of
implementation that can be derived from both". This has been done in a number of areas,
the taxonomy has helped identify what coercion and liveness factors are most important to
a biometric implementation. It also allows a user to identify the most suitable liveness or
coercion standards to use within a system, allowing a more practical approach to technique
fusion.
Whilst this is a very broad overview it does highlight how the research has achieved the
aims of the research. To further understand this the objectives are also being considered, as
this provides a more in-depth highlighting process.
1. "Critically evaluate, in sufficient detail, the different algorithms, models, architectures
and associated technologies within the biometric environment". This was done initial
during the literature review chapter and highlighted the main factors with liveness
detection. The emphasis on spoof sample effectiveness, the lack of standardisation
and the impact of fusion between biometric device and liveness standards. This was
subsequently mimicked within the coercion research as it highlighted the potential
problems that coercion detection will face, such as the lack of research, the use of non-
traditional techniques to gather data (IFA/TKTs etc.), along with issues surrounding
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the acceptance of techniques by the users. Whilst these factors could have simply been
classified they would not have provide the same depth of comparison that a taxonomy
brings.
2. "Develop a taxonomy for security techniques that can cover a range of different current
and future technologies. Focusing on liveness detection, but maintaining scalability
allowing future techniques to be adapted for the taxonomy whilst creating output that
can be compared to other techniques, therefore creating a comparative and analytical
tool". The taxonomy was developed to highlight the factors made within objective one.
The aim was to make the taxonomy as scalable as possible enabling future technologies
to be easily integrated into it. Therefore the decision was to utilise some of the pre
defined categories that biometric device use as this would provide a familiar base level
for future technology to adhere to. The main factor that was required was a way to
easily use the taxonomy as a analytical tool, after identifying that the current ordinal
method of measurement was very poor at doing this: it was decided to use an interval
measuring system. This allows a valid and reliable comparison of techniques to be
undertaken within uni-modal and multi-modal systems.
3. "Investigate how the inclusion of different levels of liveness and coercion detection
affects the security of the system". The development of the taxonomy was to provide
the raw data that would allow comparison to occur. However on its own it would take
a lot of work to manually compare all the techniques. Whilst this could be done, and is
useful in certain circumstances such as identifying what factors cause a technique to
score high or low. This highlighted the need for a process to easily compare techniques,
ideally scenario specifically. Therefore an algorithm was considered to be the best
method of highlighted the effects of different coercion and liveness standards. This
algorithm would gather data from the scenario in question along with the liveness
and coercion standards desired and would output a security level which could then be
compared to find the most suitable fusion techniques for a system.
4. "Identify the underlying structure of coercion detection and how it should work with
biometric security, linking to both liveness detection and biometric authentication." To
achieve this comparison liveness detection was entered firstly, as this was the easier
area to validate due to the availability of data. Coercion detection was harder to develop
as the research concerning it is very limited. The overview of coercion detection was
needed to highlight the salient factors it encountered such as noise, subtly and user
acceptance.
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5. "Develop a baseline coercion detection environment, to determine the relevant validity
of coercion detection in current biometric systems as well as how to measure coercion
detection.". After the basic environment was developed this objective intended to
highlight how coercion detection could be developed. Numerous techniques were
considered such as IFA, FMM etc. and whilst these techniques had advantages it
became apparent that some were more subtitle than others. For example IFA was a
high scoring technique than TKT.
6. "Evaluate the taxonomy by testing it with a range of data gathered from respected peer
reviewed research". The final objective was to wrap up all the previous research by
evaluating the taxonomy and algorithm to identify the salient strengths and weakness
as well as highlighting the suitability of the overall research. In numerous areas
the taxonomy and algorithm performed satisfactory and allowed an interval based
comparison to be used, however it also highlighted a number of problems that could
lead to poor results or ineffectiveness such as the reliance on specific measurements.
Something that has become apparent throughout the process of this research is that there
is no neat end point, the original aim and objectives have been achieved however the research
has highlighted many areas that can be researched further. These different subjects and
concepts have interesting and innovative features that could be applied to biometric security.
Whilst the taxonomy has been created and the development of the architecture is developed
there are still many areas that would be extremely interesting to consider, therefore whilst
this research has come to its current endpoint the following section will identify where it
could progress to in the future, alongside some of the associated areas that are applicable, as
well as some of the current research outlets that can be applied for.
6.1 Future Work
Throughout this research there have been numerous occasions were a particular area become
the focus for research, however it was not within the scope of the current research, or it was
not directly linked but worthy of further commitment. This section highlights some of these
areas indicating were the research could be taken, what aspects could be considered.
1. Context aware biometric subsystems. How context awareness can affect biometric
devices.
2. Biometric residual data collection is a common problem, therefore identifying either
materials that are most suitable for preventing the lifting of biometric samples.
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3. Autonomous noise cancellation techniques would provide a huge bonus to security.
However how would this be implemented, what are the parameters that would need to
be taken into account?
4. Advance the taxonomy to include addition data from a larger variety of sources, both
from official papers and practical primary data collecti?on techniques. This would be a
direct progression from the PhD work.
5. As liveness detection techniques are normally more medical in nature than simple
biometric authentication or verification techniques, what are the major factors that
occur from this? What medical factors specifically effect the techniques, and what
solutions can be developed to remove this problems.
6. Many of the different techniques that are identified as both liveness and coercion have
very limited testing in the noise deviations that they face. A very applicable research
would be to look into the concepts for example how cosmetics and topical medicines
effect skin conductivity tests
7. Time based map of health using biometrics, medical collections from biometric ca
provide a map of the user’s health over a particular time. This could be aimed at
specific time periods, or as a continuous detection method.
8. Leaving the technical features of this research for a moment, presuming that a user
correctly identifies that they are being coerced what should the response be. Are there
any legal or moral obligations from the system designers to do anything?
9. Many of the techniques utilise medical features to gather both liveness and coercion
data, but how do medical anomalies effect his information. For example how does
heart arrhythmia effect ECG results, irregular heartbeat, stroke etc.
10. Due to the very new area of coercion detection, how will fusion react when considering
security, liveness and coercion? This is looked at briefly in the current research but
more in-depth analysis would have opt be identified.
11. From a very practical standpoint, biometric security is becoming more and more poplar
and utilised, however the research and information is still very much in an academic
style, especially when detailing the mathematical imperatives surrounding the work.
Therefore developing a dummies guide to biometric evaluation may be a valid research
area. This could be linked to education as well by trying to find the best methods of
teaching this kind of information.
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12. Affect research is mainly based around skin conductivity response test, for coercion
detection, what other data collection techniques could work.
6.2 Submission Goals
Throughout this research there has been numerous publications successfully submitted.
However there are others that will be used as goals for future publications. This section
highlights some of the main areas under consideration:
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(Prb x Sev) Solution
Software error 1 3 3
Depending on price and time have second
system set up with software and hardware
as a backup.
Hardware error 1 3 3
Depending on price and time have second
system set up with software and hardware
as a backup.
Unobtainable
Hardware/software 3 3 9
Research early the different kinds of soft-
ware and hardware needed, using a prod-
uct comparison
and then have a three stage choice so a
failure to get choice one results in
getting choice two etc.
Lack of primary data 2 4 8
Begin early when gathering primary data
and give people plenty of time to get into
contact.
Also arrange face to face meetings and
supply all materials that could help
the subjects.
Loss of data 2 4 8
Back up all data on multiple formats
and at multiple places. Such as
home/university/work/college
and hard drive/external hard drive
/DVD/flash drive.
Illness 2 2 4
Plan well, with plenty of time to do all
tasks and time to catch-up if necessary.
Poor data 1 3 3
Collect a wide range of data and make
sure that all data is relevant to the subject
avoiding superfluous information.
Too much data 1 2 2
Make sure all data is catalogued in a timely
fashion and concentrate on valid data.
Table A.2 Research Risks
Appendix B










Technique Universality Permanence Collectability Performance Acceptability Circumvention Total
Dermalog Algorithm 2.33 1.00 1.67 1.00 1.00 0.75 1.3
Dermalog System 2.67 0.67 5.00 3.00 1.00 1.17 2.3
Facial Modality 1.67 4.00 4.00 1.00 1.00 1.75 2.2
Feature and Texture Analysis 2.67 0.67 2.00 1.00 1.00 0.67 1.3
Static Feature Extraction 2.67 1.33 1.67 1.00 1.00 1.08 1.5
Local Binary Pattern 2.67 1.33 1.67 1.00 1.00 1.08 1.5
Texture Analysis 1.67 3.00 1.67 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.6
Purkinje Images 3.00 1.33 6.67 4.00 1.00 1.58 2.9
A V Feature Extraction 1.33 4.00 3.33 1.00 1.00 1.75 2.1
Mobile ECG 2.33 1.33 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.83 2.7
Table B.1 Overall Taxonomy Data for Liveness and Coercion Techniques
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B.1 Universality Data
Liveness Measurement
Technique h s t l
Dermalog Algorithm 1.00 3.00 3.00 1.00
Dermalog System 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00
Facial Modality 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00
Feature and Texture Based Analysis 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00
Static Feature Extraction 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00
Local Binary Pattern 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00
Texture Analysis 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00
Purkinje Images 4.00 2.00 3.00 1.00
Audio-Video Feature Extraction 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00
Mobile ECG 5.00 2.00 1.00 1.00
Table B.2 Universality Liveness Calculation
Coercion
Measurement
Technique h s t l
Tangible Key Techniques 4 2 1 1
IFA 1 2 2 1
Skin Conductivity Peaks 3 1 2 1
Facial Micro-Movements 1 2 2 1
Table B.3 Universality Coercion Calculation
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B.2 Permanence Data
Liveness Measurement
Technique Bs Ms P
Dermalog Algorithm 1.00 1.00 2.00
Dermalog System 1.00 1.00 3.00
Facial Modality 2.00 2.00 1.00
Feature and Texture Based Analysis 1.00 1.00 3.00
Static Feature Extraction 2.00 2.00 3.00
Local Binary Pattern 2.00 2.00 3.00
Texture Analysis 1.00 2.00 1.00
Purkinje Images 2.00 2.00 3.00
Audio-Video Feature Extraction 2.00 2.00 1.00
Mobile ECG 2.00 2.00 3.00
Table B.4 Permanence Liveness Calculation
Coercion Measurement
Technique Bs Ms P
Tangible Key
Techniques 1.00 1.00 1.00
IFA 2.00 1.00 4.00
Skin Conductivity Peaks 2.00 2.00 4.00
Facial Micro-Movements 2 2.00 4.00
Table B.5 Permanence Coercion Calculation
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B.3 Collectability Data
Liveness Measurement
Technique Si T Ut At
Dermalog Algorithm 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00
Dermalog System 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00
Facial Modality 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
Feature and Texture Based Analysis 2.00 1.00 3.00 1.00
Static Feature Extraction 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00
Local Binary Pattern 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00
Texture Analysis 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00
Purkinje Images 1.00 1.00 3.00 4.00
Audio-Video Feature Extraction 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
Mobile ECG 2.00 2.00 4.00 1.00
Table B.6 Collectability Liveness Calculation
Coercion Measurement
Technique Si T Ut At
Tangible Key
Techniques 3.00 1.00 1.00 4.00
IFA 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00
Skin Conductivity Peaks 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00
Facial Micro-Movements 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00
Table B.7 Collectability Coercion Calculation
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B.4 Performance Data
Liveness Measurement
Technique Th A Ss At t
Dermalog Algorithm 2.33 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00
Dermalog System 2.67 2.00 2.00 3.00 1.00
Facial Modality 1.67 2.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
Feature and Texture Based Analysis 2.67 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00
Static Feature Extraction 2.67 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00
Local Binary Pattern 2.67 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00
Texture Analysis 1.67 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Purkinje Images 3.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 1.00
Audio-Video Feature Extraction 1.33 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
Mobile ECG 2.33 1.00 1.00 5.00 1.00
Table B.8 Performance Liveness Calculation
Coercion Measurement
Technique Th A Ss At t
Tangible Key
Techniques 2.33 1.00 3.00 4.00 1.00
IFA 1.67 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00
Skin Conductivity Peaks 2.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 1.00
Facial Micro-Movements 1.67 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00
Table B.9 Performance Coercion Calculation
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B.5 Acceptability Data
Liveness Measurement
Technique Vs S N U Vus Highest Name Metric Level
Dermalog Algorithm 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Dermalog System 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Facial Modality 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Feature and Texture Based Analysis 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Static Feature Extraction 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Local Binary Pattern 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Texture Analysis 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Purkinje Images 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Audio-Video Feature Extraction 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Mobile ECG 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Table B.10 Acceptability Liveness Calculation
Liveness Measurement
Technique Vs S N U Vus Highest Name Metric Level
Tangible Key
Techniques 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
IFA 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Skin Conductivity Peaks 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Facial Micro-Movements 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Static Feature Extraction 5 0 0 0 0 Vs 1
Table B.11 Acceptability Coercion Calculation
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B.6 Circumvention Data
Liveness Measurement
Technique Sg A Ls
Dermalog Algorithm 1.00 1.00 1.00
Dermalog System 0.67 3.00 1.00
Facial Modality 4.00 1.00 2.00
Feature and Texture Based Analysis 0.67 1.00 1.00
Static Feature Extraction 1.33 1.00 2.00
Local Binary Pattern 1.33 1.00 2.00
Texture Analysis 3.00 1.00 1.00
Purkinje Images 1.33 4.00 1.00
Audio-Video Feature Extraction 4.00 1.00 2.00
Mobile ECG 1.33 5.00 1.00
Table B.12 Circumvention Liveness Calculation
Coercion Measurement
Technique Sg A Ls
Tangible Key
Techniques 2.00 2.20 4.00
IFA 0.75 1.50 1.00
Skin Conductivity Peaks 1.00 1.80 1.00
Facial Micro-Movements 1.00 1.50 3.00
Table B.13 Universality Coercion Calculation










sum t Time Elapsed (hours) Participants (ai/li) Time for Response Anomolous Userbase ai-Ab/ai Dr + K
1 1 5.010588235 2 1.875 0.995748299 4.162087384
3 2 6.010588235 1.64 2 0.995464853 4.162087384
5 3 7.010588235 1.65 1.625 0.996315193 4.162087384
7 4 8.010588235 1.470588235 1 0.997732426 4.162087384
9 5 9.010588235 2.25 1.25 0.997165533 4.162087384
Table B.14 Algorithm Example I
E*F Security Level - As Exp(ai-Ab/bi)/T lt ct ai-Ab/ai
4.144391434 1.795403646 1.353374521 1.513888889 1.373722222 0.995748299
4.143211704 1.202186181 1.649988983 1.513888889 1.373722222 0.995464853
4.146750894 1.013077277 1.641384191 1.513888889 1.373722222 0.996315193
4.152649544 0.776173992 1.844244937 1.513888889 1.373722222 0.997732426
4.150290084 1.055550236 1.204705714 1.513888889 1.373722222 0.997165533
Table B.15 Algorithm Example II
